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R. R. BURRITT
PART I
ORGANIZATIONAL DATA

1. DESIGNATION
3d Reconnaissance Battalion

SUBORDINATE UNITS

H&S Company
Company A 1STLT W.L. BAKER 1 May 69 – 30 June 69
Company B CAPT N.R. HISLER 26 Apr 69 – 30 June 69
Company C 1STLT G.L. RANDALL 15 Jan 69 – 30 June 69
Company D 1STLT M.R. WADSWORTH 2 May 69 – 6 June 69
Company E 1STLT W.J. ALEXANDER 6 Jun 69 – 30 June 69
CAPT O.E. LONG 1 May 69 – 30 June 69

ATTACHED UNITS

2d Force Reconnaissance Company MAJ O.R. KARTCHNER

2. LOCATION

1–30 June 69: Quang Tri, RVN – H&S Company, Company A, Company B,
Company C, Company D, Company E, and attached 3d Force Reconnaissance
Company.

3. STAFF OFFICERS

Executive Officer MAJ D.C. BIEGER 26 Feb 69 – 30 June 69
Operations Officer S-3 CAPT H.W. COURTER 5 May 69 – 30 June 69
Intelligence Officer S-2 1STLT R.D. WIEHR 20 Oct 69 – 30 June 69
S-4 Officer 1STLT C.R. PILKINGTON 1 May 69 – 30 June 69
Adjutant 1STLT D.W. BUSH 15 May 69 – 25 June 69
1STLT D.W. SIPPERLY 26 Jun 69 – 30 June 69

4. AVERAGE MONTHLY STRENGTH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>USMC</th>
<th>USN</th>
<th>OTHER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>ENL</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>745</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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PART II
NARRATIVE SUMMARY

1. General Overview of all Activities

   a. Company A: During the reporting period, Company A conducted 24 patrols, averaging 2.6 days with an average of 7.5 men per patrol. The company made 14 sightings of 51 enemy, and nine contacts with 26 enemy, resulting in eight enemy KIA (C). The company fired nine artillery missions of 218 rounds, and directed eight air strikes. Company A also captured four (4) AK-47's. Company A sustained three (3) USMC KIA and four (4) USMC WIA.

   b. Company B: During the reporting period, Company B conducted 30 patrols averaging 3.6 days, with an average of 6.7 men per patrol. The company made seven (7) sightings of 25 enemy and two (2) contacts with 16 enemy. The company fired twelve (12) artillery mission of 146 rounds, and directed four (4) air strikes. The company sustained no casualties.

   c. Company C: During the reporting period, Company C conducted 21 patrols averaging 2.1 days with an average of 8.0 men per patrol. The company made nine (9) sightings of 65 enemy and fourteen (14) contacts with 57 enemy, resulting in twelve (12) enemy KIA (C). The company fired thirteen (13) artillery mission of 286 rounds, and directed four (4) air strikes. The company sustained one (1) USMC KIA and nine (9) USMC WIA.

   d. Company D: During the reporting period, Company D conducted 23 patrols averaging 2.5 days, with an average of 7.4 men per patrol. The company made fifteen (15) sightings of 59 enemy and made sixteen (16) contacts with 111 enemy, resulting in ten (10) enemy KIA (C), and one (1) enemy POW. Company D also captured eight 120mm rockets. The company fired five (5) artillery mission of 107 rounds, and directed six (6) air strikes. Company D sustained seven (7) USMC KIA, and seven (7) USMC WIA.

   e. Company E: During the reporting period, Company E conducted 12 patrols averaging 3.8 days, averaging 7.0 men per patrol. The company made one sighting of twelve (12) enemy and six contacts with thirty-six (36) enemy, resulting in two (2) enemy KIA (C). The company fired four artillery mission of 171 rounds and directed two (2) air strikes. The company sustained one (1) USMC KIA, and four (4) USMC WIA.

   f. 3d Force Reconnaissance Company: During the reporting period, 3d Force Reconnaissance Company conducted seven patrols, for an average 2.9 days and averaging 7.7 men per patrol. The company made four sightings of 114 enemy, and made contact with four enemy. The company fired one artillery mission of 23 rounds. The company sustained no casualties.
g. H&H Company: During the reporting period, the SCUBA Section conducted 31 SCUBA mission in support of the Quang Tri River Bridge. The company sustained one (1) USN WIA during this reporting period.

2. Command Relations: Nothing significant to report.


4. Intelligence. The Reconnaissance effort remained concentrated in the western portion of the AO in the early weeks of June. Primary emphasis was placed in the southern portion of the western DMZ, where Reconnaissance Teams made contact four different times, probably with elements of the 246th NVA Regiment. Another Reconnaissance target was south of Route #9 near Khe Sanh. Here, as in the DMZ the enemy counter Reconnaissance effort was apparent as elements of the 4th Battalion, 24 Regiment, 304th Division exploited Reconnaissance Teams four times near Khe Sanh. With the launching of Operation UTAH MESA the Reconnaissance effort shifted to the Da Krong Valley Region. In the latter weeks of June the enemy counter Reconnaissance effort dropped sharply and the number of sightings and contacts reflected this activity on the part of the enemy.

5. Operations. Units of this Battalion and the attached 3d Force Reconnaissance Company have participated in Operations HERKIMER MOUNTAIN, CAMERON FALLS, VIRGINIA RIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS BAY, UTAH MESA, IROQUOIS GROVE, and ARLINGTON CANYON during this reporting period.

6. Results of Operations:
   a. Casualties inflicted on the enemy. During the reporting period, there were 36 VC/NVA KIA (C).
   b. Casualties Sustained. The Battalion sustained 10 USMC KIA, two USMC DOW, 29 USMC WIA, and one USN WIA during this reporting period.

7. Supporting Arms:
   a. Fire Support: The Battalion Reconnaissance Teams directed 44 Fire Missions for a total of 933 rounds.
   b. Air Support: The Battalion Reconnaissance Teams directed 21 Air Strikes on targets of opportunity. This does not include Fixed Wing strikes employed for initial insertions in an unsecure area.
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9. Communication Electronics: The following Relay Sites were manned by the Battalion during this reporting period:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME DESIGNATOR</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>AREA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MARBLE CHAMP</td>
<td>YD 305433</td>
<td>AITU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOXTROT</td>
<td>YD 001484</td>
<td>VANDERGRIFT COMBAT BASE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROMEO</td>
<td>XD 844455</td>
<td>HILL 950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIERRA</td>
<td>XD 976559</td>
<td>THOM SON LAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TANGO</td>
<td>YD 847597</td>
<td>DONG HA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDIA</td>
<td>YD 097877</td>
<td>HILL 819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOVEMBER</td>
<td>XD 851545</td>
<td>FSB NEVILLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAPA</td>
<td>YD 242591</td>
<td>DONG HA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZULU</td>
<td>YD 116701</td>
<td>COM THIEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIMA</td>
<td>YD 126590</td>
<td>CAM LO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLF</td>
<td>YD 001484</td>
<td>VANDERGRIFT COMBAT BASE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JULIETT</td>
<td>YD 001484</td>
<td>VANDERGRIFT COMBAT BASE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10. Equipment: Nothing significant to report.

11. Civic Action: All personnel joining the Battalion were given a class on the Personal Response Program by the Battalion Sergeant Major.

12. Personnel and Administration: Nothing significant to report.

13. Training: Training was conducted on a continuous basis. Newly joined personnel were instructed in the Command Orientation and Troop Indoctrination Program. An Information/Orientation Class on Vietnam was held, and the M-16 Rifle was familiarized during this reporting period. Company training is conducted on a detailed level pursuant with the experience gained in combat. The Battalion conducted three six day courses on Reconnaissance Orientation. Three personnel graduated from the U.S. Army RECONDO School in Nha Trang, RVN. During this reporting period schools were conducted at the location given:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCHOOL</th>
<th>PERSONNEL</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCUBA SCHOOL</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>SUBIC BAY, R.P.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAND MINE WARFARE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>QUANG TRI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNCO LEADERSHIP</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>QUANG TRI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROJECTIONIST</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>DA NANG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM/SEC/CRY/ECHO</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>JAPAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCOUT/SNIPPER</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>QUANG TRI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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15. Awards and Decorations: Personnel of this command were recommended for the following decorations during this reporting period: Two Navy Crosses, 11 Silver Stars, 23 Bronze Stars, 51 Navy Commendation Medals, seven Navy Achievement Medals, and 42 Purple Hearts.
PART III
SEQUENTIAL LISTING OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

1. Significant Events during or in Direct Relation to Combat Operations.

a. Op 44L-D-69 (SC1) 011900H Jun 69 (040517Z). At 011900H Team at XD 918279 observed 12 VC/NVA moving north on trail at XD 918279. The enemy wore khaki uniforms, helmets, web gear and carried AK-47s. At 011915H enemy initiated contact 10 meters from team at XD 918279. Team received automatic weapons fire and returned fire with claymores and hand grenades, resulting in four VC/NVA KIA (C). Team then received small arms fire from the south and southeast and Chi-Com grenades from the north. AO came on station and expended ordnance destroying one bunker with one (1) VC/NVA inside it. 011940H team was extracted.

b. Op 2598-69 (LC2) 011300H (050533Z). At 011300H Team at XD 966617 observed two (2) VC/NVA in bunkers. A fire mission of ten (10) rounds was called with fair coverage and unknown results. At 011310H the team observed two (2) VC/NVA in bunkers at XD 954622. A fire mission of 30 rounds was called with excellent coverage, resulting in one (1) secondary explosion and one (1) weapon cook-off. At 010230H team had movement 50 meters to the west and east. A fire mission of 60 rounds was conducted and the movement stopped. At 010250H team was attacked by an unknown size enemy force from the team's west. Enemy employed satchel charges, Chi-Com grenades, M-26 grenades, RPG5s and small arms fire resulting in eight (8) USMC WIA (E). Team returned fire resulting in three (3) enemy KIA (C). Team called fire mission of all "on call". AO received fire from Anti-Aircraft weapon at XD 957604. At 020425H team was extracted with no fire incident.

c. Op 408-D-69 (L52) 011300H Jun 69 (050529Z). At 231930H May 69 team observed three (3) VC/NVA moving northwest to southeast on trail. Negative action taken. 230700H May 69, team observed 20 to 30 VC/NVA at XD 857384 moving northeast to southwest along a trail. The enemy were carrying building materials. Negative action taken. 231555H May, team at same location observed 30 to 40 VC/NVA moving northeast along the same trail. Enemy wore green utilities, pith helmets and carried AK-47s. The enemy had bushes attached to their packs. Negative action taken. 231830H May team observed four (4) VC/NVA wearing green utilities, pith helmets and carrying AK-47s moving northeast on a trail at XD 857384. A fire mission of 7 rounds was called with unknown results. 300800H May, team observed two (2) enemy dressed in green utilities, pith helmets and carrying AK-47s moving on a trail at XD 857384. Negative action taken. Team had numerous sighting of enemy in groups of one (1) to three (3) throughout the day. 311800H May, at XD 855584 team observed four VC/NVA walking west on highway #9 carrying stretchers. AO came on station and fired ordinance on target with good coverage. After AO left enemy reappeared carrying what appeared to be bodies. 311830H May, team observed 50 to 40 VC/NVA. Team believed they came from underground bunkers. Half of the VC/NVA were armed with AK-47s.
The enemy dispersed in different directions, 16 of the enemy carried eight (8) stretchers moved west on route #9. Some enemy stayed in the immediate area. These men appeared to be casualties because some had bandages on and some walked with a limp. At this time the enemy began pointing in the team's direction and six (6) to eight (8) enemy approached team position. Team moved to higher ground and called a fire mission that lasted six (6) hours with unknown results. O11150H June, team was extracted with negative fire incidents.

d. Op 446-D-69 (302) 021430H Jun 69 (050632). Enemy moved within 20 meters of team and opened fire. Team returned fire with negative results. Team then moved to XD 86566L where they took one (1) satchel charge and 20 Chi-Com grenades and small arms fire. Team returned fire resulting in two (2) VC/NVA KIA (0). Enemy wore green and gray utilities with pith helmets and carried AK-47s. At this time AO came on station and expanded ordnance to team's west. At 021430H team was extracted under cover of gunships and fixed wing.

e. Op 425-D-69 (1A3) 031600H Jun 69 (070145). At 011200H, team located at XD 805435 observed three (3) VC/NVA moving west on a trail. Enemy was wearing dark utilities but team could not observe weapons or equipment because of the distance. 022400H, team observed one light moving north up hill #550. Friendly fired mortars at the light and it went out. 030240H the team observed one large light at XD 843455. Friendly fired mortars and light went out. While the light was on it lighted an area about 500 meters square on the side of Hill #550. 021200H, team observed two downed Helicopters at XD 849416. Wreckage appeared to be about one year old. Team also observed one set of tracked vehicle tracks indicating east to west movement. Tracks appeared to have been made within the last 48 hours.

f. Op 407-D-69 (1B2) 031500H June 69 (050512). Team observed several old bunkers and hooches. Throughout the patrol team heard trees falling in the vicinity of XD 702567 and in all directions from team's position. 020215H team saw flashlights to their east at XD 701568. 031200H Team had movement to their northeast about 75 meters away. AO came on station and expended ordnance at XD 701568. Fixed wing came on station and ran one air strike with unknown results. 031415H team saw one (1) VC/NVA run across a trail at XD 693568. Enemy wore dark green utilities, team could not observe weapons or equipment. 051500H gunship made rocket run as team was being extracted.

g. Op 2605-69 (2D1) 032035H Jun 69 (050522). 061900H, team was located at XD 85566L when they observed three (3) VC/NVA about 10 meters to their south moving east along trail wearing green utilities and bush covers. Team observed five (5) VC/NVA sitting beside a stream 50 meters to team's north at XD 855436. Enemy wore green utilities, web gear and a white patch was observed on the left shoulder of one of the enemy's utilities.
AO came on station and the enemy moved west. 031350H, team observed two (2) VC/NVA to their northwest, wearing green utilities, bush covers and armed with AK-47's. Enemy moved from team's sight. 031400H the team observed eight (8) VC/NVA 150 meters to their southwest. One enemy pointed towards team's position and the enemy split into two groups four (4) men moved southeast and four (4) men moved north west. AO came on station and ran rocket and strafing mission on suspected enemy location with unknown results. The enemy wore green utilities, helmets, ponchos and web gear. Team could not observe weapons. 031530H, team observed four (4) VC/NVA moving southeast on a trail at XD 854565. Enemy stopped 150 meters from team, then moved out of team's sight. 031715H team at XD 852566 heard voices of and estimated 25 VC/NVA 200 meters to their southwest. A fire mission of five (5) rounds was called and the AO and fixed wing ran missions over the area. At this time team received small arms fire from their south. Fixed wing ran air strike over this area with unknown results. 032035H team was extracted with negative incidents.

h. Op 2607-69 (269) 041000H Jun 69 (060515Z), 031830H, team observed two VC/NVA working in a field at XD 578182. The workers wore mixed white and brown shirts and white trousers. Team could not observe any weapons or equipment. 040750H, team observed three Bru Montagnards moving toward them, the Bru walked within 10 meters of the team and motioned for the team to follow them. Team followed the Bru about 100 meters north and observed four women. Helicopter came on station and extracted team and the three male Bru. The Bru were taken to Vandegrift Combat Base for interrogation.

i. Op 444-D-69 (269) 050900H (070149Z), 011345H, team observed a battalion size bunker complex with "T" shaped fighting holes at XD 946560. There were also numerous AA positions and AW positions that appeared to be one month old, however, fresh signs of activity were evident. 021550H, team observed one battalion size base camp with log hooches built into the ground at XD 785640. The area contained numerous bunkers and connecting trenches, foot prints on the trails indicated recent activity. 031155H, team found an NVA CP area at XD 787643. The area contained six bamboo and wood hooches with caves in the side of a cliff behind the hooches. The caves were used as bunkers and storage area. One cave was 20 feet high and extended at least 800 meters into the mountain. The team found 100 RPO rounds, 100 AK-47 rounds, 500 pounds of rotten rice, various cooking utensils, NVA uniforms and 782 gear. The team found several caves and hooches constructed throughout their RZ. All of the complexes had signs of recent use.
j. OpD 400-D-69 (101) 061650H Jun 69 (11101032). 051745H, team observed two elephants to their south at XD 074278. There were people with the elephants but team could not observe how they were dressed. 052025H, team had movement 30 meters to the northwest of their position at XD 065284. Team estimated 5-5 enemy, but could not observe them due to underbrush and darkness, movement ceased with no incidents. 060825H, team observed a small base camp with numerous fresh trails leading in an out of the area at XD 077287. There were at least 15 hooches and cultivated fields in the area. 061040H while checking a hooch at XD 077288 team observed an estimated company of enemy to their north about 150 meters away from the team. Team moved west to XD 087263 the enemy followed within 10 meters and the team received five Chi-Com grenades. AO came on station and expanded ordnance, gunships and fixed wing arrived and expanded ordnance. The enemy wore green utilities, bush covers and carried AK-47s. There were several Bru with the enemy. The Bru were not armed and wore brown khaki shirts and shorts. Team was extracted under cover of fixed wing and gunships.

k. OpD 448-D-69 (133) 080850H Jun 69 (0805492). 010130H, team observed one enemy beside a bunker at XD 825666. No action taken. 032100H, team observed 15 to 20 small stationary lights at XD 825665. A fire mission as called with good coverage and lights went out. 042400H, team observe 10 small lights and three large lights at XD 825665 and the same number of lights at XD 809668, a fire mission was called on both grids with good coverage and all lights went out. 052000H, team observed 15 to 20 lights moving north east at approximately 15 to 20 miles per hour. Negative action taken.

l. OpD 456-D-69 (165) 081200H June 69 (11101052). 052000H, at XD 018237, team heard movement to their north, south and west approximately 25 meters from the team. A fire mission was called and AO expanded ordnance and movement stopped. Team observed one enemy about two hours later to team's south. Spooky came on station and movement stopped. 081100H at XD 018328 one enemy began firing on team from their north with a AK-47. At this time another enemy opened fire with a RPG, team returned fire and called "on call". Gunships came on station and took fire while team was being extracted.

m. OpD 2614-D-69 (1 3) 082000H Jun 69 (11101052). 070150H, at XD 162339 team observed 20 to 30 lights to their south and southeast. A fire mission of 20 rounds was called and lights went out. 061700H, at XD 164333 team had movement to their east of 5 to 10 enemy wearing green utilities. Team could not observe weapons or equipment. Team began receiving small arms fire from the east. Team returned fire resulting in two (2) enemy KIA (C) and one (1) USMC WIA.

Enclosure (1)
AO came on station and expanded ordinance. Team received Chi-Chom grenades that resulted in another USMC WIA. Team moved west for extraction and was extracted with no fire incidents.

n. Op 483-D-69 (352) 090130H Jun 69 (110102Z) 061600H, team, while moving east at XD 887624, heard movement of 10 to 15 enemy to their west about 45 meters away. Team attempted to evade but the enemy followed them. A fire mission of 25 rounds was called at 062030H team received two CS grenades. Team returned fire, AO came on station and made rocket and gun runs on the enemy positions. The fire fight lasted until 090155H when team was extracted. Team suffered one USMC WIA (M) while inflicting eight enemy KIA (C).

o. Op 435-D-69 101030H (120111Z) 061530H, team at XD 954297 heard voices of six enemy at XD 956295. A fire mission was called of 15 rounds with unknown results. At 061440H team heard movement to their northeast of 2 to 3 enemy. No action taken. 061130H team observed a large bunker complex consisting of 6, two to three man bunkers. The complex appeared to be one month old with no sign of recent activity.

p. Op 2622-69 (1E1) 102020H Jun 69 (180805Z) 071300H at XD 877665, team heard voice 25 meters to their west and east moving towards team. 12 enemy dressed in light brown utilities, brown bush covers, tennis shoes and carrying AK-47s, and web gear that was new, walked a trail past the team's position. Negative action taken. 071230H team observed two enemy moving west past team, the enemy observed team and contact was initiated resulting in two enemy KIA (C). At this time team received a heavy volume of small arms and automatic weapons fire from the south. Team returned fire and began moving toward LZ. 071300H team was hit by automatic weapons fire from an estimated three to four enemy resulting in three USMC WIA. Team returned fire with unknown results. 071305H the team called for an extraction force and emergency extraction. 071430H extraction force married with team and moved to Helicopter Landing Zone for extraction. 071530H helicopter, attempting extraction, received heavy 50 caliber fire forcing the helicopter to land. Fixed wing ran air strikes and AO ran OV-10 ordnance on enemy positions. 071610H helicopter attempted extraction and received heavy fire from dual barrel 50 caliber. Helicopter was shot down. Extraction Force escorted team to LZ Beaver where Med-Evacs were extracted at 102020H, all enemy appeared fresh, well groomed and well disciplined.

q. Op Six Extraction Force 121700H (140847) 071305H, extraction force was inserted under fire from the north and south. Once on the ground the force made contact with two enemy resulting in one enemy KIA (C). 071400H extraction force observed junction of two trails. One element of extraction force set up security at the trail junction while the rest of the force moved toward the team. The security element received SAF from the southwest from an estimated 15 enemy. Fire was returned and the enemy broke contact.
A fire mission was called of 72 rounds. AO directed a 30-round fire mission and ran OV-10 ordnance of enemy position. 251955H, team heard movement of 15 to 20 enemy 100 meters to their west at XD 991262. A fire mission of 30 rounds was called with unknown results. 271030H, team was extracted with negative fire.

y. Op 2203-69 (3D3) 020900H Jun 69 040550H. 020930H June 1969, team was inserted at 848390. The team carried two strobe light on this insertion. 020940H, the team found cooking gear still hot, helmets and fresh banana peels at 848390. Ten (10) meters away, team found a bunker which could have been an observation post. The team found two (2) bags of potatoes, two (2) bags of rice, two (2) helmets, one (1) cartridge belt, one (1) first aid kit, one (1) belt, one (1) pair tennis shoes, one (1) shirt, one (1) AK magazine, two (2) bush hats, six (6) fragmentation grenades, a bunch of bananas, one (1) document, and US C-rations. 031750H, the team observed approximately five (5) enemy after setting up their harbor site at 848390. Enemy wore brown utilities and helmets. No action taken. 040250H, the team started receiving small arms fire and chicom grenades from an unknown size enemy force at their harbor site. Team reported one (1) USMC KIA and one (1) WIA (E), four (4) WIA (M). Team requested emergency extraction. 040300H, team requested all "on call". 040305H AO came on station and observed that enemy was 10 meters from and on all sides of the team. Team requested reaction force. 040315H AO expended ordnance and had a secondary explosion. 040320H lost communication with team. 040400H, reaction force airborne with 12 men in helicopter. 040520H helicopter observed three (3) possibly five (5) member of the team and reported that the area looked like it had been hit with a flame thrower. 040700H, reaction force found the six USMC KIAs at grid 848390 near Hill 472, five members of the team were in a trench and the sixth was approximately ten meters down the hill. On sight investigation indicates enemy came up the northeast side of the hill, team received RPGs, satchel charges, chicom grenades, bangalore torpedoes and small arms fire. The area was covered with powder burns from explosives. Reaction Team Leader stated that the marks on the ground and the way the equipment was scattered, the team must have been involved in hand to hand combat. The following weapons could not be found: four M-16 rifle, one M-79, and one 45 caliber pistol. The teams web gear, ammunition and grenades were found. Team members were with out shirts, and one had one boot missing. The bodies were riddled by small arms fire and torn by explosives. About 15 meters to the north several propaganda leaflets were found written in english. An american paper back book with Vietnamese writing throughout the pages was found near the team's bodies. The team had two radios, one was damaged. The reaction team picked up three NVA packs, one RPG with four rounds, assorted clothing, assorted mess and medical gear and one piece of parachute, all items were sent to G-2 Collection.
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071500H extraction force married with recon team and moved to Landing Zone to await extraction. 071700H helicopter attempted extraction but was forced down by a heavy volume of 50 caliber fire. 071730H helicopter attempted extraction and was shot down by 50 caliber machine guns. 071755H element of extraction force retrieved the crew from the downed helicopter. 071815H extraction force had movement 360° at about 50 meters. AO ran OV-10 ordnance and the force could here screaming and what sounded like people being dragged or crawling out of the area. 080600H two enemy were observed moving up a trail from the north toward the extraction force position. Enemy wore bush hats, green camouflage utilities and carried AK-47s. Contact was initiated with unknown results. Extraction Force found two bunker complexes with bunkers and hooches at XD 852668. Two enemy were observed at XD 870662. AO ran ordnance with unknown results. 090430H extraction force married with Sparrow Hawk. 100050H Sparrow Hawk and extraction force married with infantry. 102020H med-evacs were extracted but helicopter attempting to extract the extraction force took 50 caliber fire forcing the helicopter to lift out. 121400H extraction force escorted team to Landing Zone Catapult where they were extracted at 121700H.

Enclosure (1)
a. OpO 478-D-69 (1D8) 131800H Jun 69 (16013Z). 111120H, team observed four enemy moving on a trail east to west at XD 111420. The enemy wore light colored clothing, but team could not observe weapons or equipment. 131100H team while in a security stop observed 20 to 30 VC/NVA wearing light colored clothing, four of the enemy had pistols and the rest AK-47s, 15 meters from them. The enemy initiated contact resulting in one USMC KIA and two USMC WIA. Team returned fire resulting in two enemy KIA (G). 131450H extraction force reached team. A check of the area resulting in finding two enemy bodies and one POW and various equipment and clothing. 131650H, extraction force and team were extracted with POW.

b. OpO 2630-69 (1E2) 141300H Jun 69 (160903Z). 140930H, at XD 101352 team observed three enemy wearing black pajamas. No weapons or equipment was observed. 140950H, team observed two enemy dressed in civilian clothes. Team apprehended enemy with no resistance. Team searched enemy and found two knives, 10,000 piasters, a cigarette lighter with the inscription "5045h", on it. Team and detainees were extracted at 141300.

c. OpO 2645-69 (3A3) 231200H Jun 69 (220511Z). 211200H, team while in security stop heard voices to their southwest about 500 meters. 211515H, team observed ten enemy moving at XD 883306 northwest, from 211615H to 211720H team saw a total of 110 enemy in groups of two to ten at a time. Enemy wore kha1ls, khaki bush covers and a few wore helmets. They were carrying a large amount of equipment. There were three tubes five feet long, six inches in diameter, two 50 caliber machineguns and bags of rice. All the enemy carried large packs. Team moved to Helicopter Landing Zone and was extracted with negative fire.

d. OpO 518-D-69 (3C1) 271030H Jun 69 (280533Z). 251150H, team observed six enemy moving southeast to northwest at XD 784236. Due to the distance uniforms and equipment could not be determined. 251400H, team had movement 25 meters east, west and south. AO came on station and movement ceased to team east and west but continued to the south. AO made rocket and gun runs and received SAF and automatic weapons fire from the south and west. Fixed-wing made runs and received 50 caliber fire from teams south. 251545H, team was extracted with negative fire.

e. OpO 518-D-69 (3C1) 271030H Jun 69 (280533Z). 251730H, team found two trails with recent activity at XD 890265. Team found six new bunkers at XD 888268 while in this area team heard chopping of trees and voices 50 meters of the west. 251825H, team heard voices of 15 to 20 people 50 meters west of their position. Team began moving to Landing Zone and enemy followed them at a distance of about 50 meters. When team reached Landing Zone enemy stopped in thick brush at XD 891263.
1. Staff Journal is incorporated in the Reconnaissance Debriefs.

2. Originated Messages.

\( \sqrt{1} \) PATROL ORDER 413-D-69 of 010101Z MAY 69
\( \sqrt{2} \) PATROL ORDER 409-D-69 of 010103Z MAY 69
\( \sqrt{3} \) RECONNAISSANCE PATROL PLAN 010105Z MAY 69
\( \sqrt{4} \) PATROL ORDER 2558-69 of 020503Z JUNE 69
\( \sqrt{5} \) LOSS OF RADIO AN/PRC-25 020613Z JUNE 69
\( \sqrt{6} \) PATROL ORDER 408-D-69 of 020522Z JUNE 69
\( \sqrt{7} \) PATROL ORDER 2598-69 of 030532Z JUNE 69
\( \sqrt{8} \) PATROL ORDER 2606-69 of 030822Z JUNE 69
\( \sqrt{9} \) PATROL ORDER 417-D-69 of 030831Z JUNE 69
\( \sqrt{10} \) PATROL ORDER 445-D-69 of 040513Z JUNE 69
\( \sqrt{11} \) PATROL ORDER 2592-69 of 040515Z JUNE 69
\( \sqrt{12} \) PATROL ORDER 441-D-69 of 040517Z JUNE 69
\( \sqrt{13} \) COMBAT LOSS 040817Z JUNE 69
\( \sqrt{14} \) ASSUMPTION OF COMMAND 050107Z JUNE 69
\( \sqrt{15} \) SPOT REPORT 050507Z JUNE 69
\( \sqrt{16} \) PATROL ORDER 387-D-69 of 050509Z JUNE 69
\( \sqrt{17} \) PATROL ORDER 407-D-69 of 050511Z JUNE 69
\( \sqrt{18} \) PATROL ORDER 418-D-69 of 050513Z JUNE 69
\( \sqrt{19} \) PATROL ORDER 419-D-69 of 050515Z JUNE 69
\( \sqrt{20} \) PATROL ORDER 430-D-69 of 050517Z JUNE 69
\( \sqrt{21} \) PATROL ORDER 2589-69 of 050519Z JUNE 69
\( \sqrt{22} \) PATROL ORDER 2589-69 of 050521Z JUNE 69

Enclosure (1)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Patrol Order</td>
<td>2590-69</td>
<td>050525Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Patrol Order</td>
<td>2601-69</td>
<td>050525Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Patrol Order</td>
<td>2605-69</td>
<td>050529Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>COMSEC Material</td>
<td></td>
<td>050714Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Patrol Order</td>
<td>2594-69</td>
<td>050801Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Patrol Order</td>
<td>2599-69</td>
<td>050855Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Camera Request For</td>
<td></td>
<td>050843Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>MILSTRIP Followup</td>
<td></td>
<td>060145Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>MILSTRIP Followup</td>
<td></td>
<td>060147Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Patrol Order</td>
<td>447-D-69</td>
<td>060511Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Patrol Order</td>
<td>412-D-69</td>
<td>060513Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Patrol Order</td>
<td>2607-69</td>
<td>060515Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Patrol Order</td>
<td>439-D-69</td>
<td>060517Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Camera Specification</td>
<td></td>
<td>060622Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Patrol Order</td>
<td>425-D-69</td>
<td>070145Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Patrol Order</td>
<td>438-D-69</td>
<td>070147Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Patrol Order</td>
<td>444-D-69</td>
<td>070149Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Patrol Order</td>
<td>453-D-69</td>
<td>070151Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Patrol Order</td>
<td>2613-69</td>
<td>090547Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Patrol Order</td>
<td>449-D-69</td>
<td>090549Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Allowance Reven</td>
<td></td>
<td>090551Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Patrol Order</td>
<td>410-D-69</td>
<td>090553Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Patrol Order</td>
<td>490-D-69</td>
<td>090555Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Patrol Order</td>
<td>440-D-69</td>
<td>110103Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Patrol Order</td>
<td>456-D-69</td>
<td>110105Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Patrol Order</td>
<td>461-D-69</td>
<td>110107Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>483-D-69</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2609-69</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2611-69</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2614-69</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2620-69</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>LOSS OF AN/PRC-85</td>
<td>1106172</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>LOSS OF AN/PRC-85</td>
<td>1106192</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>433-D-69</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>494-D-69</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2662-69</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>491-D-69</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>492-D-69</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2629-69</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2622-69</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2612-69</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2632-69</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>464-D-69</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>464-D-69</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>RECONNAISSANCE PATROL PLAN</td>
<td>1401212</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>474-D-69</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2626-69</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2633-69</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>1408472</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>478-D-69</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>467-D-69</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>472-D-69</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>476-D-69</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Enclosure (1)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S E C R E T</th>
<th>PATROL ORDER</th>
<th>JUNE 69</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(76)</td>
<td>24666-69 OF 160217Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(78)</td>
<td>2430-69 OF 160903Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(79)</td>
<td>2680-69 OF 170807Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(80)</td>
<td>2652-69 OF 170807Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(81)</td>
<td>500-69 OF 190131Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(82)</td>
<td>170807Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(83)</td>
<td>170807Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(84)</td>
<td>170807Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(85)</td>
<td>170807Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(86)</td>
<td>170807Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(87)</td>
<td>170807Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(88)</td>
<td>170807Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(89)</td>
<td>170807Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(90)</td>
<td>170807Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(91)</td>
<td>170807Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(92)</td>
<td>170807Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(93)</td>
<td>170807Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(94)</td>
<td>170807Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(95)</td>
<td>170807Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(96)</td>
<td>170807Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(97)</td>
<td>170807Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(98)</td>
<td>170807Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(99)</td>
<td>170807Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(100)</td>
<td>170807Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(101)</td>
<td>170807Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(102)</td>
<td>170807Z</td>
<td>JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document Title</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECONNAISSANCE PATROL PLAN</td>
<td>210135Z JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2-F-69 OF 210805Z JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>3-F-69 OF 210807Z JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>7-F-69 OF 220511Z JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPOOF REPORT</td>
<td>6-F-69 OF 220513Z JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILSTRIP FOLLOWUP</td>
<td>213-D-69 OF 220601Z JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILSTRIP FOLLOWUP</td>
<td>250141Z JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILSTRIP FOLLOWUP</td>
<td>250213Z JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILSTRIP FOLLOWUP</td>
<td>210925Z JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILSTRIP FOLLOWUP</td>
<td>508-D-69 OF 250501Z JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILSTRIP FOLLOWUP</td>
<td>2650-69 OF 250503Z JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILSTRIP FOLLOWUP</td>
<td>514-D-69 OF 250602Z JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILSTRIP FOLLOWUP</td>
<td>507-D-69 OF 250801Z JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILSTRIP FOLLOWUP</td>
<td>444-D-69 OF 250805Z JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILSTRIP FOLLOWUP</td>
<td>5-F-69 OF 250805Z JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILSTRIP FOLLOWUP</td>
<td>250809Z JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INVENTORY OF GENERATORS</td>
<td>250537Z JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILSTRIP FOLLOWUP</td>
<td>260559Z JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILSTRIP CANCELLATION</td>
<td>250601Z JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILSTRIP FOLLOWUP</td>
<td>260801Z JUNE 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>MILSTRIP FOLLOWUP</td>
<td>Order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(128)</td>
<td></td>
<td>2608032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(129)</td>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>496-D-69 OF 2805292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(130)</td>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>551-D-69 OF 2805312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(131)</td>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>518-D-69 OF 2805332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(132)</td>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>550-D-69 OF 2805352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(133)</td>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>532-D-69 OF 2805372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(134)</td>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2662-69 OF 2805502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(135)</td>
<td>RECONNAISSANCE PATROL PLAN</td>
<td>2906182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(136)</td>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2661-69 OF 2905012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(137)</td>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2657-69 OF 2905082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(138)</td>
<td>PATROL ORDER</td>
<td>2659-69 OF 2905052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(139)</td>
<td>MILSTRIP FOLLOWUP</td>
<td>3001172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(140)</td>
<td>MILSTRIP FOLLOWUP</td>
<td>3001192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>300117</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONFIDENTIAL

IMMEDIATE ROUTINE Z MAY 69

FM: CG THIRD MAR DIV (REIN) DHB
TO: CG XXIV CORPS PUB
CG VIE MAP LNG

INF: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV GEE
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL VCB
FIRST BDE FIFTH INF DIV (MSCV) QTR
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTEEN MARINES
TENTH MARINES
MAG THREE LHR
SR ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN.

CONFIDENTIAL

URNE SPOT REPORT IN LIEU OF PATROL DEBRIEF (U)

1. ROOM TEAM: LK HUNTER (343) (7 MEN) 423-D
301130H TM WAS INSERTED AT XD695490, AT THIS TIME TM EXPERIENCED...

2. TM TO THE WEST AT 20-30 METERS OF AN ESTIMATED 2-3 ENEMY.
301130H TM HEARD TWO LOW WHISTLES AND MOV'IT INCREASED TO THE...

3. TM TO 30 METERS, TM ESTIMATES 15-20 VC/NVA WERE COMING TOWARD...

4. TM INTO THEIR POSITION, TM WAS WEARING GREEn CAMOUFLAGE SHIRT...

5. TM INITIATED CONTACT RESULTING IN ONE VC/NVA KIA(C). TM WAS EXTRACTED...

6. UPON EXTRACTION TRANSPORTS TOOK SAF FROM AN AUTOMATIC...

7. ALSO TOOK FIRE, F/W WAS RUN ON AREA AFTER EXTRACTION WITH...

8. CONFIDENTIAL

CCN(2)Z RELEASED BY 1

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

DEMAINPHER

DRAFTED BY: FLR: LFM
SEC S-2 PH 3d REC 2
CWO ___________ PIL

OUTLINE ROUTINE: 01083 2 MAY 69

FROM: CG THIRD MAR DIV (RDA) DGH
TO: CG AAV CORPS PHB
CG XII MAF DCM

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV CEC
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL VCB
FIRST DEE FIRST II D DIV (RCH) QTR
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH NAZMIES
LITTH MARINES
TENTH MARINES
KAG THREE PIECE
SR ADVISER KHANG TRI PHU VINH
THIRD RECON Bn

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: BUS STOP 1B1 (6 MEN) CPPO 409-D-69
2. DTG INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 261400H/301345H 72 HOURS

3. ROUTE: XD917236 TO XD912233 TO XD904227
4. TERRAIN: LOCAL, ROLLING HILLS, DOUBLE CANOPY, 30 FEET HIGH, FAIR COVER

AND CONCEALMENT, THICK, UNDERBRUSH MIXED WITH BAMBOO.
5. HLTS: XD906428 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46 AND IS A HILLTOP

WITH HIGH GRASS, APPROACH FROM NORTH TO SOUTH. ILLE IS SURROUNDED BY

HIGH TR-5S.

6. EVENT: 301300H TM AT XD905227 OBSERVED THREE VC/NA KIA (C), THEN OBSERVED THREE MORE

ENEMY 30 METERS NORTH OF THS POSITION, TM INITIATED CONTACT WITH

ENEMY RESULTING IN ONE VC/NA KIA (C), THEN OBSERVED THREE MORE

ENEMY 30 METERS NORTH OF THS POSITION, TM FIRED SAP, ENEMY RE-

TURNED SAP AND Began YELLING "CHUH HOI" AT TM, TM AT THIS TIME OBS-a

ERVED TWO ENEMY RUN TO THS WEST 301315H AN AO CALL ON

STATION AND MADE STRAFING RUNS ON ENEMY POSITIONS, TM THEN MOVED

TO XD904227 AND Began HAVING HEAVY MOVEMENT TO THEIR SOUTH, FIX D

WING CALL ON STATION AND MADE ROCKET RUNS ON ENEMY POSITIONS.

TRANSPORT BELOW CALL ON STATION AND THS EXTRACTED WITH NEG-

ATIVE FIRES INCIDENTS.
7. OBSERVED SMOKE AT XD917236 OBSERVED what appeared to be an abandoned company sized position at same grid which had not been used recently. 291145H AT XD912233 OBSERVED an abandoned company sized position which appeared to have been the scene of a contact.

As there was an unserviceable weapon of unknown type and three AK-47 magazines, assorted C-ration cans and empty ammo boxes, site appears to have been used by small groups of enemy within the last few weeks as there are numerous shallow trails running in all directions from the site. XD909232 TO OBSERVED two bunkers which could accommodate two men and were three feet high, three feet wide and four feet long. XD906232 TO OBSERVED an abandoned base camp which could accommodate approx two enemy companies, site consisted of well constructed bunkers and a connecting trench line and appeared to be approx one month old with no signs of recent use. During patrolling patrol TO HEARD small arms fire to the south and south-west. During contact TO OBSERVED enemy to be wearing gray utilities, cartridge belts and unknown type weapons.

CONFIDENTIAL

OFP 409-D-69

OFP 409-D-69

RELEASED BY: MIN. 3111 D. H MAY 69
SECRET

1. MISSION: TO CONDUCT RECONNAISSANCE & SURVEILLANCE OF ASSIGNED AREA TO DETECT/ENEMY INFILTRATION AND/OR POSSIBLE ENEMY BASE CAMPS OR STAGING AREAS. PLOT WATER SOURCES, TRAILS, AND ALL AREAS SUITABLE FOR NIH STS. DEPLOY SUPPORTING ARMS ON APPROPRIATE TARGETS, BE EXTREMELY WATCHFUL FOR SIGNS THAT MIGHT INDICATE RECONS THAT ENEMY MAY USE THIS AREA FOR ROCKET/ mortar

2. PATROL RZ

A. THIRD MARINES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ul. Xd</th>
<th>Ul. Xd</th>
<th>Ul. Xd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9662</td>
<td>0070</td>
<td>0680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR Xd</td>
<td>LR Xd</td>
<td>LR Xd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9861</td>
<td>0266</td>
<td>0859</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. NINTH MARINES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ul. Xd</th>
<th>Ul. Xd</th>
<th>Ul. Xd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9432</td>
<td>0337</td>
<td>0630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR Xd</td>
<td>LR Xd</td>
<td>LR Xd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9630</td>
<td>9355</td>
<td>0927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ul. Xd</td>
<td>Ul. Xd</td>
<td>Ul. Xd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0624</td>
<td>0621</td>
<td>0322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR Xd</td>
<td>LR Xd</td>
<td>LR Xd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DATES

02-05  01-05  01-05  05-10  03-09  01-05  04-09  01-09
01-09  04-09  04-09

SECRET

DECLASSIFIED
G. THIRD RELAY

| YD 2347 | XR 2345 | 03-07 |
| YD 2336 | XR 2334 | 03-07 |
| XR 6543 | XR 7460 | 02-06 |
| XR 7490 | XR 7649 | 02-06 |
| XR 8620 | XR 8818 | 07-11 |
| XR 8636 | XR 8834 | 06-10 |
| YD 0170 | XR 0668 (SENSOR REPLACEMENT) | 01-03 |

H. TASK FORCE HOTEL

| XR 3124 | XR 8622 | 04-08 |
| XR 3134 | XR 8332 | 04-08 |
| XR 7645 | XR 7843 | 07-11 |
| XR 7842 | XR 8640 | 01-04 |
| XR 7154 | XR 7252 | 04-09 |

3. IN ADDITION THERE ARE THREE TEAMS AT INDIA RELAY, ONE TEAM AT SIERRA RELAY.

CM: SEP 69 RELEASED BY: McGURN, TIME: 1215 H, MAY 69

PAGE 2 OF 2 PAGES

SECRET
CONFIDENTIAL

RECON REPORT (U)

1. BLOG CRICKET CREEK POOL (G) (7 MEN) 0502-69
2. CRIED DESELECTED EXTRACTED:
   3177168/3177486 MAY 69

3. MAP:

4. TERRAIN:
   STRIP HILLS, EXTREMELY HEAVY BRUSH WITH CANOPY,
   FLEEVE OF WIND 30-40 MILES PER HOUR, GOOD COVER & CONCEALMENT,
   FLEEVE SOURCES AS ON CH (STREAM ON MAP ARE RUNNING & DEEP),

5. COULD NOT OBS ANY TRAILS IN EZ.

6. HILL 3126376 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46, SITE IS A
   HILL 3126376, BEST APPROACH IS EAST TO WEST, SMALL TREES MAY IMPede
   APPROACH.

7. ENEMY 3177392 AT XD955363 TM HAD MOV'T TO THE SOUTH AND
   SOUTHEAST, TH CALLED AN AO WHO MADE ROCKET & STRAPING RUNS WITH

8. TM WHILE BEING EXTRACTED OBS TWO NVA/VK, TM ALSO OBS
   GOVERNMENT APPROACH AS HELICOPTOR TOOK OFF, TM WORKED UTILITIES AND BUSH

CELS AND CARRIED 16-47/S.

9. CONCLUSION: NEGATIVE

0502-69

CONFIDENTIAL
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

PRIORITY 926813 2 JUNE 1969

FM: 3D RECON BN
TO: CG THIRD MARDIV (REIN)

CONFIDENTIAL

LOSS OF RADIO AN/PRC-25

ATTN (SC-10)

1. AN/PRC-25 1276
2. DESTROYED
3. 020300H
4. 968617
5. RADIO WAS DESTROYED
6. DESTROYED
7. 50-20
8. NONE
9. TEAM FIRED THREE MAGAZINES M-16 AMMO INTO TOP OF RADIO

WHEN UNABLE TO BRING RADIO WITH THEM DUE TO WOUNDED

GP-6

BT

CCN 0284 RELEASED BY [Signature] TIME 021450

CEO

CONFIDENTIAL
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CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: FOOTBALL STAR (1A2) (7 MEM) OPO 409-D 69
2. DTG INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 281500H MAY69/011130H JUN69 (92 HRS)
3. ROUTE: FM X062372 TO XD855583 TO XD855584
4. TERRAIN: MEDIUM HILLS, LOW ELEPHANT GRASS 4-5 FT., COVER
   AND CONCEALMENT VARIED FROM GOOD TO POOR, OP SITE AT XD855584
   OBS 360° WATR SOURCES AS ON MAP, TRAIL AT XD857584 IS 3-4 FT.

WIDE, CONSISTS OF TRAMPLED DOWN ELEPHANT GRASS MADE INTO A
PASS, HEAVILY USED, NORTHEAST TO SOUTHWEST.

5. ACTIVITIES: XD855584 SIT WILL ACCOMMODATE TWO 60-46° S, SITE IS
   AN OLD INFANTRY POSITION, BEST APPROACH IS 360°, NO APPROACH

OBSTACLES.
6. ENEMY: 211300H AT XD857584 TM OBS THREE VC/NVA MOVING
   NORTHWEST TO SOUTHWEST ON TRAIL, NEG ACTION TAKEN. 290700H

AT XD857584 TM OBS 20-30 VC/NVA MOVING ALONG A TRAIL, EN GOING
   NORTHEAST TO SOUTHWEST, EN WEARING BUILDING MATERIALS,

TM TOOK NEGATIVE ACTION, EN WEARING STRAW HATS, PITH HELMETS,
GREEN UTILITIES, SOME CARRIED AK-47 WEAPONS. 291500H AT SAME
POS TM OBS 30-40 VC/NVA MOVING SOUTHWEST TO NORTHEAST ALONG
   SAME TRAIL, EN WEARING GREEN UTILITIES, PITH HELMETS AND CARRIED

AK-47 S, EN ALSO HAD BUSHES ATTACHED TO THE BACK OF THEIR PACKS,
AS CALLED ON STATION BUT COULD NOT OBS THE ENEMY. 291900H AT

XD857584 TM OBS FOUR VC/NVA WEARING GREEN UTILITIES, PITH
HELMLTS, CARRIED AK-47'S, TM CALLED F/M OF SEVEN KDS WITH UNOBS

PAGE 1 OF 2 PAGES  CONFIDENTIAL
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R 110756Z SEP 69
C FM CP2 TWO VC/NVA WALKING SOUTH OF PAVILION EAST ON TRAIL AT X0857304, NEG ACTION TAKEN. TM HAD NUMEROUS SIGHTINGS OF ENEMY II GROUPS OF 1-3 THROUGHOUT THE DAY, ALL

NEG ACTION TAKEN. TM HAD NUMEROUS SIGHTINGS OF ENEMY II GROUPS OF 1-3 THROUGHOUT THE DAY, ALL

NEG ACTION TAKEN. TM HAD NUMEROUS SIGHTINGS OF ENEMY II GROUPS OF 1-3 THROUGHOUT THE DAY, ALL

NEG ACTION TAKEN. TM HAD NUMEROUS SIGHTINGS OF ENEMY II GROUPS OF 1-3 THROUGHOUT THE DAY, ALL

TM OBS FOUR VC/NVA WALKING WEST ON RT. #2 CARRYING STRETCHERS, EN WORE GREEN UTILITIES, TWO EN HAD NO COVERS, TWO HAD NO WEAPONS. TM CALLED AO, AO ON STATION AT 311800H, AO COULD NOT SPOT ENEMY, AS AO WAS LEAVING TM OBS TWO VC/NVA AT X0855304

AO CALLED BACK OF STATION, AO FIRED 04-10 ORDNANCE ON GRID WHERE ENEMY WAS SPOTTED, GOOD COVERAGE, AT THIS TIME WEATHER BECAME INCLEMENT AE/PAO LEFT, AFTER AO LEFT TM OBS ENEMY REAPPEAR CARRYING WHAT APPEARED TO BE BODIES. 311830H TM OBS 30-40 VC/NVA AT SAME GRID, TM BELIEVES ENEMY CAME OUT OF UNDERGROUND BUNKERS, EN WORE GREY UTILITIES, SOME HAD COVERS

SOME DID NOT, APPROX 1/4 OF THE GROUP HAD WEAPONS, EN BRANCHED OUT IN DIFFERENT DIRECTIONS, SIXTEEN OF THE EN CARRIED STRETCHERS

SOME DID NOT, APPROX 1/4 OF THE GROUP HAD WEAPONS, EN BRANCHED OUT IN DIFFERENT DIRECTIONS, SIXTEEN OF THE EN CARRIED STRETCHERS

SOME DID NOT, APPROX 1/4 OF THE GROUP HAD WEAPONS, EN BRANCHED OUT IN DIFFERENT DIRECTIONS, SIXTEEN OF THE EN CARRIED STRETCHERS

SOME DID NOT, APPROX 1/4 OF THE GROUP HAD WEAPONS, EN BRANCHED OUT IN DIFFERENT DIRECTIONS, SIXTEEN OF THE EN CARRIED STRETCHERS

STRETCHERS WEST ON ROUTE #9, SOME STAYED AND HOIDLED AROUND TM'S IMMEDIATE AREA (THESE ENEMY APPEARED TO BE BATTLE CASUALTIES

BECAUSE SOME HAD BANDAGES ON AND SOME WALKED WITH A LIMP), AT THIS TIME TM'S OBSERVED TM'S LOCATION AND 6-8 ENEMY APPROACHED TM'S POSITION IN FULL COMBAT GEAR, ALSO TM OBS THREE ENEMY TAKING WHAT APPEARED TO BE AMMO OUT OF THE SURROUNDING SHRUB, PLACING IT ON A STRETCHER AND HEADING TOWARD RT. #9, AT THIS TIME TM MOVED TO HIGHER GROUND AND CALLED FOR SUPPORT WHICH LASTED SIX HOURS

UNG RESULTS, 011130H TRANSPORT HELICYS CAME ON STATION AND TM WAS EXTRACTED WITH NEGATIVE FIRE INCIDENTS.

7. OTHER INFO: WHILE ON PATROL TM OBS EMERGED FROM A TRACKED VEHICLE WHICH APPEARED TO HAVE BEEN MADE RATHER THAN THE LAST 1-2 WEEKS.

GP-4
BT 030 408-6 69
CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL
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RECON SPOT REPORT IN LIEU OF PATROL DISPATCH (U)

1. RECON TEAM: FIRE RACER (IC2) (6 KPN) OFP 2598-69
   011100H TM INSERTED AT XD956617, 011300H TH AT XD966617

   OBS TWO VG/HV AT XD956617 IN BUNKERS, TM CALLED F/M (40 RDS)
   WITH FAIR COVERAGE AND UNK RESULTS, 011310H TH AT XD966617

   OBS TWO VG/HV AT XD956622 GOING IN AND OUT OF BUNKERS, TM
   CALLED A F/A (30 RDS) WITH EXCELLENT COVERAGE RESULTING IN

   ONE SECONDARY EXPLOSION AND ONE WP COOK OFF. 011400H AO CAME ON
   STATION AND OBS NEW BUNKERS AT XD954622 ON THE WESTERN SLOPE.

   011930H AT XD967616 TM CHECKED AREA AND FOUND THE FOLLOWING
   ITEMS: 1/25D SHOVELS, OLD RICKS, CHI-COM CARRIERS, ASSORTED
   50 CAL. AMMO, FUSES & SHOTGUN PLUGS. 012130H TH AT XD966617
   HAD NO'T 50 METERS TO THE WEST AND EAST, TM CALLED F/H
   (40 RDS) AND THE RICK CHASED. 010250H TH AT XD966617 MADE
   CONTACT WITH AN UNKNOWN SIZE ENEMY FORCE, ENEMY CAME FROM THE
   WEST AND USED SATELLITE CHARGES, CHI-COM GRENADES, E-26 GRENADES,
   RPC'S AND AT THE MIDDLE PART OF THE ATTACK SAP, RESULTS OF
   THE CONTACT: EIGHT (8) WIA's, TH UM'D FIRE WITH LAWS,
   GRENADES, E-79 AND SAN RESULTING IN THREE (3) NVA KIA's (C)

2.

3/GSV/COC

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

The called F/N of all "66 Calls" and requested an AO, G/S and V/G. 02:32:51 AO came on station and dropped flares along with CV-10 ordnance around TM's POS. AO recorder fire from a anti-aircraft weapon POS at XD/937604 02:42:51 TM at XO/585677 was extracted with neg fire incidents.

CONFIDENTIAL
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RECON SPOT REPORT IN LIEU OF PATROL DUBRIEF (U)

1. RECON TEAM: PAYABLE (2D2) (7 MEN) OPO 2606-69
   0250Z TM WAS INSERTED AT XD844352 AND OBS TO: O VC/NVA WEARING
   GREEN CAMOUFLAGED UTILITIES AND WRAP COVERS AT XD859341, EN
   HAD SAND BAGS WITH CHOW IN THEM, PACKS, AND CARRIED AK-47'S,
   TM THEN OBS ONE ENEMY AT XD844349, THIS EN HAD BINOCULARS
   AND APPEARED TO BE OBSERVING TM, TM THEN OBS ANOTHER VC/NVA
   AT XD858345, EN HAD GREEN UTILITIES, A PACK, WEB GEAR, AND
   CARRIED AN AK-47, THIS EN ALSO APPEARED TO BE OBSERVING TM,
   TM THEN OBS ANOTHER EN AT XD845345 WEARING BLACK PJ'S AND AN
   UNK TYPE JEAON, THIS EN JUMPED FROM A TREE AND RAN EAST FROM
   THIS VISION. 021200H TM MOVED TO XD842353 AND BEGAN TO OP THE
   AREA. 021230H TM OBS SEVEN VC/NVA WEARING MIXED TIGER STRIPE & GREY
   UTILITIES, WRAP COVERS, WEB GEAR, PACKS, SANDBAGS WITH CHOW IN
   THEM, EN ARMED WITH AK-47'S AND FMR 41'S WITH DRUM MAGAZINES,
   AT THIS TIME EN INITIATED CONTACT WITH SAF AND THEN MOVED NORTH-
   WEST, TM RET'D FIRE WITH SAF, GRENADES, ALD M-79 RESULTING
   IN THREE VC/NVA KIA(C), AO CAME ON STATION AND RAN P/W ON
   SUSPECTED ENEMY POS. 021630H TM AT XD842353 OBS ONE ENEMY 25
   METERS TO THEIR NORTHWEST, THIS EN JUMPED FROM A BUNKER AND
   BEGAN SPRAYING SAF AT TM'S POS, TM RET'D WITH SAF AND AO MADE
   A RUN ON EN POS, UNK RESULTS. 021900H EXTRACTION COMPLETED.

CONFIDENTIAL
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AND IT WAS EXTRACTED WITH NEGATIVE FIRE INCIDENTS.

OPR 2606-69

MT

REleased by

CONFIDENTIAL

TIME 13:49 H JUN 69

PAGE 2 OF 2 PAGES
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IMMEDIATE/Routine 624231 Z JUN69

FM: CG THIRD MAR DIV (RNIN) DHB
TO: CG XXIV CORPS PHB
CG III MAP DNG

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV CES
CC TASK FORCE HOTEL VCB
FIRST D2E FIFTH INF DIV (MECH) QTG
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: BELMONT TONES (2B1) (6 MEN) OPO 417-D 69
2. DTG INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 281530H MAY69/021715H JUN69 (123 HRS)

3. ROUTE: FM XD115303 TO XD105309 TO XD115303
4. TERRAIN: MODERATELY STEEP HILLS, THICK UNDERBRUSH AND CANOPY

RATE OF MOV'T 150 METERS PER HOUR, GOOD COVER & CONCEALMENT,
OF SITE AT XD113304 CES TO THE NORTH, TM FOUND NO STREAMS IN
THEN RZ, TRAIL AT XD115303 RUNS SOUTHEAST, APPROX SEVEN FT.
WIDE, NOT USED WITHIN THE LAST SIX MONTHS.

5. HILL'S: XD115303 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46, SITE IS
A HILLTOP (OLD INFANTRY POS), BEST APPROACH IS FROM WEST TO
EAST, SMALL STUMPS MAY IMPIDE NAV/CT.
6. ENEMY: 291500H AT XD105309 TM HEARD SAF (APPROX 50 RDS),

TM CALLED F/M (11 RDS) WHERE FIRE WAS COMING FROM, UNK RESULTS.
7. OTHER INFO: NEGATIVE

GP-4
BT

CCN 0418 RELEASED BY \[Signature\] TIME 32H JUN69

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

JUNE 69

FROM: CG THIRD MAR DIV (REIN) DCH
TO: CG XVIII CORPS PRB
CG XII MAR DIV

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV GBE
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL VCB
FIRST AND FIFTH INF DIV (MECH) QTR
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
TENTH MARINES
MAG THREE NINE
SR. TROOPING ADVISOR QUANG TRI
THIRD RECON DIV

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DESCRIBING REPORT (U)

2. RECON TEAM: AFRICAN BEAUTY 241 (7 MEN) OPO-416-D-68
3. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 30JUL68 H/031015 H (91 HRS)
4. ROUTE: BE XD 783656-70 TO XD 770570 TO XD 774564 TO XD 777557
5. TERRAIN: STEEP HILLS, THICK UNDERGROWTH, WITH THREE TO SIX FT.

ELEPHANT GRASS, IN HIGH AREAS CANOPY, DOUBLE AND TRIPLE, FAIR COVER
AND CONCEALMENT. OP SITES AT XD 770570 OBSERVE WEST, EAST, AND SOUTH.

AT XD 779569 OBSERVE NORTH, SOUTH, AND WEST.
6. HILLS: AT XD 783656 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46, SITE IS A FLAT
\ AREA ON A FINGER, WITH FOUR FT. ELEPHANT GRASS, BEST APPROACH IS FROM
\ SOUTH TO NORTH, WITH TREES TO THE EAST. AT XD 777557 SITE WILL ACCOM-
\ MODATE ONE CH-46, SITE IS A RICE PADDY, WITH SIX FT. GRASS, BEST APPROACH
\ IS FROM SOUTH TO NORTH, TREES AND BUSHES SURROUND THE LZ.

7. ELEPHANT: NONE.

8. OTHER INFO: 310930 H/TEAM AT XD 769569 OBSERVED SMOKE AT XD 784580
\ SMOKE WAS COMING THROUGH THICK CANOPY IN SPORTS, TEAM CALLED FIRE MISS-
\ ION OF 50 ROUNDS, UNKNOWN RESULTS.

OPO-415-D-68

CONFIDENTIAL
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DIRECT ROUTE: 6-1-4-0-5-1-5 Z JUNE 69

FROM: CO THIRD MAR DIV (REIN) DGH
TO: CO 25th INF DIV

REPORT: CO ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV GS
GO TASK FORCE HOTEL VCH
FIRST BDR 5TH INF DIV (MECH) QTR
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
FIFTH MARINES
SIXTH MARINES
MAY 3RD MIKE
SR. PROVINCIAL ADVISOR QUANH TRI
THIRD RECON BN

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRISFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: FIGHTING POOL, JNL (8 M&B) OPO-2592-69
2. DANG INFORMATION/EXTRACTED: 300805 H/ 030845 H (94 HRS)

3. ROUTE: FROM XD 271577 TO XD 260349 TO XD 254554 TO XD 243557 TO
XD 233557 TO XD 257555 TO XD 277577

4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILLS WITH LOW BRUSH, POOR COVER AND CONCEAL-
MENT. OP SITE AT XD 236554 OBSERVER 360.

5. H tỷ: AT XD 241554 SITE IS A HILL TOP, SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE
CH-54, BEST APPROACH IS 360° WITH NO APPROACH OBSTACLES.

6. ROY: NONE.
7. OTHER INFO: 020915 H TEAM OBSERVED FOUR CIVILIANS, AT XD 241554.
CIVILIANS WERE WALKING ALONG THE RIVER TRAIL, CARRYING SAND BAGS,
EXPLOSIVE ACTION.

OPO-2592-69
CONFIDENTIAL

OFO-2592-69
CONFIDENTIAL
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IMMEDIATE/ROUTINE DOCS 17 JUN 69

FROM: CG THIRD MAR DIV (RELIN) DHB
TO: CG XXIV CORPS PHB
CG III MAF DHB

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV CBR
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL VOB
FIRST BDE FIFTH INF DIV (MECH) QT
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
MAG THREE NINE
SR. ADVISOR QUANG TIR PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN.

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT

1. TINSON TEAM: CHURCHVIEW (8 MRTN (341) OPER 441-9 69
2. DPG INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 311600H MAY 69/011900H JUN 69 (27 HRS)

3. ROUTE: FM XD916179 TO XD913279
4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILLS, 5-6 FT. GRASS, SCATTERED TREE-LINES, FAIR COVER & CONCEALMENT, RATE OF MOV'T 300 METERS PER

HOUR. OP SITES AT XD913279 & XD917275 BOTH OFFER 360° VIEWS. AT XD912232 STREAM RUNS NORTHEAST TO SOUTHWEST. 3-4 FT. WIDE.

1-2 FT. DEEP.

5. HILL'S: SITE AT XD913279 WILL ACCOMMODATE THREE CH-46'S. SITE IS A HILLTOP, BEST APPROACH IS WEST TO EAST, NO APPROACH
 OBSTACLES (SITE WAS FORMERLY A FSB). SITE AT XD913275 WILL
 ACCOMMODATE TWO CH-46'S. SITE IS A HILLTOP WITH 3-4 FT. HIGH
 GRASS SURROUNDING. BEST APPROACH IS WEST TO EAST, NO APPROACH OBSTACLES.

6. ENEMY: 011600H TM AT XD913279 OBS TWELVE VC/NVA MOVING NORTH
ON A TRAIL AT AP'ROX XD912720, EN WEARING KHAKI UNIFORMS, HELMETS,
WEB GEAR, CARRIED AK-47'S. 011615H TM OBS THREE ENEMY 10 METERS
FROM THEIR POS AT XD913279, EN INITIATED CONTACT WITH AWF, TM

RET'D WITH CLAYMORIES AND GRENADES, AT THIS TIME A GRENADE THE
TM HAD THROWN EXPLODED RESULTING IN FOUR VC/NVA KIA(C)

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

TM THEN REC'D SAF FROM THE SOUTH & SOUTHEAST AND CHI-COM GRENADES FROM THE NORTH. TM CONT'D TO THROW GRENADES.

AO'S CAME ON STATION AND WORKED AREA OVER, AO OBS ONE ENEMY IN A BUNKER 25 METERS TO TM'S SOUTH, AO RAN ROCKETS ON THIS POSITION AND DESTROYED THE BUNKER AND IT'S OCCUPANT, AO CONT'D TO WORK OVER AREA. 011840H TRANSPORT HELOS CAME ON STATION AND TM WAS EXTRACTED, TM COULD NOT DETERMINE WHETHER OR NOT HELOS REC'D FIRE DURING EXTRACTION.

7. OTHER INFO: NEGATIVE

GP=4

BY 0523
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OPO 441-D-69

CONFIDENTIAL

TIME 031810 H JUN69
TO: CC THIRD ID DIV (MAIN) DOH

COMBAT LOSSES THIRD RECON BN

A. LIST:

1. JAN REP A THE FOLLOWING COMBAT LOSSES ARE REPORTED FOR THE PERIOD COOAH 1 MAY TO 31 MAY 1969.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>QTY</th>
<th>CAUSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NCO'S KILL</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>SMALL ARMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCO'S KILL</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>SMALL ARMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PISTOL</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>ENEMY CONTACT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RADIO SET AN/FRC-25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ENEMY CONTACT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COMM 0615

A-4

SUPER
FROM: CG THIRD MARDIV (REIN) FMF  DON HAN
TO: THIRD MARDIV (REIN)

UNCLASSIFIED

ASSUMPTION OF COMMAND

A. DSO 1949-69 OF 30 MAY 69

1. EFFECTIVE 30 MAY 69 LTGOL RICHARD R BURRITT 05 70 59 USING ASSUMED THE DUTIES AS CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER THIRD RECONNAISSANCE BATTALION

W/ REA

CON

CC

0659

RELEAS/ED BY

STAND
IMMEDIATE ROUTINE 254507 JUN 69

FM: CG THIRD MAR DIV (R&I) DHB
TO: CG XXIV CORPS PHB

XNUN: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV GSE
  CG TASK FORCE HOTEL VCB
  FIRST BDE FIFTH INF DIV VCB
  THIRD MARINES
  FOURTH MARINES
  NINTH MARINES
  TWELFTH MARINES
  MAG THREE NINE
  SR. ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
  THIRD RECON BN.

CONFIDENTIAL
SPOT REPORT FROM EXTRACTION TEAM FOR FLIGHT TIME

EXTRACTION TM LANDED AT 040600H TM FOUND THE SIX KIA'S AT 1D646390 NEAR HILL #471, FIFTEEN MEMBERS OF TM WERE IN A TRENCH


SEVERAL PROPAGANDA LEAPLETS WERE FOUND WRITTEN IN ENGLISH, AN AMERICAN PAPER BACK BOOK WITH VIETNAMESE WRITING THROUGHOUT THE PAGES WAS FOUND NEAR THE TM'S BODIES, TM HAD TWO RADIOS (ONE WAS DAMAGED) EXTRACTION TM FOUND THE FOLLOWING EN GEAR:

3/FR AN PAC, 1/RPG WITH FOUR RDS, ASSORTED MESS AND MEDICAL GEAR, ASSORTED CLOTHING, AND ONE PIECE OF PARACHUTE, TWO RADIOS

FOURTEEN TO G-2 COLLECTIONS.
CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL 2 JUNE 69

CG THIRD MAR DIV (RAN) DGH
CG XXIV CORPS PUB
CG III MAF DMC

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: EVERSAMP 303 (6 MEN) OPO-387-D-69
2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 29JUL69 H/031730 H (128 HRS)

3. ROUTE KM TD 773598 TO XD 779606 TO XD 774604 TO XD 778398
4. TERRAIN: MEDIUM ROLLING HILLS, WITH UNDERBUSH, GOOD COVER AND CONCEALMENT, NO GOOD OPV SITES
5. MACHINE GUN AT XD 773598 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE TWO CH-46'S, SITE IS A
6. VALLLEY WITH ELEPHANT CRASH, BEST APPROACH IS SOUTH TO NORTH, WITH
7. TRAIN TO EAST AND WEST

CG REMEX 301830 H TEAM AT XD 779606 CAME IN CONTACT WITH TWO VC/NVA
TEAM FOLLOWED BLOOD TRAILS, AND FOUND NO-CHI-NIGH SANDALS, ONE CHI-QT
AND ONE M-26 GRENADE. THE ENEMY WERE WEARING TIGER STRIPES, AND KHAKI
UNIFORMS, BUSH COVERS, AND ONE HAD A FLAK JACKET. WEAPONS WERE

UNIDENTIFIED. 021200 H TEAM AT XD 778398 HEARD SMALL ARMS FIRE COMING
FROM XD 778398.

ASY OTHER INFO: NONE.

OPO-387-D-69

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: MARSHALL HALL (1B2) (8 MEN) OPO 407-D 69
2. MTG INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 301020H MAY69/031500H JUN69 (101 HRS)
3. ROUTE: FM XD699567 TO XD709565 TO XD699567 TO XD699567
4. TERRAIN: STEEP HILLS IN NORTHERN PORTION OF HZ. MODERATE ROLLING HILLS IN SOUTHERN PORTION, HIGH (SINGLE) CANOPY IN NORTHERN HZ, LOW CANOPY IN SOUTHERN HZ. MODERATE UNDERBRUSH.

HILLS HAD SLIGHTLY OVERGROWN SHOULDED NO RECENT ACTIVITY. 2F TO 1 FT. WIDER.

5. HZ'S: XD699567 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46 SITE IS A FINGER WITH LOW UNDERGRASS TO THREE FT., best APPROACH IS WEST TO EAST. SMALL TREES TO NORTH MAY IMPede LANDING.

6. ENEMY: 526030H TM AT XD700567 SPOTTED OLD BUNKER AND HOOCH WITH AN OP SITE IN A TREE. OP SITE FAIRLY NEW, NEG ACTION.

APPROX XD697574, 301353H TM AT XD702567 HEARD TREES FALLING AT XD702567, TM HEARD TREES FALLING EVERYDAY AT VARIOUS TIMES 2050-0100.
EVERY DIRECTION. 301445H TM AT XD702566 OBS ONE HOOCH 10X5X3 FT. AND ONE BUNKER BUILT INTO THE GROUND. BUNKER APPEARED TO HAVE BEEN USED WITHIN LAST TWO WEEKS, HOOCH WAS OLD. 301950H TM AT XD702566 HEARD ONE SHOT TO THE SOUTHEAST, TM COULD NOT ESTIMATE THE DISTANCE. 311110H TM AT XD705565 OBS ONE PUNJI PIT 3X3X3 FT. COVERED WITH LEAVES AND BAMBOO, PIT APPEARED AT LEAST ONE MONTH OLD AND WAS SITUATED ON A TRAIL. 311125H TM AT XD705567 OBS TWO HOOCHES AND ONE BUNKER, ONE HOOCH CONTAINED A TUNNEL WHICH ZIGZAGGED TO A LENGTH OF 16 FT., HOOCHES WERE BUILT INTO THE GROUND, NO RECENT USE. 022015H TM AT XD700568 SAW FLASHLIGHTS TO THEIR EAST AT XD701568, NEG ACTION TAKEN. 031200H TM AT XD700568 TM HAD MOV'T TO THE NORTHEAST AT 75 METERS AT XD701569, AO CAME ON STATION AT 031230H AND RAN 0V-10 ORDNANCE ON XD701569, 031330H P/F CAME ON STATION AND RAN ONE A/S ON XD701569, UNK RESULTS. 031415H TM AT XD695567 OBS ONE VC/NVA DART ACROSS A TRAIL AT XD699568, EN WORN DARK GREEN UTILITIES, TM COULD NOT OBS WPNS OR EQUIPMENT, NEG ACTION TAKEN. 031500H G/S MADE ROCKET AND STRAFING RUNS AS TM WAS BEING EXTRACTED.

7. OTHER INFO: NEGATIVE

GP=4
BT

CCN 0699 Released by AL. Brough Time 041141H JUN69

PAGE 2 OF 2 PAGES

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

IMMEDIATE/Routine D59513 Z JUNE 69

FM: CG THIRD MAR DIV (R) DCH
TO: CG XXIV MAR DIV
CG XII MAR DIV

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV OGS
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL VOB
FIRST B/5 FIFTH INF DIV (MECH) WTR
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
NAN THREE NINE
SR, PROVINCE ADVISOR QUANG TRI
THIRD RECON BN

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: SAMPLE CASE 3B3 (6 MEN) OPO-418-D-69
2. DATES INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 290330 H/031530 H (127 HRS)

3. ROUTE: TEAM MISSION WAS TO OBSERVE THE AREA, INSERTED AND EXTRACTED FROM YD 055278.

4. TERRAIN: STEEP HILLS WOODS, WITH THICK UNDERBRUSH AND DOUBLE CANOPY. OP. SITE AT YD 055278 OBSERVE 360.

5. HITS: AT YD 055278 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE 126 CH-46'S, SITE IS A RIDGE LINE, BEST APPROACH IS FROM EAST TO WEST, NO APPROACH OBSTACLES.

6. BARRICADE: NONE.
7. OTHER INFO: NONE.

OPO-418-D-69
CONFIDENTIAL

COMM. 0701 RELEASED BY 6/15/69 TIME 091500 H JUNE 69 23
3/CSV/COC

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

IMMEDIATE/ROUTINE 5-5-69 JUN69

FM: CG THIRD MAR DIV (REIN) DHB
TO: CG XXIV CORPS PHQ
CG YII MAF DHO

JNFI: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV CEE
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL VCB
FIRST INF FIFTH INF DIV (MECH) QTR
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
TENTH MARINES
MAG THIRTEEN NINE
SR. ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN.

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: SHOWCASE (1D3) (6 MEN) OPO 419-D-69
2. DTG INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 100500H MAY/051213JUN69 (103 HRS)
3. ROUTE: FM XD171335 TO XD179390 TO XD171395 TO XD18397
   TO XD176494
4. TERRAIN: FLAT TERRAIN, ELEPHANT GRASS TWO FT. HIGH, RATE OF
   MOUNT 200 METERS PER HOUR, WATER SOURCES AS ON MAP, TM FOUND

NO TRAILS IN RZ.
5. RIZ'S: WHOLE AREA COULD BE USED AS AN RZ.

6. ENEMY: NEGATIVE
7. OTHER INFO NEGATIVE

OPO 419-D-69
CONFIDENTIAL

OCP-OCTOBER 9702 RELEASED BY W. B. BIEREN 04/18/69
CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: BARD, HINTON (182) (6 MEN) OPO 430-D-69

2. DTG INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 3103JH MAY69/O31530H JUN69 (78 HRS)

3. ROUTE: N/A

4. TERRAIN: STEEP HILLS, THICK UNDERGROWTH WITH 30 FT. CANOPY.

RATE OF MOV'T 75-100 METERS PER HOUR, GOOD COVER AND CONCEALMENT.

OF SITE AT XD04450 OBS TO NORTH, EAST, AND SOUTHWEST.

NO WATER IN AREA OF TM'S ROUTE, AT 041407 TRAIL RUNS NORTH TO SOUTH, NOT USED RECENTLY.

5. HILLS: XD044405 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46, SITE IS

A HILLTOP WITH SMALL TREES SURROUNDING IT. BEST APPROACH IS

EAST TO WEST, NO APPROACH OBSTACLES.

6. ENEMY: 011029H AT XD044405 TM HAD MOV'T TO THEIR NORTHEAST.

TM OBS ONE NVA/VC WEARING GREEN UTILITIES WITH WEB GEAR AND

CARRIED AN AK-47. EN ALSO HAD A BLUE PATCH ON HIS RIGHT SHOULDER.

EN OPENED UP ON TM, TM RET'ED FIRE AND BELIEVE THEY WOUNDED THE

ENEMY. TM WAS PURSUED BY FIRE AS EN RAN TO THE NORTHEAST.

TM THEN EXCHANGED FIRE WITH 2-3 VC/NVA WEARING GREEN UTILITIES,

LIGHT PACKS, ONE EN HAD A CARABINE, OTHER(S) HAD AK-47'S.

THIS TIME A CHOPPER THAT HAD COME IN TO MED-NVAC A TM MEMBER

WHO HAD MALARIA TOOK FIRE FROM APPROX 049411 FROM A 50 CAL.

G/S AND AO CAME ON STATION AND WORKED OUT, AT THIS TIME TM

PAGE 1 OF 2 PAGES CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL

MOVED TO HIGHER GROUND. AT 011745H TM HEARD A MORTAR FIRE NORTHWEST OF THEIR POS (TM COULD NOT DETERMINE THE DISTANCE)

021930H TM HEARD MOV'T COMING FROM XDO44405 TO THE SOUTHWEST. MOV'T CEASED AT 022200H, TM CALLED F/M ON SUSPECTED EN

50 CAL. POS AT XDO49411, 48 RDS FIRED WITH UNOBS RESULTS. 031530H TM EXTRACTED FROM XDO44405 WITH NEGATIVE FIRE INCIDENTS.

OPC 430-U 69
CONFIDENTIAL

CCMQ793 RELEASED BY DEE CLAY 11-4-69 JUN69
CONFIDENTIAL

FM: GO THIRD MAR DIV (RESIN) DG
TO: GO XXIV CORP 145
GO III MAR DIV

INFO: GO ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV GE
CC TASK FORCE HOTEL VCB
FIRST AND FIFTH INF DIV (MECH) UDT
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
FIFTH MARINES
ST. PAVLOS AIRBORNE JUNG TAI
ANTIO MARINE BRN

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DESCRIBING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: JOHN BROWN 262 (8 MEN) OPO-2588-69
2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 297,300 H/031600 H (123 HRS)

3. RECON TEAM COULD NOT MOVE DUE TO POOR OCPM. THEY WERE INSERTED AND
EXTRACTED FROM YD 21/262.

4. TERRAIN: STEEP HILLS WITH DOUBLE AND TRIPLE CANOPY, GOOD COVER AND
CONCEALMENT. OP SETS AT YD 21/262 OBSERVE 360.

5. HILL'S AT YD 20/500 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE TWO CH-46'S. SITE IS A
HILL TOP, WITH LOW SLOPE. BEST APPROACH IS FROM NORTH TO SOUTH. MT.

6. TREES TO THE SALT.
7. GROUNDS: NONE.

8. OTHER INFO: TEAM HEARD SPORADIC SMALL ARMS FIRE EVERYDAY FROM THE
YD 20/20 GOOD.

OPO-2588-69
CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL

DEADLINES/ROUTINE 2 JUNE 69

TO: CC THIRD MAF Div (KIEV) DMH

CC: CC AFR CORPS (H)

CC III MAF MAC

FROM: CC OSS ZERG OSS AIRBORNE DIV OSS

CC TASK FORCE HOTEL VCB

FIRST II TF FIFTH DIV (MECH) QTR

THIRD MARINES

FOURTH MARINES

SIXTH MARINES

SEVENTH MARINES

HAG NAAM BAH

SR Prov Army Advisor Quang Tri

TF III RECON BN

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DESCRIBING REPORT (U)

2b. RECON TEAM: DIXIE HUMMER 361 (7 Men) 0600-2300-69

2c. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 291145 H/031602 H (122 HRS)

3c. ROUTE: PH YD 270286 TO YD 256272 TEAM WAS UNABLE TO MOVE DUE VERY

NORR COMM.

h. TERRAIN: STEEP HILLS, WITH THICK UNDERBRUSH, GOOD COVER AND CONCEAL-

MENT, OP. SITE AT YD 271286 OBSERVE 360.

5c. HILLS: AT YD 256272 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE SIX CH-46'S, SITE IS A

HILL TOP LEADING TO A FORGER, BEST APPROACH IS FROM NORTH TO SOUTH.

AT YD 269286 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE TWO CH-46'S, SITE IS A VALLEY WITH

ELEGANT GLASS, BEST APPROACH IS FROM NORTHWEST TO SOUTHEAST.

6a. WEATHER: NONE.

7. OTHER INFO: NONE.

GEO

DT

0800-2308-69

CONFIDENTIAL

COMM 0705 RELEASED BY: MBegy TIME: 1149 11 JUNE 69

295

CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL

RECON TEAM: NORTH TIDE 282 (6 MHN) OPO-2590-69

ROUTE: XD 315290 TO YD 361298 TO XD 358292

TERRAIN: STEEP HILLS, SOME TRAP CANOPY, AND THICK UNDER BRUSH

GOOD COVER AND CONCEALMENT. OP: SITES AT XD 352291 OBSERVE 360, AT XD 352299 OBSERVE 360.

HILLS: AT XD 345290 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE UNDE, SITE IS A HILLTOP, WITH LOW BRUSH, BEST APPROACH IS NORTH TO SOUTH.

RED: 021300 H. TEAM OBSERVED FLASH LIGHTS AT XD 359293, THERE WERE AT LEAST TWO LIGHTS MOVING SOUTH, TEAM CALLED FIRE MISSION, AND LIGHTS TURNED GREEN. (THIS WAS DONE POSSIBLY BY PLACING A GREEN LENS ON THE LIGHT) AT THE SAME TIME TEAM OBSERVED A STATIONARY LIGHT AT XD 360291.

NEGATIVE ACTION: 022030 H. TEAM AT XD 357292 HAD MOVEMENT IN A 360°, SEEN CLOSE TO AT: XD 600, OF THREE TEAM CALLED ON CALLS, GOOD COVERAGE, UNKNOWN RESULTS. 031635 H. TEAM UPON EXTRACTED FROM XD 357293 RECEIVED AUTOMATIC WEAPONS FIRE.

OTHER ITEM: NONE.

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U) SPOT REPORT IN LIEU OF PATROL REPORT (U)

RECON TEAM: APRIL SHOWERS 263 (6 MEN) OPO 2601-69. 031000H TM WAS INSERTED AT XD742403. UPON INSERTION TM OBSERVED TWO VC/NVA AT XD740400. ENEMY APPEARED TO BE OBSERVING TM, TM COULD NOT OBSERVE ENEMY'S UNIFORMS OF GEAR. TMlehem XD TM THEN BEGAN RECEIVING SAP FROM FAST AND WEST APPROX 50 METERS FROM TM'S POSITION, TM RETURNED FIRE WITH SAP AND HELOS MADE GUN RUNS ON ENEMY POSITIONS. TM OBSERVED TWO ENEMY AT 50 METERS TO TM'S FAST IN A TELEPHONE, TM COULD NOT OBSERVE ENEMY'S WEAPONS OR GEAR, TM THEN GOT BACK ON BOARD THE HELOS AND WAS EXTRACTED. DURING CONTACT TM OBSERVED A TRAIL RUNNING NORTH TO SOUTH, 3-4 FEET WIDE AND WITH SIGNS OF RECENT USE AT XD745483.

GP-4

CONFIDENTIAL

DT

OPO 2601-69

CCN______________________RELEASING BY______________________TIME______________________H JUNE 69
CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED

DRAFTED BY JFS1RG
SEC 3-2 PD 3D RECON 2

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DECLASSING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: JACOB BUSH 2ND. (6 MAN) 023205-69
2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 023304/023305 31 HRS

3. ROUTE: XD35366 TO XD35366 TO XD35366
4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILLS SET 6-10 FOOT GRASS, PAIR CAREFUL
AND CONSERVATIVE TO OP SITES AT XD35366 OFFERS VIEW TO S, UT, EAST, WEST,
AND NORTH WEST.

5. Notes: XD35366 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE G/S, G-46 AND IS A VALLEY
WET WITH CRABS, APPROACH FROM WEST TO S, UT TO WET NO OBSTACLES.

6. Notes: XD35366 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE G/S, G-46 AND IS A HILLTOP WITH LOW
CRABS AND SMALL FLOOD, APPROACH FROM WEST TO S, UT.

7. Notes: 023900H TO XD35362 OBSERVED THREE VC/NA APPROX 10
200M TO THIS SOUTH WEST OF EAST A HILL TRAIL WEARING GRASS UTILITIES,

8. Notes: 023900H TO XD35362 OBSERVED THREE VC/NA APPROX 10
WEST OF WEST WEARING GRASS UTILITIES, WEB GEAR AND
9. Notes: XD35362 SITE NORTH WEST WEARING GRASS UTILITIES, WEB GEAR AND
10. Notes: XD35362 SITE NORTH WEST WEARING GRASS UTILITIES, WEB GEAR AND
11. Notes: XD35362 SITE NORTH WEST WEARING GRASS UTILITIES, WEB GEAR AND
12. Notes: XD35362 SITE NORTH WEST WEARING GRASS UTILITIES, WEB GEAR AND

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

SOUTH WEST, SOUTHEAST, NORTH, NORTH EAST, BUSH COVER AND ARECA WITH AN-4742 ENEMY MOVED FROM THIS SITE, NEGATIVE ACTION TAKEN. 031000 TM AT SAME GRID OBSERVED EIGHT VC/NVA 150 METERS TO THIS SOUTH WEST, ONE ENEMY POINTED TOWARDS TM AND THE ENEMY SPLIT UP WITH FOUR MOVING SOUTH EAST AND FOUR MOVING NORTH WEST, AO CAME ON STATION AND MADE ROCKETS AND SHOOTING ROUNDS ON SUSPECTED ENEMY POSITIONS WITH UNKNOWN RESULTS. ENEMY WORE OR AN UTILITIES, HELMETS, PONCHOS, WEB GEAR, TM COULD NOT OBSERVE WPNS. 031530 H TEAM OBSERVED FOUR VC/NVA MOVING SOUTHEAST ON A TRAIL AT XD 84,365 THE ENEMY STOPPED ABOUT 250M FROM TEAM, TEAM CALLED FIRE MISSION, HOWEVER THE ENEMY HAD DEPARTED BEFORE THE MISSION ARRIVED. 031735H TEAM AT XD 852366 HEARD VOICES OF ABOUT 25 VC/NVA 200M TO THEIR NORTHWEST, TEAM CALLED FIRE MISSION OF FIVE ROUNDS, AND THEN AO CAME ON STATION AND RAISED FIXED WING OVER THE AREA, TEAM THEN RECEIVED SMALL ARMS FIRE FROM THEIR SOUTH, FIXED WING RAN AIR STIFLES OVER THE AREA, WITH UNKNOWN RESULTS. 032035 H TEAM WAS EXTRACTED FROM XD 855361 WITH NEGATIVE INCIDENTS.

7C OTHER INFO: TRAIL AT XD 856362 RUNS NORTHWEST TO XD 854365 AND SHOWS SIGNS OF RECENT HEAVY USE.

OP-4
BY
CONFIDENTIAL

COD 0709 RELEASED BY JF BEEVER TIME 041800 H JUNE 69
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

PRIORITY Q50714 2 JUN69

FROM: GG T. Hard IV (HEIN)
TO: GG III MAF

INC: THIRD MAF
FOURTH MAF
FIFTH MAF
SIXTH MAF
SEVENTH MAF
EIGHTH MAF
NINTH MAF
TENTH MAF
ELEVENTH MAF
TWELFTH MAF
THIRD Recon BN

CONFIDENTIAL

GENERATION AND PRODUCTION OF CONSSEC MATERIAL (U)

1. (C) IAW R0F A IT IS REPORTED THAT LOCALLY PRODUCED CO.SEC MATERIAL WAS BEING USED IN THE 3D HARDIV DUE TO LOCAL TACTICAL NEEessity.

MEASURES HAVE BEEN TAKEN TO INSURE THAT THE LOCALLY PRODUCED CO.SEC MATERIAL IS DESTROYED AND NOT UTILIZED IN THE FUTURE.

2. (C) EXAMPLES OF THE LOCALLY PRODUCED CONSSEC MATERIAL WHICH WAS IN USE ARE BEING FORWARDED BY SEPARATE CORRESPONDENCE.

CG II MAF 221632Z JAY69

(0)

RELEASED BY CEO TLE 1446 H JUN69

G-2

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

IMMEDIATE ROUTINE 050801 Z JUN69

FD: CG THIRD MAR DIV (Rakin) DIV
TO: CG XXIV CORPS PHB
CG III MAR DIV

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV ONE
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL VCB
FIRST SDE FIFTH INF DIV (NACH) QTR
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
MHA THREE NINE
SR. ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN.

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM NOON WATCH (242) (7 MEN) OPO 2594-69
2. DTC INSERTED/EXTRACTED 310900H MAY/041445H JUN69 (101 HRS)

3. ROUTE: FROM YD209497 TO YD203506 TO YD198498 TO YD206496

4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILLS, LOW ELEPHANT GRASS, RATE OF MOVT 500 METERS PER HOUR, POOR COVER, CONCEALMENT, WATER

SOURCES AS SHOWN ON MAP PLUS STREAM AT YD199494 RUNNING NORTHWEST TO SOUTHEAST, TRAILS AS SHOWN ON MAP (NUMEROUS TRAIK VEHICLE

TRACKS ON THESE TRAILS.
5. HIZ'S: THROUGHOUT NZ

6. ENEMY: NEGATIVE
7. OTHER INFO: NEGATIVE

OP-4
BT

OPO 2594-69
CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL
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CONFIDENTIAL

IMMEDIATE/ROUTINE JUN 69

FROM: CG THIRD MAR DIV (REIN) DNB
TO: CG XXIV CORPS PHB
CG III MAF DNG

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV (MAT)
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL VCB
FIRST BDE FIFTH INF DIV (MECH) QTR
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
MAG THREE NINE
SR. ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: COMING EVENT (2A3) (7 MEN) OPO 2599-69
2. DTG INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 010915H/041530H JUN 69 (77 HRS)
3. ROUTE: FM YD075971 TO YD064592 TO YD069577
4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILLS, SCATTERED VEGETATION, RATE OF
MOV'T UNLIMITED, LITTLE COVER & CONCEALMENT, OP SITE AT YD086594
OBS 360°, STREAM AT YD067595 RUNS NORTHWEST TO SOUTHEAST.
5. Hlz's: YD073593 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46 SITE IS
A FINGER WITH ELEPHANT GRASS, BEST APPROACH IS 360°, NO APPROACH
OBSTACLES.
6. ENEMY: NEGATIVE
7. OTHER INFO: NEGATIVE

OPD 2599-69

DT 0740
CON RELEASED BY 3/6 GV/COC CONFIDENTIAL JUN 69

DECLASSIFIED
FROM: CO THIRD MAR DIV DON
TO: FOR LOG CHD DANANG
INFO: THIRD RECON BU

URGENT

FROM: N3700 FOR: CONTRACTING OFFICER
A. CO FLC MSG P 21-02542 MAY 69
B. MIL3700/91017/7741 CALIBER 35MM NIKONOS II
1. XRC NKF (A). THE FOLLOWING INFO IS SUBMITTED:
   FOCAL LENGTH: 35 MM
   MAXIMUM APERTURE: F/2.8
   MODEL: NIKONOS II (SUBJECTIVE)

2. AN ACCEPTABLE SUBSTITUTE IS THE NIKON FTN
   FOCAL LENGTH: 53 MM
   MAXIMUM APERTURE: F/2.8

CCH

RELEASED BY: [Signature]
RELEASED AT THE 060946

CON 03785 R=1 BY [Signature] 15101701
SUPP

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

IMMEDIATE ROUTINE JUN 69

FY: CG THIRD MAR DIV (REIN) DNB
NO: CG XXIV CORPS PUB
CG III MAF DNG

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV GEB
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL VCB
FIRST BDE FIFTH INF DIV (MICH) QTR
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
TENTH MARINES
MAG THREE NINE
SR. ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD REG BN.

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: XDB MAB (3B1) (7 MEN) OPO 447-D-69
2. INSERTED/EXTRACTED: O11130H/050915H JUN 69 (94 HRS)

3. ROUTE: FM XD92625 TO XD92625 TO XD932625

4. TERRAIN: STEEP HILLS, SQ.M. THICK BAMBOO, POOR COVER &

5. CONCEALED, NEGATIVE WATER SOURCES IN EZ, TRAIL AT XD932625 TO XD92625 IS TWO FT. WIDE, WELL USED, SMALLER TRAILS BRANCH

6. OFF OF THIS TRAIL

7. EZ’S: XD932625 SITE WILL ACCOMODATE ONE UH-1H, SITE IS

A CLEARED AREA WITH STUMPS, DEAD TREES AND SOME BAMBOO, BEST APPROACH IS SOUTH TO NORTH, TREES ON THE EAST AND WEST MAY IMPERDE

LANDING, XD92627 SITE WILL ACCOMODATE ONE CH-46, SITE IS A CLEARED OFF AREA, BEST APPROACH IS 360°, NEGATIVE APPROACH OBSTACLES.

6. ENEMY: 042200H FM AT XD92625 HAD MOV'T TO THEIR NORTH AT 35 METERS, NEC ACTION TAKEN, MOVEMENT CEASED.

7. OTHER INFO: NEGATIVE

OPO 447-D-69

CONFIDENTIAL

RELEASER BY: D. B. (STAFF) JUN 69

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED

IMMEDIATE/ROUTINE 616513

TO: CG THIRD MAR DIV (HEIN) R/P
CG XXIV CORPS PUB
CG XXI KAP DND

X/HQ: CG ONE ZERO ONE APPROACH DIV CB
CG TASK FORCE HUET
FIRST DIV, FIFTH INF DIV (MECH) CB
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
ELEVENTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
MAG THREE LUNG
SR. ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD MACON BN.

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON OBSERVING REPORT (U)

1. MILO M: CPL PEPE (3E1) (7 HEN) O.P. 412-D-69
2. VFA INSETTED/EXTRACTED: 20 JUNE 69/0630-
               29 JUNE 69/1503JUN (136 HRS)
3. ROUTE: FM XD691423 TO XD706427 TO XD6718428 TO XD706425
4. TERRAIN: STEEP HILLS, 10-12 FT. ELEPHANT GRASS, RATE OF
   RUNOFF UNLIMITED, FLAT COVER & CONCEALMENT, OP SITE AT XD691429
   OBS TO THE SOUTH, XD692425 OBS TO THE NORTH, STREAM AT XD695427
   RUNS NORTH TO SOUTH, FOUR FT. WIDE, ONE FT. DEEP, CLEAR WATER,
   ROCK BOTTOM. XD693426 TRAIL RUNS TO XD696427 RUNS FROM ONE STREAM
   TO ANOTHER.
5. ILCS: XD691423 SITE WILL ACCOMODATE TWO CH-46'S, SITE
   IS A HILLTOP WITH LOW GRASS, BEST APPROACH IS NORTHWEST TO
   SOUTHWEST, NO APPROACH OBSTACLES. GS XD7042 SITE WILL ACCOMODATE
   TEN CH-46'S. SITE HAS LOW GRASS, BEST APPROACH IS 360°, NO
   APPROACH OBSTACLES.
6. LANDING NEGATIVE
7. OTHER INFO: AT XD707426 OBS A DUD 500 LB BOMB ABED.

CC: O.P. 412-D-69

R/B 1555

3/65 CV/CAC

CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: LEG HORN (ID2) (6 MEN) OPO 2607-69
2. DTG INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 031000H/041000H JUN69 (22 HRS)
3. ROUTE: XD873 TO XD873192
4. TERRAIN: MODERATE ROLLING HILLS WITH DOUBLE CANOPY AND THICK UNDERGROWTH AND BAMBOO, GOOD COVER & CONCEALMENT, OP SITE AT XD873192 OFFERS VIEW TO THE NORTH.
5. HHA'S: XD873194 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE THREE CH-46'S, SITE IS A CULTIVATED FIELD WITH LOW SHRUB, APPROACH FROM EAST TO WEST.

NO APPROACH OBSTACLES.

6. ENEMY: 031830H TM AT XD873192 OBS TWO VC/NVA WORKING IN A FIELD AT XD873206, EN WORE MIXED WHITE AND BROWN SHIRTS, WHITE TROUSERS, TM COULD NOT OBS GEAR OR WEAPONS, NOG ACTION TAKEN. 040730H TM

AT XD873192 OBS THREE BRU MONTAGNARDS MOVING TOWARDS TM, BRU MONTAGNARDS CAME WITHIN TEN METERS OF TM'S POSITION, BRU MONTAGNARDS

MOTIONED TM TO FOLLOW THEM, TM AND MONTAGNARDS MOVED APPROX 100 METERS NORTH AND OBS FOUR WOMEN. 041100H TRANSPORT HELOS CAME
ON STATION. TM AND THE THREE MATE BRU MONTAGNARDS WERE THEN
EXTRACTED WITH NEGATIVE FIRE INCIDENTS. BRU'S INTERROGATED AT VCB.

7. OTHER INPO: 031730H TM AT XD873192 HEARD ONE RIFLE SHOT
FIRED FROM APPROX 500 METERS TO THEIR EAST, TM HEARD SINGLE SHOTS
SPORADICALLY DURING Entire PATROL COMING FROM APPROX 400-500
METERS TO TM'S EAST. TM ALSO HEARD PEOPLE YELLING, WOOD BEING
CHOPPED AND DOGS BARKING APPROX 500 METERS TO TM'S NORTH, THERE
IS A VILLAGE IN THIS AREA. TM'S POSITION WAS XD873192.

040100H TM AT XD873192 OBS A LARGE CAMP FIRE AT XD832190 WHICH
BURNT FOR APPROX 15 MINUTES AND THEN WENT OUT. 030030H TM AT
SAME PC OBS TWO LIGHTS AT GRID WHERE FIRE WAS OBS, FIRE
REMAINED ON ALL NIGHT.

CONFIDENTIAL

OPO 1607-69
CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL
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IMMEDIATE ROUTINE: 266517 2 JUN69

FROM: CG THIRD MAR DIV (REIN) DIV
TO: CG XXV CORPS PHQ
CG III MAF DIV

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV GEN
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL VCB
FIRST BDE PYTH INF DIV (MECH) QTR
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
MAC THREE NINE
SR. ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN

COPY TO:
C-2
C-3
GSV
COC

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DESCRIBING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: SEVEN-UP (3D2) (6 MEN) OPO 439-D-69
2. DTFY INTERVAL/EXTRACTED: 311600H MAY/051130H JUN69 (115 HRG)
3. ROUTE: FM XD043213 TO YDO43206 TO YDO43213 TO YDO50208 TO
   YDO43213
4. TERRAIN: STEEP HILLS, ELEPHANT GRASS, 30-40 FT. CANOPY, RATE
   OF MOV'T 200 M/HR PER HOUR, COVER & CONCEALMENT GOOD IN TREES.
   CRATER AT XD042213 OBS WEST, SOUTH AND EAST, NO WATER SOURCES OBS
   FM TM-OLD TRAILS NEAR BOTH LZ'S RUN EAST TO
   NORTHWEST AT YDO43214.
5. LZ'S 1: YDO43213 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46, SITE IS
   THE SIDE OF A HILL WHICH IS FLAT ON THE TOP, BEST APPROACH IS
   NORTH TO SOUTH, TREES TO EAST AND SOUTH MAY IMPede LANDING.
   YDO42213 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46, SITE IS A HILLTOP
   WITH ELEPHANT GRASS SURROUNDING, BEST APPROACH IS EAST TO WEST,
   TREES TO THE NORTH MAY IMPede LANDING.
6. ENEMY: NEGATIVE

7. OTHER INFO: NEGATIVE

CP 4

OPO 439-D-69

DECLASSIFIED
FROM: CG THIRD MAR DIV (REIN)
TO: CG FOR LOG CMD
INFO: THIRD RECON BN

URGENT

FROM: M3700 FOR: CONTRACTING OFFICER

CAMERA SPECIFICATIONS
A. CG NLC MSG P 020636Z JUNE 69
B. DOC: M3700/5243/3213

I. TAW REF A THE FOLLOWING INFO SUBMITTED:
   FOCAL LENGTH: 35MM
   MAXIMUM APERTURE: F/2.5
   MODEL: NIKONOS II (SUBMERSIBLE)

2. AN ACCEPTABLE SUBSTITUTE IS THE NIKON FTN
   FOCAL LENGTH: 55MM
   MAXIMUM APERTURE: F/1.2

CON... RELEASED BY [Signature] TIME 0600 29 JUNE 69

CC: D271 REL BY [Signature] TIME 0600 29 JUNE 69
SUP0
CONFIDENTIAL

LOCATION/ROUTINE 30145 Z JUN69

HQ: CG 3RD MAJ DIV (REICH) DBN
TC: CG 26TH CORPS DVB
CG XXVII MAP DIV

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV CMB
CG TASK FORCE HIGHT VCB
FIRST LDP INTR DIV (REICH) QTR
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
TENTH MARINES
MAG THIRTEEN QMB
SR. ADVANCE QUANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN.

CONFIDENTIAL

SECRET AIRCRAFT REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: EXPRESS HOUSE (1A3) (778 HR) 0400 29-1 69
2. INT: INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 291200H MAY/031600H JUN69 (96 HRS)
3. ROUTE: MI XD603433 TO XD904427
4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILLS WITH LOW GRASS AND SCATTERED TREES
5. FAIR COY WITH CONCEALMENT OPPOSITE AT XD603433 OFFERS VIEWS TO NORTH, EAST, SOUTH, AND WEST.
6. XDG: XD603433 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46 AND IS AN ABANDONED FIELD. APPROACH FROM EAST TO WEST, NO APPROACH OBSTACLES.
7. XD603433 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46 AND IS A SLOPE WITH SIX FT. GRASS, BEST APPROACH IS EAST TO WEST.
8. SCATTERED TREES DONT LE.
9. INT: 011200H TC AT XD603433 OBS TREES VC/TVA AT XD79448

MOVING WEST ON A TRAIL, EN WORSHIPING DARK UTILITIES, TM COULD NOT ONS VIEWS OR NEAR BECAUSE OF DISTANCE 292400H TC AT XD603433 OBS

ONE LIGHT MOVING NORTH AT XD83546 MOVING UP HILL #9501 FRIENDLIES WERE A HORTAR AT LIGHT AND LIGHT WENT OUT 302400H MAY 69 TC AT XD603433 OBS

A LARGE LIGHT AT APPROX XD843455, LIGHT REMAINED ON FOR APPROX TWO MINUTES, FRIENDLIES AGAIN FIRED HORTAR AND LIGHT WENT OUT, WHILE LIGHT WAS ON IT GAVE OFF A POWERFUL BEAM WHICH EXPOSED AN AREA APPROX 500 METERS SQUARE ON THE SIDE OF HILL.

COPY TO: G-2

CONFIDENTIAL
XDB54415, lights remained on until 010200h. No action taken.

XDO34339 TM at XDB80439 OBS one pair of lights (possibly vehicles).

At XDB54415 moving west to XDB843416 and then moved south and
out of this vision, no action taken. While on patrol TM OBS a
road running from XDB843416 to XDB805462 to XDB606662 to XDB811459
running northwest to southeast, 10-12 ft. wide, does not appear
to have been used recently. 310600h May 69 TM at XDB803433 OBS
uphill tire tracks (vehicle type) at XDB843416, there appeared
to be tracks of more than one vehicle. 291200h May 69 TM at
XDB803433 OBS two downed hillos at XDB807436, wreckage appeared
approx one year old. At same grid TM OBS tracks of one tracked
vehicle running from XDG794438 to XDB807436 to XDB83415.

291400h May 69 TM OBS one set of tracked vehicle tracks running
from east to west, appeared to have been made within last
48 hours.

Other info: Negative

OFO 425-06-69

Confidential

OFO 425-06-69

Confidential
CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: FROST BURG (3A2) (7 MEN) OPD 433-D-69
2. DTG INSETTED/EXTRACTED: 311520H MAY/041530 JUN69 (96 HRS)

3. ROUTE: 7M OP'D AT YD024260
4. TERRAIN: SMALL STEEP HILLS, TREES, GRASS 4-6 FT.

HILLS: YD025260 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE TWO CH-46'S, SITE IS AN OPEN RIDGE WITH 4-6 FT. ELEPHANT GRASS, BEST APPROACH

5. S'S: SOUTH TO NORTH, NO APPROACH OBSTACLES.

6. ENEMY: 011035H AT YD024260 TM OBS THREE VC/NVA (TWO APPEARED TO BE RU) MOVING WEST TO NORTHEAST ON A TRAIL, WEARING CUT OFF GREEN UTILITIES, GREEN SHIRTS, AND BLACK HEADBANDS. ONE AK-47 WAS OBS. THREE HEAVY PACKS, ONE CARRIED A BASKET, NEG ACTION TAKEN.

011300H AT YD024260 TM OBS ONE VC/NVA MOVING WEST TO EAST ON A TRAIL, WEARING GREEN UTILITIES, GREEN PITH HELMET, CARRYING A HEAVY PACK, 762 GEAR, AND AN UNK TYPE WEAPON, EN ALSO HAD GREEN GLOVES, NEG ACTION TAKEN. 020945H AT YD024261 TM OBS TWO RU MONTAGNARDS MOVING EAST TO WEST ALONG A TRAIL CARRYING FRESHLY CUT BRANCHES, WEARING BLACK SHIRT, SHORTS AND HEADBAND, NEG ACTION TAKEN. 021040H AT YD024261 TM OBS ONE VC/NVA MOVING EAST TO WEST.
ALONG A TRAIL, EN WEARING GREEN UTILITY COVER, GREEN SHIRT, GREEN SHORTS, ONE SKS CARTRIDGE BELT, NEG ACTION TAKEN.

030910H AT YD024261 TM OBS THREE BRU MONTAGNARDS (ONE WAS A FEMALE) MOVING NORTHEAST TO WEST ALONG A TRAIL, MALE BRU MONTAGNARDS WEARING ARMY TYPE UTILITY COVERS, BROWN SHIRTS AND SHORTS, THE FEMALE HAD A BLACK BLOUSE AND SKIRT, NO WEB GEAR OR WPNS, BRU ALSO HAD A BASKET TYPE PACK, TWO EMPTY NVA PACKS, THESE BRU WERE ALSO CARRYING FRESH BRANCHES, NEG ACTION TAKEN.

031330H AT YD024261 TM OBS FIVE BRU MONTAGNARDS (THREE FEMALE) MOVING EAST TO WEST ALONG A TRAIL, MEN WORE GREEN AND BLACK SHIRTS, BLACK SHORTS, ONE WAS WEARING A USMC UTILITY COVER, WOMEN WEARING RED BLOUSES AND BLACK SKIRTS, THEY CARRIED THREE BASKET TYPE PACKS, TWO FULL NVA PACKS, THREE BOLT ACTION RIFLES, NEG ACTION TAKEN. 032015H AT YD03260 TM OBS TWO VC/NVA MOVING EAST TO WEST, TM COULD ONLY OBS THAT THE EN HAD PACKS, NEG ACTION TAKEN. 041020H AT YD024261 TM WAS SPOTTED BY AN OLD BRU MONTAGNARD WOMAN AND A YOUNG MALE WHO WERE CARRYING SKS RIFLES AND MOVING WEST TO EAST ON A TRAIL, THEY LEFT THE AREA AND MOVED TO THE NORTH, TM MOVED TO LZ AT THIS TIME AND WAS EXTRACTED WITHOUT FURTHER INCIDENT AT YD025260.

7. OTHER INFO: NEGATIVE

GP-4

RT

CCN 1017 RELEASED BY

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DESCRIBING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: JAMBREAKER (301) (6 MEN) OPF 444-D-69
2. DIG INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 011300H/050900H JUN69 (9-4 HRS)
3. ROUTE: PM XD796639 TO XD795638 TO XD796643 TO XD796641
4. TERRAIN: SHEER CLIFFS, STEEP HILLS, TRIPLE CANOPY/THI

3-10 FT. ELEPHANT GRASS, RATE OF MOV'T 100 METERS PER HOUR ON HIGH GROUND, PLK'S DISCRETION IN VALLEYS, GOOD COVER AND CON-

ERALMENT. OP SITES XD795636 OBS TO THE NORTHWEST, XD79645
ORS 360° WATER SOURCES PLENTIFUL IN VALLEYS AND AS SHOWN

ON MAP, TRAILS NUMEROUS THROUGHOUT RZ PLUS AS SHOWN ON MAP,
TRAILS SHOWN ON MAP LEAD TO XD796641 SOUTH THROUGH VALLEY,

FOUR FT. WIDE, HEAVILY USED.
5. Him'S XD795636 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE TWO CH-46'S, SITE

IS A FINGER, BEST APPROACH IS SOUTH TO NORTH, RIDGELINE OF

TREES OR THE EAST. XD795642 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE TWO CH-46'S.

SITE IS A FINGER, BEST APPROACH IS WEST TO EAST, NO APPROACH OBSTACLES.

6. ENEMY: NEGATIVE

7. OTHER INFO: 011345H TM AT XD946360 OBS ONE COMPANY TO BATTALION
SIZE BUNKER COMPLEX WITH "L" SHAPED P/H'S, TM ALSO OBS

NUMEROUS AA POSITIONS AND NUMEROUS AW POSITIONS, BUNKERS
APPEARED ONE MONTH OLD, HOWEVER, FRESH SIGNS WERE EVIDENT.

021530H TM AT XD795640 OBS ONE COMPANY TO BATTALION SIZE BASE
CAMP WITH LOG HOODS BURIED INTO THE GROUND, AREA CONTAINED

PAGE 1 OF 2 PAGES
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

BAMBOO BUNKERS, AND CONNECTING TRENCHES, TEAM ALSO OBSERVED EMPTY 90MM CANNON CASES, 30MM CANNON CASES, RPD AND RPG CASES, RECENT ACTIVITY

AVIATION (FOOTPRINTS ON THE TRAILS IN THIS AREA). 03130 H TEAM AT XD 787630 FOUND FIVE OF AREA, SIX BAMBOO AND WOOD HOOCHES ON CLIFF SIDE WITH

GABLES, used AS BUNKERS AND STORAGE AREA'S BESIDE THE HOOCHES. ALL HOOCHES APPEARED TO BE WELL CONSTRUCTED, AND IN GOOD CONDITION. ONE GABLE WAS

20 FT. HIGH, AND EXTENDED AT LEAST 300 M INTO THE MOUNTAIN. WITHIN THE GABLE WERE VARIOUS TRENCHES, EXTENDING IN DIFFERENT DIRECTIONS INTO THE

MOUNTAIN. TEAM FOUND 100 RED ROUNDS, 100 AK-47 ROUNDS, 500 POUNDS OF

RIBBON RAGE, AND VARIOUS COOKING UTENSILS MADE OF CLAY, BRASS, STEEL

AND GEAR. WITHIN THE HOOCHES, TEAM FOUND NVA UNIFORMS AND 7 82 GEAR

(FOUR DEPOTS, MAGAZINE FLOWERS) WITH EVIDENCE OF RECENT USE. 031500 H TEAM

AT XD 788649 OBSERVED A GROVE COMPLEX, WITH FOUR HOOCHES OUTSIDE OF THE

GROVE. THESE GROVES WERE LARGE AND CONTAIN SEVERAL NVA STEEL HELMETS.

EVACUATIONS, (DESTROYED) ONE DESTROYED SKS, DESTROYED ONE-CASE, NVA

FLAKS WITH FRESH BLOOD ON THEM. THE AREA HAD AN ODOR OF DEAD BODIES.

GROVES CONTAINED BLOOD RAGE, THERE WAS EVIDENCE OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN

IN THE AREA (SMALL HANDS, AND BLACK PANTS, ETC.), FOUR HOOCHES WERE

CONSTRUCTED IN THE GROVE AS WELL AS BAMBOO MATTING FOR SLEEPING. 031500

TEAM AT XD 787640 OBSERVED FIVE WELL BUILT HOOCHES, ON THE SIDE OF A

MOUNTAIN, MADE OF BAMBOO AND WOOD. THESE HOOCHES WERE ELEVATED AND

SHOWED NO SIGNS OF RECENT USE. 031500 H TEAM AT XD 785636 OBSERVED AT

XD 783635 HOOCHES ON THE SIDE OF A HILL. TEAM COULD NOT CHECK AREA. THERE IS NOT ACTIVITY IN THE AREA AT THIS TIME OF POSSIBLY A

PLATOON OR COMPANY SIZE, THE 10TH FORCE HAS MOVED FROM THE AREA.

CONFIDENTIAL
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OFO-469
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DECLASSIFIED

IMMEDIATE ROUTINE: 2 JUN 69

FROM: CG THIRD MAR DIV (REIN) DG
TO: CG XXIV CORPS PEB
CG III MAC DG

INFO:
CG OBS ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV CCB
CG TASK FIRST TALOT VCB
FIRST BDE FIFTH INF DIV (MECH) QTR
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
SR. ADVISOR GIAU TRN PROVINCE
MAC THREE HIGH
THIRD RECON BN.

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM(S): FOOTBALL STAR/EARLY FLOWER (13 MEN) OPE 453-D-69
2. DMG INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 050815H/051930H JUN 69 (11 HRS)
3. ROUTE: TM(S) OPE'D AT XD903409
4. TERAIN: N/A

5. HLZ'S: N/A
6. ENEMY: 051130H TM AT XD903409 OBS E/D VC/NVA AT XD767411

MOVING NORTHWEST TO SOUTHEAST TOWARDS TM, ENCOUNTER UKI WITH UTILITIES, UROS WINS OR GEAR AT DISTANCE 050900H AO ON STATION

RECEIVING 30/50 CAL. & SAV FROM XD794393 & XD789382. 051030H AO

OBS 12 EN MOVING AT XD794393 ALONG A TRAIL. EN MOVING NORTH

NORTHWEST TOWARDS TM'S POSITION, F/W RUN ON SUSPECTED ENEMY POSITIONS FROM 051130H TO 051930H. EN LOCATED ON AN ABANDONED

WEB AT XD793392

7. OTHER INFO: NEGATIVE

OP 453-D-69

CONFIDENTIAL
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DATE: 7 JUNE 69

TO: CG THE 109th RAR DIV (RESU) 5TH INF

FROM: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV CEF

CC: CG TASK FORCE HUNTED VCB

THIRD BATTALION

FOURTH BATTALION

FIFTH BATTALION

HAT SHEEP LINGS

IN ADVANCE OF THE PROVINCE

COPY TO:

G-2

G-5

GSV

COC

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON SPOT REPORT IN LIEU OF PATROL REPORT (W)

COLOR AK-47 SHOT AT (7 HIGH) OPO 2613-69

EGYPTIAN 36TH WAS IN THE PROCESS OF BEING INSERTED WHEN THEY OBSERVED

EGYPTIAN AK-47 SHOT AT 50 METERS EAST OF THE HIZ AT XZ204365.

DURING CONTACT WITH SAF AND WAS RETURNED WITH SAF WITH NEG-

ATIVE RESULTS. EKELI MOVED WEST AND MISSION WAS ABORTED. DURING

CONTACT WE OBSERVED EGYPTIAN BEING WEARING GREEN UTILITIES AND WERE

ABSORBED WITH AK-47'S. WE COULD NOT DETERMINE WHETHER OR NOT EGYPT

WEAR GREEN GEAR.

CONFIDENTIAL

FROM

OPO 2613-69

CONFIDENTIAL

RELEASED BY: M. Begg 01 JUL 69

DECLASSIFIED
SECRET
GROUP OBSERVATION REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: DON JAEGER 1B3 (6 DSM) OP 0440-9 06-69

2. MTC SUBMITTED/EXTRACTED: 010900H/060030H 120 HOURS

3. ROUTE: PX XD822666 TO XD820666 TO XD822666

4. SURFACE: VGC BY 2 MILES WITH TRIMPLE CANOPY 55 PERCENT HIGH, THICK

UNDERGROUND, EXCELLENT COVER AND CONCEALMENT. OP SITE XD816666
ORDER VGC TO SOUTH.

5. HILLS: XD822666 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE OH-46 AND IS A HILLTOP
WITH A 360 DEGREE APPROACH AND NO OBSTACLES.

6. RELAY: 011000H TL. OBSERVED ONE VC/NVA AT BUNKER AT XD825666.
NEGATIVE ACTION TAKEN. 032100H TL OBSERVED 15-20 SMALL STATIONARY
LIGHTS AT XD826666. TL CALLED FIRE MISSION WITH GOOD COVERAGE OF TARGET.
LIGHTS WERE OUT. 042700H TL OBSERVED 15-20 LIGHTS AND THREE
LARGER LIGHTS AT XD825666. TL ALSO OBSERVED THE SAME AMOUNT OF LIGHTS
AT GRID XD823666. TL CALLED FIRE MISSION ON BOTH GridS WITH GOOD
COVERAGE AND LIGHTS WENT OUT. 052000H TL OBSERVED 15-20 LIGHTS MOVING
SOUTH EAST AT APPROXIMATELY 15-20 MILES PER HOUR.

THEIR OBSERVED SMALLER LIGHTS MOVE ALONG SAME ROUTE AFTER THE LARGER
LIGHTS HAD MOVED FROM THE VICINITY. NEGATIVE ACTION TAKEN.
7. OTHER INFO: AT XD822666 FOUND ONE RPG ROUND. AT XD020667
TM OBSERVED A TRAIL RUNNING EAST TO WEST, APPROX 2-3 FEET WIDE
AND RECENTLY USED. AT XD823664 TM OBSERVED A TRAIL RUNNING
NORTH TO SOUTH, APPROXIMATELY TWO FEET WIDE AND RECENTLY USED.

AT XD027667 TM OBSERVED A TRAIL RUNNING EAST TO WEST, APPROX
2-3 FEET WIDE AND RECENTLY USED. THESE THREE TRAILS ARE NOT
VISIBLE FROM THE AIR.

GP-4

BY

SECRET

OPO 4483D-69

CN 1399 RELEASED BY H JUNE 69

PAGE TWO OF TWO PAGES
FM: THIRD RECON BN
TO: THIRD MAR DIV (RECN)

UNCLAS

ATTN SC-10

TABLE OF EQUIPMENT ALLOWANCE REVIEW

A. CG THIRD MAR DIV DSG 05050Z JUNE 1969

1. ALLOWANCE OF ONE CURRENTLY ON HAND SUFFICIENT

BT

CGM 1425

RELEASED BY: CEC

TIME 081645
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

IMPROBABLE ROUTINE DATE 4 JUNE 69

FROM: CC THIRD ARMY DIV (REIN) DEW
TO: CC XIV CORPS MAC
CC III MAJ DEW

RECEIVED: CC ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV GCE
CG TASK FORCE NOTED VCB
FIRST BDE FIFTH INT DIV (REIN) QTR
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH LARIES
NINTH MARINES
TENTH MARINES
HAG THREE LINE
SN ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD MAJOR DEW

CONFIDENTIAL

MAJOR DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. BUNKER (MAIN): LUCKY PUNCH 3A1 (8 MEN) CPO 410-D-69
2. IN STATED/EXTRACTED: 051300H/052210H 57 HOURS

3. REQUIRE: IN XDG3242 TO XDG3247 TO XDG3248
4. HILL: MODERATELY STEEP HILLS WITH 3-4 FOOT GRASS, POOR

COVER AND CONCEALMENT OF SITE XDG3247 OFFERS VIEW TO NORTH, WEST AND EAST.

5. HILLS: XDG3242 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE THREE CH-46'S AND IS A
HILLTOP WITH LOW GRASS, APPROACH FROM SOUTH EAST TO NORTH WEST

WITH NO OBSTACLES. XDG3248 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46 AND
IS A HILLTOP WITH LOW GRASS, APPROACH FROM SOUTH EAST TO NORTH WEST,

WITH NO OBSTACLES.

6. XDG3245: 041400H TH AT XDG3245 OBSERVED ONE VC/NVA 300 METERS TO
THE SOUTHEAST, TH COULD NOT OBSERVE CLOTHING OR GEAR BECAUSE OF DISTANCE
NACAR. 052015H TH AT XDG31248 OBSERVER 5-10 VC/NVA WEARING GREY

VELOCITIES AND ARMED WITH AK-47'S APPROX 15 METERS TO THIS NORTHWEST.
AO AND CONSUMPS CAME ON SEPARATE AND MADE RUNS ON SUSPECTED ENEMY

FOOTHOLD. TH MOVED TO XDG3248 AND AT 052210H TRANSPORT HELOS CAME
ON SEPARATE AND TH WAS EXTRACTED. DURING EXTRACTION HELOS RECEIVED

SAFE FROM XDG31248.

2/3 GSV/COC

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
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DEPARTMENT/ROUTINE: CBS/AF/TEL-Z JUN69

FROM: CG THIRD MAR DIV (REX) DGS

TO: CG XXIV CORPS PHB

CC: III MAR IGN

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV GEN

CG TASK FORCE HOTEL VCB

FIRST BDE FIFTH INF DIV (NECH) QTR

THIRD MARINES

FOURTH MARINES

NINTH MARINES

TWELFTH MARINES

MAG THREE: NINE

SIL ADVISOR GUANG TRI PROVINCE

THIRD RECON BN.

COPY TO:

G-2

G-3

GVW

COC

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON REPORTING REPORT (U)

1. REPORT TEAM: NOON WATCH (2A2) (6 MEN) OPO 490-D-69

2. UTC INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 061130H/071500H JUN69 (28 HRS)

3. ROUTE: BB XD9453487 TO XD9453495

4. TERRAIN: MODERATELY STEEP HILLS, ELEPHANT GRASS 4-6 FT. HIGH

5. RANGE OF MOV' N 300 METERS PER HOUR, GOOD COVER CONCEALMENT

6. CANOPY. OF SITE AT XD945491 OBS TO THE NORTH AND EAST

WATER SOURCES AS ON MAP, NUMEROUS TRAILS THROUGHOUT RZ.

5. HIGH'S XD94353487 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE TWO CH-46'S SITE

IN A FINGER WITH FOUR FT. ELEPHANT GRASS, BEST APPROACH IS

360° NO APPROACH OBSTACLES XD948495 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE

CH-46 SITE IS A LOLLTOP WITH ELEPHANT GRASS FOUR FT. HIGH

BEST APPROACH IS WEST TO EAST, LANDING MAY BE IMPEDED BY A TREE LINE

6. ENEMY: 070730H TM CALLED A P/H (30 RDS) AT XD9441488 ON A

7. OTHER INFO: NEGATIVE

SUBMITTED BY: [Signature]

CONFIDENTIAL

TIME: 081530H JUN69

DECLASSIFIED
COPY TO:
G-2
G-3
GSV
COC

CONFIDENTIAL

COLD WEATHER RE乓 (1)

1. HINT: CHECK POINT (101) (8 HOUR) QPO 040-D-69
2. LOC N015959/N016040-06/06/06 JUN69 (20 HRS)

3. POSH: AT YDO67262 TO YDO65263
4. POSH: SOUTH HILLS WITH ELEPHANT GRASS 10-12 FT. HIGH,
600 MT. DISTANCE 200 METERS PER HOUR, GOOD COVER & CONCEALMENT.
PO SHOHE AT YDO65263 ONE TO TWO THE WEST, EAST, SOUTH. STRIKES AS
SOUTH ON THE MAP PLUS A STRIKE AT YDO71281 RUNS NORTH TO SOUTH. OTHERS THREATS ON HIGH GROUND, IN VALLEYS MOST THREATS USED

7. SOUTH EAST 12 HRS.
8. DC DIREC: YDO65263 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE FIVE CH-46'S, SITE IS
3 A MOUNTAIN WITH ELEPHANT GRASS, BEST APPROACH IS SOUTH TO NORTH,
NO APPROACH OBSTACLES.

9. HINT: 051745H AT YDO47273 TK OBS TWO ELEPHANTS TO TM'S SOUTH-
SOUTH EAST APPROXIMATELY 700-1000 METERS AWAY, TK ALSO OBS PEOPLE WITH THE

ELEPHANTS BUT COULD NOT OBS WHAT PEOPLE WORE. TM CALLED A F/M OF
KQ QPL AT YDO60264 TK HAD MOV'T TO THE WEST.

10. TK OBS 70 METERS ON AN APPROXIMATELY 5-8 KC/H. TK COULD NOT
SEAP TO DUE TO UNDERBRUSH AND DARKNESS. MOV'T CONTINUED, NO ACTION.

11. TK OBS AT XDO77827 TK OBS A SMALL VALLEY/CAVE CAMP W/NUMEROUS
BUNKER STATIONS LOOKING NORTH AND NORTHWEST OUT OF THE AREA. AT LEAST 15 HOOCHES

12. TM'S COMPROMISE IN THIS AREA AMONG W/CULTIVATED PLANTS OF BANANAS.
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DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

SECRET AND TOBACCO, FM CALLED A F/M OF 12 RDS.

CONTACT AT YDO7283 TO ONE HOGH, 15 METERS FROM THIS

DUE TO THE EAST AND NORTH THERE WAS AN ESTIMATED COMPANY OF
VO/WM AND BRU. TM MOVED WEST TO YDO67283. AT THIS TIME EN MOVED

TO WEST 10 METERS OF TM AND TM THEN REC'D FIVE CHI-GOM GRENADES,
NO CASE ON SECTOR AND WORKED OUT. AO TOOK SA & AMF. F/M & G/S

CASE ON SECTOR AND WORKED OUT. AT THIS TIME TM MOVED WEST
TO YDO6583. TM MOVED WEST.
EN MOVED GREEN UTILITIES, BUSH COVERS,
CALLED MG-47'S/SKS'S, BRU WORE BROWN KHAKI SHIRTS AND WORE GREEN

OP IN, OTHER INFO: NEGATIVE

OPO 440-D-69

CONFIDENTIAL

TIME 100930 H JUN 69
CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DSCLARING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: OLD COLONEL (103) (6 MEN) OPO 450-D-59
2. DOW INJURED/EXTRACTED: 051145H/081200H JUN69 (68 HRS)
3. ROUTE: FM YDO18244 TO YDO15238
4. TERRAIN: EXTREMELY THICK VEGETATION W/TRIPLE CANOPY.

THICK UNDERBUSH, RATE OF MOV'T 75 METERS PER HOUR, GOOD COVER & CONCEALMENT, NO WATER SOURCES IN RZ, TM FOUND A TRAIL

THAT STARTED AT YDO18244 AND RAN NORTH TO SOUTH, 1/2 FT. WIDE, USED WITHIN LAST 12 HOURS (FOOT PATH)

5. HIZ'S: YDO18244 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46, SITE IS THE SIDES OF A HILL, BEST APPROACH IS NORTH TO SOUTH, NO APPROACH OBSTACLES. SITE AT YDO15238 WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46, SITE IS A HILLTOP WITH A GENTLE MINDED SLOPE AS TERRAIN FEATURES

BEST APPROACH IS NORTHEAST TO SOUTHWEST, STUMPS MAY IMPede LOADING.
6. ELR/SA: 052000H AT YDO18237 TM HEARD MOV'T TO THE NORTH;

SOUTH, AND WEST OF APPROX 25 METERS, TM CALLED A F/N.

AND SPOOKY CAME ON STATION TO WORK OUT, AO CAME ON STATION

AND WORKED OUT. MOV'T STOPPED.

OBSTY ONE MORE VC/NVA AP: BOX TWO HOURS LATER 30 FT. TO TM'S NORTH, SPOOKY CAME ON STATION AGAIN AND MOV'T CEASED.

TM COULD NOT OBS GEAR. 061100H AT YDO18238 TM OBS ONE EN TO TM'S NORTH WHO BEGAN FIRING ON TM.
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

WITH AN AK-47, TH COULD NOT OBS CLEAR. AT THIS TIME ANOTHER
ER. FIRST THE NORTH OPENED UP WITH AN RPG, TH RET' D FIRE AND.

CALLED AN AO AND FIRED "OH CALLS", TWO G/S CAME ON STATION
AND TOOK FIRE FROM THE NORTHEAST AND SOUTH AT APPROX YDO19239.

THO MOVED TO THE NORTHWEST AND WAS EXTRACTED. (THERE WAS
CULTIVATED FIELDS OF TOBACCO, RICE, POTATOES, AND CORN AT
THIS EXTRACTION COORDS).

US OTHER INFO: YDO16236 THERE IS A POSSIBLE SUPPLY CACHE,

AT YDO16236 TH FOUND TWO BOoby TRAP MARKERS BOTH POINTING
SOUTHWEST.

CONFIDENTIAL

OFO 456-D-69

CONFIDENTIAL
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DECLASSIFIED
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CONFIDENTIAL

RECON OPERATIONS REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: NORTH TIDE (232) (7 MEN) OPO 461-D-69

2. DISSEMBLED/EXTRACTED: 0600H/1000H JUN 69 (9 HRS)

3. ROUTE: EN JD238501 TO JD257484 TO JD267500

4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILLS, SPARSE VEGETATION, ELEPHANT GRASS

5. 4 FT. HIGH, UNLIMITED RATE OF MOV'T, POOR COVER & CONCEALMENT,
ON SITE AT JD256496 OBS 360°, SLOW MOVING STREAM AT JD263496

6. 076° FT. WIDE, 6-8 INCHES DEEP, NUMEROUS TRAILS THROUGHOUT RZ.
7. 013°S SITE AT JD257497 WILL ACCOMODATE TEN CH-46'S, SITE
IS AN OPEN AREA WITH ELEPHANT GRASS SURROUNDING, BEST APPROACH IS
360°, NO APPROACH OBSTACLES.

6. BOMB: NEGATIVE
7. OTHER DEP: NEGATIVE

OPO 461-D-69
CONFIDENTIAL

CON 1698 REPLIED BY V. RAVIAR
TIME 0130 H JUN 69

3/6 SV/COC
CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. Recon Team: SKY MERCHANT (332) (6 men) OPO 483-D-69
2. Doc Inserted/Extracted: 061200H/090130H JUN 69 (61 hrs)

3. Route: XD874429 to XD875427
4. Terrain: Steep hills, 6-10 ft. grass, scattered trelly lines.

Excellent cover & concealment, OP site at XD875427 CBS 360°

Water sources as on map, trails grown over in RZ showed no signs of recent use.

5. HST: XD874429 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE TEN CH-46'S; SITE IS A RIDGE WITH HIGH GRASS, BEST APPROACH IS NORTH TO SOUTH, NO APPROACH OBSTACLES. SITE AT XD875427 WILL ACCOMMODATE TEN CH-46'S; SITE IS A KNOB WITH HIGH GRASS, BEST APPROACH IS EAST TO WEST, NO APPROACH OBSTACLES.

6. Enemy: 031600H TM WHILE MOVING EAST AT XD875424 HEARD MOV'T OF APPROX 10-15 EN TO TM'S WEST AT 40 METERS, TM ATTEMPTED TO EVADE EN BUT COULDN'T. AT 082015H TM CALLED A F/M OF 25 RDS ON XD875427. 082030H TM REC'T TWO CS GRENADES AND HEARD MOV'T TO TM'S WEST, SOUTH, AND EAST APPROX 20 METERS AWAY. TM THEN BEGAN RECEIVING SAP & CHI-GUN GRENADES. TM RET'D WITH SAP AND FRAG GRENADES AND HEARD MOVING FROM THE AREA OF IMPACT. 082200H AS CAMP ON STATION AND MADE ROCKET AND GUN RUNS ON THE EN POS.

3/6 SSV/COC
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WE CONTINUED TO EXCHANGE FIRE AND THE AO REPORTED APPROX 300 MORTAR/ROCKET SHELLS HEADING SOUTH. 092300Z SPOOKY CAME ON STATION.

WE CONTACTED SPOOKY MADE GUN RUNS AND CONT'D TO EXCHANGE FIRE UNTIL 0900Z UNTIL TRANSPORT HELOS CAME ON STATION AND EXTRACTED THE TK. TM SUFFERED ONE KIA IN CONTACT. TM LOSSES WERE 8 VC/NVA KIA/C.

CENFERNY NEGATIVE 2000Z

OFO 483-D-69

CONFIDENTIAL

By (signature) June 15, 1969

CONFIDENTIAL
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RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: CHURCH VIEW (301) (9 MEN) OPF 2603-69
2. DAT INSERTED/EXTRACTED 041309/070215H JUN69 (50 HRS)
3. ROUTE: PH YD117702 TO YD117715 TO YD104732
4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILLS, EXTREMELY THICK VEGETATION
5. RATES OF MOV'T 50 METERS PER HOUR, GOOD COVER & CONCEALMENT,
   OF SITE AT YD090731 OBS TO THE SOUTH, WATER SOURCES & TRAILS

AS SHOWN ON MAP.

6. HIZE'S: SITE AT YD104732 WILL ACCOMODATE ONE GH-46, SITE IS
   A HILLTOP, BEST APPROACH IS WEST TO EAST, SMALL TREES TO THE NORTH
   AND SOUTH MAY IMPede LANDING.

7. LANCY: 061730H AT YD095731 WE HAD MOV'T WHILE MOVING TO
   THEIR HARBOR SITE, ESTIMATE 2-3 VC/NVA. TM MOVED TO THE WEST
   TO AVOID CONTACT AND SET IN AT YD094732. AT THIS TIME TM HEARD
   VOICES TO THE NORTHWEST, AND TO THE SOUTHWEST. TM CALLED EASTERN
   "ON CALL" W/OBS RESULTS. SPOOKY CAME ON STATION AND WORKED
   OUT, TOOK SAF. THEN TM OBS THEIR VC/NVA TO THE NORTHWEST BUT COULD
   NOT OBS GEAR DUE TO DARKNESS, TM THREW FRAG GRENADES. A SECOND
   SPOOKY CAME ON STATION W/SEA WORTHY. AT THIS TIME TM MOVED

PAGE 1 OF 2 PAGES SECRET
TO THE NORTHWEST AND THEN TO THE SOUTH TO THE HLZ AND WAS
EXTRACTED.

7. OTHER INFO: NEGATIVE
GP-4
BY

CON 1679 RELEASED BY [Signature] TIME 0500 JUN 69

OPQ 2509-69
SECRET
CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: BELMONT TONES (2B1) (8 MEN) OPO 2611-69
2. DTG INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 031015H/091610H JUN69 (130 HRS)

3. ROUTE: FM XD907675 TO XD905671
4. TERRAIN: STEEP HILLS, DEEP DRAWS WITH WOODLINES AND HEAVY
   UNEVENBRUSH, ELEPHANT GRASS 4-10 FT., WATER SOURCES AS ON MAP.
   TM DID NOT OBS ANY TRAILS.

5. HLV'S: FM XD905677 TO XD912678 SITE WILL ACCOMODATE FIVE
   CH-46'S, SITE IS A RIDGELINE WITH SHORT ELEPHANT GRASS, BEST AP-ROACH
   IS EAST TO WEST, NO AP-ROACH OBSTACLES.
6. ENEMY: NEGATIVE

7. OTHER INFO: 071500H TM AT XD907677 OBS AN ACTIVE 50 CAL. PSN
   AT APPROX XD9070 GRID.

OPO 2611-69
CONFIDENTIAL

RELEASED BY: GSV/COC
TIME 100920 H JUN69

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

SECRET

RECON DEDETERING REPORT (U)

1. Recon Team: BIG CHIEF (293) (6 MRA) CPO 2614-69
2. BIG THRESHOLD/EXTRACTION: 061700H/062000H JUN69 (56 HRS)
3. ROUTE: FLY YD155335 TO YD160331 TO YD159335
4. TERRAIN: EXTREMELY STEEP HILLS, VERY THICK VEGETATION,
RATE OF MOV’T 200 METERS PER HOUR, GOOD COVER & CONCEALMENT.
NEG OF SITES, NEG WATER SOURCES & TRAILS.

5. LZ’S: YD155335 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46, SITE IS
A ROLLING ONE, BEST APPROACH IS NORTH TO SOUTH, NO APPROACH OBSTACLES.

SITE AT YD159335 WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46, SITE IS A HILLTOP,
BEST APPROACH IS NORTH TO SOUTH, STUMPS MAY IMPede LANDING.

6. EVENT: C’0130H AT YD162332 TM OBS 20-30 LIGHTS TO
THEIR SOUTH AND SOUTHEAST, TM CALLED F/M (20 RDS) AND LIGHTS
WHIT OUT. 061700H AT YD164335 TM HAD MOV’T TO THE EAST OF AN
ESTIMATED 5-10 VC/NVA WEARING GRE N UTILITIES, UKOS WAPONS
AND GEAR, TM MOVED APPROX 20 METERS TO THE WEST AND SET UP A
360° AO CAME ON STATION AND WORKED OUT W/GOOD COVERAGE.

TM THEN BE AN RECEIVING FIRE FROM THE EAST FROM AN ESTIMATED
3-5 VC/NVA. TM RETURNED FIRE RESULTING IN TWO VC/NVA KIA(C). AO
WORKED OUT TO THE EAST. TM SUFFERED ONE USMC WIA. G/S THEN
WORKED OUT. TM THEN SUFFERED ANOTHER USMC WIA FROM A CHI-CHE.
CRUSADE WHICH WAS THROWN FROM THE EAST. AT THIS TIME THE Laid
A BASE OF FIRE AND MOVED TO THE WEST FOR EXTRATION AT
YD159335 THE HAD MOV'T AGAIN TO THE SOUTH, THEN AGAIN LAID A BASE
OF FIRE AND WAS EXTRACTED.

7. OTHER INFO: POSSIBLE BASE CAMP AT YD162338 & YD163335.
GP=4

BT

CON 16377 RELEAS'D BY: CONFIDENTIAL
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IMMEDIATE/ROUTINE 110057 2 JUN 69

FX: CG THIRD MAR DIV (NORTH) DCM
TO: CG NAVY COMS PER
CR III MAF DCM

INFO: CG ONE ZERO OPE AIRBORNE DIV CHES
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL VCB
FIRST BDE/THIRTY THIRD INF DIV (NORTH) QTR
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
WISCH MARINES
TENTH MARINES
MAC STAN'S MIL
SR. ADVISOR QUANG TET PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN.

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: APRIL SHOWERS (203) (5 MEN) OPO 2620-69
2. DEC INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 050910Z/100900H JUN 69 (96 HRS)

3. ROUTE: IN KD194589 TO YD194589
4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILLS, SPARSE UNDERBRUSH, UNLIMITED

RANGE OF MOV'T, FAIR COVER & CONCEALMENT. OP SITE AT YD179557
360° OBS. WATER SOURCES AS SHOWN ON MAP. NUMEROUS TRAILS
THROUGHOUT RZ.
5. HEL'S: YD179557 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE SIX CH-46'S. SITE IS
A HILLTOP. BEST APPROACH IS 360°. NO APPROACH OBSTACLES.
6. ENEMY: NEGATIVE

7. OTHER INFO: NEGATIVE
OPO 2620-69

MT: 1626 RELEASED BY L GRAY TIMEL 5-23-69 JUN 69

2/3/GSV/COC

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
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ROUTE: Z/

FM: THIRD RECON BN.
TO: GG THIRD MARDIV (REINF) DGH

CONFIDENTIAL

BT

LOSS OF AN/PRC-93
A. DIVC P2000.40
ATTN SC-10

1. IN ACCORDANCE WITH REFERENCE (A) THE FOLLOWING REPORT
IS SUBMITTED.

A. AN/PRC-93 SER No. 730
B. LOST
C. 081600H JUN 69
D. 301557
E. OPERATIVE
F. 6000
G. 2500
H. NO
I. NO
GP-4

BT

CCN 1760 RELEASED BY 12Juno 69
CEO

CONFIDENTIAL
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CONFIDENTIAL

ROUTINE 11/8/69  Z JUN 69

FM: THIRD RECON BN
TO: CG THIRD MARDIV (REIN) 3RD

CONFIDENTIAL

BT

LOSS OF AN/PRC-25
A. DIVO P2000.4D
ATTN SC-10

1. IN ACCORDANCE WITH REFERENCE (A) THE FOLLOWING REPORT IS SUBMITTED.

A. AN/PRC-25 SER. NO 1575
B. DESTROYED

C. 101000H JUN 69
D. 051682

E. INOPERATIVE
F. GOOD

G. 45.00
H. NO

I. RADIO WAS HIT BY GRENADE FRAGS. WHEN EXTRACTED COULD NOT GET BACK TO RADIO, TEAM SHOT TWO MAGAZINES OF M-16 AMMO INTO IT.

GP-4

BT

CCN 1761 RELEASED BY  DAY  TIME 111434

CEO

CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL

CONCEAL/LOCATIONS 1-2-1111 2 JUNE 69

CG: TG-34 FLAT DET (HICK) DGM
CC: PC-WAY COMPANY OFF

XPO: CG ORDER ZETA ONE AIRBORNE DIV ONE
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL VCB
FIRST DIV WEEK 1ST DIV (HICK) QTR
SECOND DIV
FOURTH DIV
FIFTH DIV
SIXTH DIV
EIGHTH DIV
SECOND AVENUE QUAN MAC PROVINCE
THIRD ROOM 2N.

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. Recon team: angeredon (7 men) OPG 433-0-69
2. DTC Inquirer/extracted: 06125F/1012CHJU669 (59 HRS)
3. Route: From XD954297 to XD95317
4. Terrain: STORM TILES, FIFTY FT. CANOPY W/VERY THICK UNDERGROWTH
5. Rate of move: 120 METERS PER HOUR, EXCELLENT COVER & CONCEALMENT
6. Sights at XD95317 OFFERS VIEW TO THE SOUTHWEST AND NORTHEAST
7. No water sources in RZ, TRAIL ON MAP IS 6-7 FT. WIDE W/NO SIGNS
   OF RECENT USE, ALL TRAILS OVERGROWN IN RZ.
8. Sites: Site at XD954297 WILL ACCOMODATE ONE CH-46, SITE IS
   A SLIGHT, BEST APPROACH IS EAST TO WEST, NO APPROACH OBSTACLES.
   XD95317 SITES WILL ACCOMODATE TWO CH-46'S, SITES IS A RIDGE, BEST
   APPROACH IS NORTH TO SOUTHWEST, TERRAIN A 360° MAY IMPIDE LANDING.
9. Copy: 0615CH TM AT XD954297 HEARD VOICES OF SIX EN AT
   KD955209, TM CALLED A P/H (15 RDS). 0616CH TM AT XD954297 HEARD
   GOUT OF AN ESTIMATED 2-3 EN AT KD955209 MOVING NORTHEAST, NEG
   RECEIVED TAKEN. 091545CH TM AT KD957303 TM ONE FOUR - FIVE LIGHTS

10. AT KD954297, GOUT OF ONE AT KD953300, 091134CH TM AT KD954306
    OBS A LARGE BUNKER COMPLEX CONSISTING OF APPROX 60/2-3 MAN BUNKERS.
    EACH BUNKER HAD A TUNNEL FEET UNDERGROUND APPEX 5-6 FEET, TM ALSO
    OBS TWO HIGH AREAS WITHIN THE COMPLEX, COMPLEX APPROX ONE MONTH OLD
    COVERED NO SIGNS OF RECENT USE.
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12 JUN 69

TO: CG XII MAF DIV (REIN) DCH
CC: CG XXIV CORPS DCH
CG XII MAF DCH

FROM: CG ONE SAMO ONE AIRBORNE DIV CES
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL VCN
EAST ROW PAPPAH IXV (NBCH)
SECOND MARINES
NORTH MARINES
NORTH MARINES
TEN THIRTEEN MARINES
MAR THREE WINE
SR. ADVISOR CHANG TAI PROVINCE
SECOND RECON BN.

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON REPORT IN LIEU OF PATROL DEBRIEF (U)

1. RECON PLANNED EARLY EVENING (2E3) (6 MEN) OPO 434-D-69
200930Z TM WAS INSERTED AT XD902865. TM THEN MOVED TO XD902869

100100Z TM AT SAME GRID HAD ONE MEMBER OF TM BECOME ILL. TM
MEmBE1 REMAINED ILL THROUGHOUT THE NIGHT. 111030Z TM MOVED

TO XD902863 AND WERE EXTRACTED.

OPO 434-D-69

CONFIDENTIAL

OPO 1622Z, RELEASED BY [Signature] TIME 110050 Z 2 JUN 69

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

COPY TO:

CC: 2-2
CC: 2-3
CC: S-2
CC: COC

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED

DRAFTED BY: JNS: DMS
SEC S-2 PH 3D REC 2

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED

DRAKO (U)

1. Envoy than: MILK FUPPER (3A3) (6 EWH) DPO 2669-69

UNCLASSIFIED: XD-10000 00 APPROX TWO VC/VNA WHO, IN TURN, WERE

OCCUPYING THE 74. BOTH BURIED GREEN UTILITIES AND CARRIED UNK

OWN WEAPONS. WE RECORDS NH WHERE STURPERS, AD CAME ON STATION

AND MADE A STRAPPING 74H. TH WAS EXTRACTED AND WILL BE INSECTED

NEXT ON 11 JUNE.

CONFIDENTIAL

DPO 2669-69

COMMISSIONED: Lts. B. Z. JONES (13) 11 JUNE 69

CONFIDENTIAL
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CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED

IC MB CHI (MBCH) BHC
CIVIL EYES RECEIVED
5-2 TRAP DHC

1. 0G CMI ZERO CM AIRBORNE DIV CM
2. MKS KNC CM SMC VCH
3. MKS BMM CM FNE DIV (MBCH) QTR
4. MKS KQFRS
5. MKS HAMPIR
6. MKS HAMPIR
7. MKS HAMPIR
8. MKS HRM
9. SN ADVISOR CMF CM PROVINCE
10. MKS HRM

CONFIDENTIAL

AIRPLANE DESCENDING REPORT (2)

1. MARK LK: KON DCS (1A1) (7 KNC) CPC 494-69
2. MKS KQFRS/REACR C: 0600HR/1100HR JUN 69 (120 HRS)

3. MARK: CPC 494-69 TO 4932375
4. MARK: SN: DENT: 40-70 FT. CANOPY WHICH IS EXTREMELY

THICK. MARK UNDERCOVER, GOOD COVER & CONCEALMENT. NO OP. SN:
DESCRIPTIONS REMOVED THROUGHOUT RZ. NEG TRAILS IN RZ.

5. A CMI: 49345377 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46. SITE IS
A HAMPIR MDL GRASS, BEST APPROACH IS SOUTH TO NORTH. TRK S

TO HAVE MAX IMPED LANDING. SITE AT 4932375 WILL ACCOMMODATE
CH-46. SITE IS A TINDER WITH HIGH GRASS, BEST APPROACH IS

HORIZONTAL. TRK SOUTH. LOCATED IN A 360° MAY IMPED LANDING.

6. CONDUCT RECON

7. OTHER INFO: CPC 494-69 AT 49345361 HAD MOV'T OF 4-5 EN.

REACH FET FROM 20 METERS AWAY FROM TH TO THE NORTH TO 30 METERS

BACK TO THE WHT. TRK MOVED TO THE NORTH AND MOV'T CEASED.
CPC 494-69

CONFIDENTIAL
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REQUIREMENTS:
- CG ORDER HN DIV (RECN) DHN
- CG NEXT ORDER VCN
- CG ROLL TDC

REVIEW:
- CG OUR 200 CH CH-47 DIV OUR
- CG TAKE FORCE MET (RECN) VCN
- CG SUB ORDER TDC DIV (RECN) OUR

THESE REQUIREMENTS APPLY TO:
- HN DIVISION
- HN CH-47
- HN FARTHER
- HN NEXT ORDER
- HN ROLL TDC

MAIL THIS DRAFT TO:
- MA. ADVISE CG HQ TX PROVINCE
- MA. ADVISE DIV

CONFIDENTIAL

SUBJECT (SONIC EFFECTS) (G)

1. TARGET DATE: DOTTI MARR (9 HRN) 020 492-9 69
2. ORDER FOR 099568/69 DIV 090968/69 JUN 69 (12 HRN)
3. ORDER FOR XD963367 TO XD963367 TO XD963368
4. CORRECTION: FIGHTER HELICOPTERS, DOUBLE CANOPY 30-40 FT, THICK HEDGEROW, PLANTED COVER AND CONCEALMENT, WOOD OF SITES.

REVIEW AT XD963367 DIV TO XD963367 TO XD963368:
- TARGET DATE: DOTTI MARR (9 HRN) 020 492-9 69
- ORDER FOR 099568/69 DIV 090968/69 JUN 69 (12 HRN)
- ORDER FOR XD963367 TO XD963367 TO XD963368:
- CORRECTION: FIGHTER HELICOPTERS, DOUBLE CANOPY 30-40 FT, THICK HEDGEROW, PLANTED COVER AND CONCEALMENT, WOOD OF SITES.

REVIEW AT XD963367 DIV TO XD963367 TO XD963368:
- TARGET DATE: DOTTI MARR (9 HRN) 020 492-9 69
- ORDER FOR 099568/69 DIV 090968/69 JUN 69 (12 HRN)
- ORDER FOR XD963367 TO XD963367 TO XD963368:
- CORRECTION: FIGHTER HELICOPTERS, DOUBLE CANOPY 30-40 FT, THICK HEDGEROW, PLANTED COVER AND CONCEALMENT, WOOD OF SITES.

REVIEW AT XD963367 DIV TO XD963367 TO XD963368:
- TARGET DATE: DOTTI MARR (9 HRN) 020 492-9 69
- ORDER FOR 099568/69 DIV 090968/69 JUN 69 (12 HRN)
- ORDER FOR XD963367 TO XD963367 TO XD963368:
- CORRECTION: FIGHTER HELICOPTERS, DOUBLE CANOPY 30-40 FT, THICK HEDGEROW, PLANTED COVER AND CONCEALMENT, WOOD OF SITES.
CONFIDENTIAL

INCOF/MODIF ROUTINE L\A\SAQA\2 JUN69

S:\ CG THIRD BAR DIV (RECH) DGH
MO: CG XXXV CORPS PHB
CG IIII HAF DNG

L\O\F: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV CHE
CG TASK FORCE HONEY VCB \2-2\N
FIRST BDN FIRST THR DIV (RECH) QTR
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NORTH MARINES
SOUTHEAST MARINES
NAG THREE HOME
SR. ADVISOR QUANG NAI PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BR.

CONFIDENTIAL
INCON DELIVERING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TRAIL: MEETING HOUSE (1A3) (6 MGR) OPO 2629-69
2. DTS INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 110329H/111129H JUN69 (3 HRS)

3. ROUTE: FM YD055683 TO YD049681
4. TERRAIN: MODERATELY STEEP HILLS, BLOWN OUT AREA SCATTERED

SUMMARY, RATE OF MOVT 100 METERS PER HOUR, POOR COVER & CONCEALMENT
OF SITE AT YD051683 OBS TO THE NORTH AND NORTHEAST. WATER SOURCES
AS SHOWN ON MAP, TRAILS AS SHOWN ON MAP ARE ONE METER WIDE,
USED WITHIN LAST FOUR HOURS. ANOTHER TRAIL AT YD031683 RUNS

SOUTHWEST TO NORTHEAST.

5.ビル(S): SITE AT YD055683 WILL ACCOMODATE ONE CH-46, SITE IS
A BOMB CRATER, BEST APPROACH IS 360°, NO APPROACH OBSTACLES.
SITE AT YD049681 WILL ACCOMODATE ONE OH-1E, SITE IS A BOMB CRATER
BEST APPROACH IS SOUTH TO NORTH.

6. ENEMY: 11103006 AT YD055683 TM WHILE PLACING CIDS OBS FIVE

VC/NVA MOVING OVER A HILL IN A NORTH/NORTHEASTERLY DIRECTION 150
METERS FROM THE TM. BEARING CAMouflAGED UTILITIES, HELMETS,
PACKS, AND CARRYING AK-47'S. AO CAHA ON STATION, TM AT THIS TIME
RECEIVED FIRE FROM THE NORTHEAST FROM AK-47'S, SKS'S, AND CHI-COM
GRENADES FROM AN ESTIMATED 4-6 EN TM, TAB'D FIRE AND EMB ROKED
CONTACT. CONTACT RESULTED IN ONE USMC KIA AND THREE USING WIA,
CONFIDENTIAL

TH THEN MOVED SOUTHWEST AND WAS EXTRACTED AT YDO49681.
7. OTHER INFO: 110930H AT YDO85049 TH OBS AN OLD FRIENDLY

INFANTRY POSITION WITH BUILT UP BUNKERS.

621-4

BY
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OPO 2629-69
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3-1

ADJ

S-2

S-3

S-4
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COPY TO:

G-2

G-3

GSV

COC

SECRET

RECON REPORT (U)

A. DISC.: 12:00 HRS 13 JUN 69

B. SHORT: A DIVISION RD. (2 VEH) OPO 2522-69

C. OBISS: C/O 09/663/102020H JUN 69 (73 HRS)

D. EVENT: N/A

E. VEHICLE: STIRL MILL, TRIPLE CANOPY, THICK UNDERBRUSH

F. TRAIL: AT XDG72650 RUNS WEST DOWN A FINGER TO XDG72649.

G. TRAIL: FOUR FT. WIDE W/RECENT HEAVY USE. TRAIL AT XDG72592 RUNS TO APPROX. XDG72669 IS FOUR FT. WIDE W/RECENT HEAVY USE.

H. SMALLER TRAILS RUN OFF THIS TRAIL IN EVERY DIRECTION. SMALLER TRAIL ALSO SHOWED SIGNS OF RECENT HEAVY USE.

I. JOINT: XDG72668 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46. SITE IS A FINGER W/STEEP SLOPE AND ELEPHANT GRASS TO FOUR FT., BEST

J. APPROACH X-D AS NORTHERLY AS POSSIBLE. TREES TO THE WEST MAY IMPED VEHICLES. XDG77255 HEARD VOICES 25 METERS TO THE WEST. XDG72650 HEARD NO VOICES 25 METERS TO THE EAST. BOTH VEHICLES WERE MOVING WEST TOWARDS THEIR POS.

K. XDG72650 29 DEC 12 USC MOVING WEST ALONG A TRAIL GOING EAST - WEST. VEHICLE LIKELY BROUGHT UTILITIES, BROWN BUSH COVERS,

L. PARACHUETER, AND CARRIED NEW AK-47'S. SHOES WERE WORN

M. MAGAZINE POUCH CONTAINED THREE MAGAZINES EACH. THESE WERE WORN
SECRET

DECASSIFIED
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100 (208 PAGE SIDE OF HILL), FIRST AID POUCHES, AND CHI-COM
HOUSING W/NEW CHI-COM GEAR HEADS. NO ACTION TAKEN. 071235H

VEE C/B VC/USA MOVING WEST PAST TM'S POS, EN GEE EM AND
NO CONTACT RESULTING IN TWO VC/USA KIA'S. DEAD BODIES

FOUNO AND WORE SAME GEAR AS MENTIONED PREVIOUSLY
WITH THE ADDED THAT ONE WAS AN OFFICER AND HAD A DIARY, AND

CHAP AND POUCHES WERE DEP, EMERIX, AND DIAHYDRA TABLETS.

607604, TM RECEIVED FIRE AT TIMES TM RECEIVED SAF FROM
607608-09 AND TM AGAIN RECEIVED FIRE W/UNK RESULTS. 071300H

EN IN 08372664 PROCEEDED TO LZ RECEIVED A HEAVY VOLUME OF SAF FROM
DO-DO-DO MADE AN ESTABLISHED 3-4 VC/USA TRACK F1. FROM TM'S POS UNDER

FOUR GEAR/FOURS MOVING IN THREE USING VIA (ONE EMERGENCY AND
TWO RESCUE). TM RECEIVED SAF W/UNK RESULTS. EN WORE SAME UNIFORMS

AND CONSERVED SAFETY COMM AS BEFORE. 071305H TM AT 06722664
BEGAN FOR AN EXTRACTION FORCE AND AN EMERGENCY EXTRACTION.

071305H EXTRACTION FORCE ARRIVED AT X0672664 AND MARRIED W/TH. 071305H TM ARIVED AT LZ (X06722662) TO AYAIT EXTRACTION. HELO

ARRIVED AND RECEIVED HEAVIY 50 CAL. FIRE FROM X0672664
FORCED THE HELO TO LAND. W/ON STATION RAN NUMEROUS A/S'S, G/S

HAA STRAPPING & ROCKET RUMES, AND AO RAN OV-10 ORDIANCE. 071631H
HELLO AT X06722662 TO FORMED EXTRACTION AND RECEIVED HEAVY FIRE FROM

40, 50, 50 CAL. POSITIONS AT X06722665. HELLO WAS SHOT DOWN.

EXTRACTION FORCE ESCORTED TM TO LZ BEAVER (X062264H) WHERE

5-5 PVC'S WERE EXTRACTED AT 08203H. ALL EN APPEARED FRESH.

CHEMICAL BY THE NEW GEAR AND DISCIPLINED W/NEW EQUIPMENT.

7. OCONDITION: POSTENABLE BASE CAMP AT X0672665

OPO 2622-69

BY
SECRET

RECEIVED BY: [Signature]

TIME: [H:MM] JUN 69
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LOCATION: AMERICAN BEAUTY (241) (6 HRS) 0612-69

ROUTE: FROM XDG1666 TO XDG31667 TO XDG41666 TO XDG49648

TREES: STEEP RIDGELINE, THICK UNDERBRUSH, TRIPLE CANOPY

MAXIMUM RATE OF MOVEMENT 75 METERS PER HOUR (OFF TRAILS).

WATER SOURCES: AS ON MAP. FROM XDG41666 TRAIL RUNS EAST TO

NORTHEAST TO XDG52668. NO TRAILLES BRANCH OFF MAIN

TRAVEL AND RUN NORTH TO SOUTH OFF RIDGELINE. MAIN TRAIL IS

WIDER WITH/RECENT HEAVY USE.

HILLS: XDG41666 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46. SITE IS A

HANGAR ON A RIDGELINE W/VALLEYS TREES SURROUNDING LZ, BEST APPROACH

AS SOUTH TO NORTH, HIC APPROACH OBSTACLES.

TREES: XDG41666 Site WAS DESERTED AT XDG41666. 061000H TM AT

XDG47665 FOUND hüG W/FRAME "A" FRAME BUNKERS 12 X 4 X 4 FT. W/}

GOOD EXTERIOR. BUNKERS WERE WATERPROOFED W/PONCHOS AND APPEARED

WE HAVE BEEN USED WITHIN THE LAST 12 HOURS. TM ALSO FOUND FOOTPRINTS

FROM NO GEL MAN SHOES SHOES IN THIS AREA. 061500H TM AT

XDG31665 OBS SMOKE AT XDG31669 AND CALLED A 74 (72 HRS) W/UNOBS

XDG41666. 061500H AT XDG31665 TM HAD MOV'T OF APPROX
30-55 VC/NVA 100 Meters to this Southwest at XD850565. West
could detect OV-10s then 20 Meters, dropped, TM called A
Western "C-Call" W/URs RESULTS 071710CH TM at XD852660
OV-10s flew over and 20 F/H, BUNKERS WERE 60X3 FT. W/DOUBLE
BUNKERS AND FENCE ENTRAPMENT. BUNKERS USED RECENTLY BY
AN ESTIMATED 25 PEOPLE. NO ACTION TAKEN.

083010CH TM at XD833666 had NOT 20 Meters west of this HARBOURSITE
of an estimated 7-10 PEOPLE, NO ACTION TAKEN. 093112CH TM at
XD820010CH TM at XD820000 no SIGHTS who had COME UP ON TM MOVING
FIRE TO WEST W/UR results. 091230CH TM moved 30 Meters to the
West and AO on Station: 25 F/H. Both F/H and AO received FIRE FROM
XD812660. 095113CH TM at XD813666 had two VC/NVA MOVE UP ON TM.

IN CONCEALED CONTACT RESULTING IN TWO VC/NVA WIA both of which were
Engaged and later dead. 091630CH AO Came on station and OBS 25 VC/NVA
At XD820000 and ran two flights of fixed WIND on XD814666. TM Later
Found the VC/NVA KIA and numerous drag marks throughout this area.

104510CH TM at XD814666 rec'd a HEAVY VOLUME OF AK-47 FIRE FROM 30
Meters to this West, 15 Meters in F/H and Bunkers. CONTACT CONTINUED
FOR 15 MINUTES AND TM SUFFERED ONE USMC WIA (K). 094510CH at XD814666
TM REC'D AK FIRE FROM 30 Meters to TM's WEST RESULTING IN ONE USMC KIA.

094910CH F/H NOW PREVIOUSLY ENGAGED/300000 DROPPED OF WOUNDS. OV-10 and G-3
CONTINUED TO MAKE RUNS THROUGHOUT CONTACT. 091910CH at XD814666 TM REC'D
AK-47 FIRE FROM A WALL CAMOUFLAGED F/H. TM LED FIRE AND THREW
GRENADES RESULTING IN ONE VC/NVA KIA (K). 093010CH LED ATTEMPTED
EXTRACTION AT XD814666 and rec'd a HEAVY VOLUME OF AK-47 FIRE
FROM AROUND THE L.V, HELO PULLED OFF WHILE RETURNING FIRE.
DECLASSIFIED
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090100H HELO ATTEMPTED EXTRACTION AT XD641666 AND REC'D HEAVY AK-47
FIRES FROM AROUND LZ. HELO SUSTAINED SEVERAL HITS AND

POPPED OFF RETURNING FIRE. 090020H - 090130H SPOOKY AND G/S
WORKED AREA AROUND TEAM. 090130H G/S ATTEMPTED EXTRACTION AT

XD641666 AND REC'D HEAVY AK-47 FIRE FROM ONE VC/NVA IN A
BORDER APPROX 100 FT. FROM TM. G/S WAS FORCED TO PULL OUT AND

THREE GRENADES W/HK RESULTS. 090135H - 091130H G/S AND
SPOOKY WORKED OVER AREA AROUND TEAM. 091130H INFANTRY MARRIED

W/HK AT XD641666. 091130H SPARROW HAWK AND TM CHECKED AREA
AND FOUND ONE BOX CONTAINING 100 RDS OF 50 CAL. AMMO, THREE AK-47'S.

VARIOUS DOCUMENTS, TEN AK-47 MAGS, TEN CHE-CHI GRENADES, FOUR
LARGE COOKING POTS, WEB GEAR, Canteens, 30 LB. BAG OF RICE, AND

FIVE VC/NVA BODIES (BODIES WERE BURIED). SPARROW HAWK ESCORTED
TM TO XD649648 AND TM WAS EXTRACTED AT 110100H AT XD649648.

0911 00H 2012-69
SECRET

CC: 1948  RELEASED BY WILLIAM J. LIT
TIME 21 JUN 69
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TO: CO XXIV CORPS PEB

FROM: CO ONE ZERO ONE ATOMIC DIV OGB

CO TASK FORCE NOBLE VCB

FIRST BATTALION 116 INF DIV (MECH) QTR

SECOND MARINES

FOURTH MARINES

TENTH MARINES

MAC THRE HNK

SR. PROVINCIAL ADVISOR QUANG TAI

THIRD RECON BN

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON OBSERVING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: BIR HUNTER 3A3 (11, HED) OP-2623-69

2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 110930 H/111600 H (7 HRS)

3. ROUTE: TEAM WALKED FROM A-2 TO XD0007 TO XD09271 TO XD010705 AND THEN RETURNED TO A-2.

4. TERRAIN: FLAT AREA WITH SCATTERED TREES, POOR COVER AND CONCEALMENT, NO GOOD OP SITES.

5. HDW: AT XD00711 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE 15 CH-46'S, SITE IS A FLAT AREA, BEST APPROACH IS 360 DEGREES USING NO APPROACH OBSTACLES.

6. ENEMY: 11100 H TEAM AT XD09707 MADE POINT TO POINT CONTACT, WITH TWO VC/MV, ENEMY BROKE CONTACT, RESULT ONE ENEMY KIA, ENEMY WEARING GREEN UTILITIES AND BUSH COVERS, THEY CARRIED AK-47'S.

7. OTHER INFO: 11130 H TEAM AT XD095705 FOUND A TUNNEL, WITH AN INSIDE DIAMETER OF 3 FT., INSIDE INSPECTION FOUND A TUNNEL, WITH AN INSIDE DIAMETER OF 3 FT., INSIDE INCH DEVICES.

OP-2623-69

CONFIDENTIAL

CEC 204/7 REMITTED BY 3/65 VC/CC
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DECLASSIFIED
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SUBJECT: CP THIRD LAM DIV (FRYR) DGH
TO: CP XXIV CORPS PHB
CP TII LAM DGH

INFO: CP ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV CMB
CP BASE FORCE HOTEL VCB
FIRST DEE WIFII INF DIV CQB
THIRD HARRIES
FOURTH HARRIES
FIFTH HARRIES
SIXTH HARRIES
ELEVENTH HARRIES
HAG THRES MCB
SR ADVISOR QUANG TRY PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN

CONFIDENTIAL
PURCH SURVEY REPORT (U)

1. RECORD TEAM: SUEPLA CASE 363 (B HER) OPO 454-D-69
2. REC INVOICE/EXTRACTED: 06003CH/11160CH 110 HOURS

3. ROUTE: FM XD779436 TO XD777436 TO XD777436
4. TERRAIN: TYPICAL HILLS WITH 4-6 FT GRASS, SCATTERED CANOPY 40 FEET

HIGH, POOR COVER AND CONCEALMENT, OF SITE AT XD777436 OFFERS XI VIEW.
5. HILL'S: XD777436 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE TWO CH-46'S AND IS A FINGER

WITH LOW GRASS, EAST TO WEST APPROACH WITH NO OBSTACLES. XD777436
SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE FIVE CH-46'S AND IS A HILLTOP WITH LOW GRASS.

A 360° APPROACH WITH NO OBSTACLES.
6. REMARK: NONE

7. OTHER INFO: 06213CH TM AT XD778436 HEARD MOVEMENT OF APPROX 3
PEOPLE 40-50 METERS TO TM'S SOUTH EAST, TM CALLED FIRE MISSION

WITH GOOD COVERAGE, MOVEMENT CEASED. 072130H TM AT XD779436 HEARD
MOVEMENT OF APPROX 3-4 PEOPLE 40-50 METERS TO TM'S SOUTH WEST, TM
CALLED FIRE MISSION WITH GOOD COVERAGE, MOVEMENT CONTINUED BUT MOVED
AWAY FROM TM.

CP-4

CONFIDENTIAL

BY

OPO 454-D-69

CCH 2646 RELEASED BY wp. Bejor THUR 12305 H JUNE 69 8
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DEPARTMENT/ROUTE 5/13 2 JUN 69

FROM: CG THIRD LANC DIV (REIN) DCH
TO: CG XXIV CORPS FEB
CG VIET MAP DNG

REPLY: CG OFF 200O CEB AIRBORNE DIV CEB
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL VCB
FIRST BNE FIFTH INF DIV (MARSH) QTR
SECOND MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
FIFTH MARINES
MAG THING LINE
CR ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
SECOND RANG BN.

CONFIDENTIAL

HERALD DIGITAL COPY (U)

1. RECON TEAM: LEGAL (102) (6 MEN) OPO 464-D-69
2. UNCLASSIFIED/EXPERIMENT: 051115R/11153CH JUN 69 (148 HRS)

3. ROUTE: PF YD114327 YD115326

4. TERRAIN: MODERATELY STEEP HILLS, DOUBLE CANOPY, RATE OF 100 MILES PER HOUR, GOOD COVERAGE & CONCEALMENT, OP SITE AT YD124327 OBS TO THE NORTH, EAST AND SOUTH. SITE AT YD114327 OBS

360°, YD125324 OBS 360° MANY INTERMITTANT STREAMS RUNNING NORTH TO SOUTH IN RX. TRAILS AS ON MAP PLUS SEVERAL TRAILS RUNNING EAST TO WEST/NORTHWEST FROM YD124327.

5. RLES: YD124321 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE TWO CH-46'S, SITE

AS A FORMER FRIENDLY POS, BEST APPROACH IS NORTH TO SOUTH, NO APPROACH OBSTACLES. SITE AT YD114327 WILL ACCOMMODATE TWO CH-46'S.

SITE IS A HILLTOP W/Low GRASS, BEST APPROACH IS EAST TO WEST, NO APPROACH OBSTACLES.

6. ENEMY: NEGATIVE
7. OTHER INFO: AT YD117327 NNW OBS A WIRE STRING BETWEEN TWO TREES.

111140H AT YD115326 HEARD VOICES OF APPROX TWO PEOPLE, VOICES WERE VERY FAINT AND CAME FROM APPROX 700 METERS TO THE SOUTH.

CONFIDENTIAL

OPO 464-D-69
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RECONNAISSANCE PATROLS FOR 15 JUNE TO 21 JUNE 1969.

MISSION: TO CONDUCT RECONNAISSANCE AND SURVEILLANCE OF
ASSIGNED AREA TO DETERMINE ENEMY INFILTRATION AND/OR POSSIBLE
ENEMY BASE CAMPS OR STAGING AREA'S. PLOT WATER SOURCES, TRAILS,
AND ALL AREAS SUITABLE FOR HELI'S. EMPLOY SUPPORTING ARMS ON
APPROPRIATE TARGETS. BE ESPECIALLY WATCHFUL FOR SIGNS THAT MIGHT
CONFIRM REPORTS THAT ENEMY MAY USE THIS AREA FOR ROCKET/MORTAR
POSITIONS.

2. PATROL
   A. FOURTH MARINES
      UR XD 7458 LR XD 7654
      UR XD 8655 LR XD 8451
      DATE
      17-22
      18-25
   B. NINTH MARINES
      UL XD 8857 LR XD 9055
      UL XD 8655 LR XD 9051
      15-19
      14-18
      UL XD 9857 LR XD 9751
      UL XD 9329 LR XD 9527
      17-22
      14-18
      UL XD 0236 LR XD 0454
      UL XD 0129 LR XD 0527
      21-26
      14-18
      UL XD 0830 LR XD 1028
      UL XD 0859 LR XD 0757
      15-18
      21-25
   C. 3D RECON BN
      UL XD 1656 LR XD 1656
      UL XD 1445 LR XD 1940
      15-18
      18-23
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In addition there are three trans India relay, one team at New Delhi relay, and three trans on Con to the third Marines.

CH-4

CON 2225 released by

TIME II JUNE 69
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TRANSLATOR/ROUTINE _______ 2 JUN69

TO: CG THIRD MAR DIV (REIN) ECH
FROM: CG XXIV CORPS PHQ
CG III INF DIV

THIS: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBASE DIV COR
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL VCP
FOURTH INF DIV (REIN) QTR
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NORTH MARINES
TENTH MARINES
NAG THRES THEE
SR. ADVISOR CHANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN.

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DECONVING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: BIG SHOT (6 INT) OPO 474-2-D-69
2. DTG RELEASED/EXTRACTED: 111500H/121900H JUN69 (28 HRS)
3. ROUTE: NI YD047273 TO YD044277
4. TERRAIN: VERY STEEP HILLS, THICK CANOPY TO 30-40 FT.

THICK UNDERBRUSH, RATE OF MOV'T 200 METERS PER HOUR, GOOD
COVER AND CONCEALMENT, NO OF SITES. WATER SOURCES AND TRAILS

AS INDICATED ON MAP.

5. HR'Z: YD047239 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46, SITE IS
A HILLTOP, BEST APPROACH IS EAST TO WEST, NO APPROACH OBSTRUCTIONS
(SITE IS AN OLD INFANTRY POS). SITE AT YD052273 WILL ACCOMMODATE
ONE CH-46, SITE IS A HILLTOP W/HIGH GRASS, BEST APPROACH IS EAST
TO WEST, NO APPROACH OBSTRUCTIONS.
6. SHIROS: 121000H TH AT YD047273 OBS ONE EN WEARING BLACK SHIRT,
Khaki TROUSERS, HNK VIPS OR GEAR MOVING NORTH TO SOUTH AT YD05265

NEG ACTION TAKEN. 121005H TH AT YD047273 OBS ONE EN WEARING BLACK
SHIRT, KHAKI TROUSERS, NO VIP. EN CARRIED A BASKET. EN MOVED SOUTH
TO NORTH AT YD05265, NEG ACTION TAKEN. 121715H TH AT YD044273
OBS THREE EN APPROX 15 METERS TO THIS EAST. EN INITIATED CONTACT
WITH SAP AND TH RET'D FIRE M-16 & H-79 FIRE. CONTACT CONT'D
UNTIL 121745H AND THEN EN BROKE CONTACT AND MOVED SOUTHEAST.

NEG ON STATION R-C'D SAP 30 METERS TO THIS SOUTHEAST, NEG ADJUSTED
Y/U ON SUSPECTED EN POS. 121900H TRANSPORT HELOS CAME ON STATION

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
AND AT HAS EXTRACTED. IN WORK BLACK PAJAMAS AND MIXED CIVILIAN TYPE CLOTHING, BUSH COVERS, MEX PACKS OR GEAR, CARRIED AK-47'S.

7. OTHER INFO: INCOMPLETE

CP-4

BY

CONFIDENTIAL

COMM. 216

RELEASED BY

TIME

II JUNE 69
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RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: CPL. FENN (2E4) (6 LRR) OPO 2626-69
2. DFG INSTRUCTION/EXTRACTED: 090015H/130000H JUN69 (96 HRS)
3. ROUTE: MT YD265473 TO YD20599
4. Terrain: LOW ROLLING HILLS, SCATTERED BRUSH, ELEPHANT

GRASS 4-6 FT. HIGH, UNLIMITED MOVEMENT, POOR COVER AND CONCEALMENT,
CAN OP FROM ANY HILL IN FZ. WATER SOURCES AND TRAILS AS SHOWN

5. HLG'S: YD215537 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE FOUR CH-46'S, SITE IS
A HILLTOP W/ELEPHANT GRASS TWO FT. HIGH, BEST AP-ROACH IS 360°
HG AP-ROACH OBSTACLES. SITE AT YD216533 WILL ACCOMMODATE FOUR
CH-46'S, SITE IS A HILLTOP W/ELEPHANT GRASS TO 4 FT., HG AP-ROACH
OBSTACLES.
6. ENERGY: NEGATIVE

7. OTHER INFO: 091300H MT HEARD ONE RD OP 82HM GO OFF AT YD252533,
MT CALLED AN AO. 093000H MT OBS A TRAIL RUNNING EAST TO WEST

W/AP-ROACH 2-3 SETS OF FOOTPRINTS MOVING EAST TOWARDS VILLE. TRACKS
OBS AT YD265527 RUN PARALLEL W/THE RIVER, TRACKS WERE NO GHI

HIGH TYPE: SANDAL PRINTS.
GP-4

OPO 2626-69
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RECON DEBRIEFING SPOT REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: CHECK POOL (1C1) (G HEN) OPO 2633-69
   122000H MT AT X0172424 HAD MOVT TO TH'S EAST, SOUTH, AND NORTH
   AT APPROX 10 METERS, TH BLED CLAYMORE AND MOVT THEN CAME
   IN A 360° AROUND TH'S POS. TH OBS EN APPROX 10 METERS
   TO TH'S WEST, TH POINTED IN TH'S DIRECTION, TH THREW FRAG GRENADES
   AT EN RESULTING IN ONE VC/AVA XTA(C). TH THEN HAD HEAVY MOVT
   TO TH'S SOUTH. TH AGAIN THREW GRENADES W/UNK RESULTS. AT THIS
   TIME TH SAW TWO CHI-CHI GRENADES RESULTING IN ONE USMC XTA(E).
   AU CAME ON STATION AND DROPPED ILLUM. 122200H F/S CAME ON
   STATION AND DROPPED ILLUM. 122230H TRANSPORT HELOS CAME ON STATION
   AND TH WAS EXTRACTED.

GP-4
CONFIDENTIAL

OPO 2633-69
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Copy 4-1 R 5-9
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1. TRAIL leads to BUNKERS AT XD839661. SITE AT XD745550 WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46; SITE IS A SLOWING FINGER, BEST APPROACH IS SOUTHEAST TO NORTHEAST, THESE DECAY TO A 270° PATTERN (TREES 20 FT. HIGH).

2. SITE AT XD874662 WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46; SITE IS A FINGER W/ HIGH ELABORATE GRASS AND SCRUB, BEST APPROACH IS FROM EAST TO WEST. SITE AT XD872659 WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46; SITE IS A FINGER W/ AN EXTREMELY STEEP SLOPE, BEST APPROACH IS WEST TO EAST.

3. SITE AT XD849645 WILL ACCOMMODATE TWO CH-46's, SITE IS A HILLTOP W/ A 360° APPROACH, NEGATIVE APPROACH OBSTACLES. SITE IS A RIDGEHILL, BEST APPROACH IS 360°, NEG APPROACH OBSTACLES.

SITE FROM XD841627 TO XD847623 WILL ACCOMMODATE AN UNLIMITED NUMBER OF CH-46's, SITE IS A VALLEY FLOOR W/ NO VEGETATION, BEST APPROACH IS SOUTHEAST TO NORTHEAST, SCORADIC TREES, A HIGH RIDGE-Decay TO THE SOUTHWEST, AND A HIGH BANK TO THE NORTHEAST MAY IMPHED LANDING.

4. SUMMARY: 071315H AT XD874662 EXTRACTION FORCE WAS INSERTED.

NIGHT FIRE FROM THE NORTH AT XD879667 AND SOUTH AT XD874659. 071320H AT XD874663 WHILE ON THE GROUND MADE CONTACT W/ TWO VC/IVA.

5. INITIATED CONTACT EXTRACTION FORCE RET'D FIRE RESULTING IN ONE VC/IVA KIA(C). 071440H AT XD873664 EXTRACTION FORCE OBS.

JUNCTION OF TWO TRAILS, ONE ELEMENT OF EXTRACTION FORCE SET UP SECURITY AT THIS POS WHILE OTHERS MOVED TOWARD THE SECURITY FORCE REC'D SRF FROM SOUTHWEST FROM AN ESTIMATED 15 VC/IVA SECURITY FORCE RET'D FIRE AND ENGAGED. 071530H EXTRACTION FORCE HANDED UP W/TH AT XD873665. 071630H AT XD874663 EXTRACTION FORCE AND TD ASSUMED EXTRACTION. 071700H HELO ATTEMPTED EXTRACTION AND REC'D 50 CAL. FIRE FROM XD878659 AND SAF FROM XD879668. HELA WAS SHOT DOWN, TI FIRED ON XD878659 AND R.C'D 50 CAL. FIRE IN RETURN.

CASUALTIES. 071715H AO RAN OV-10 ORDNANCE AND F/D ON STATION SAF THREE A/S's. 071730H HELO ATTEMPTED EXTRACTION AT XD874663 AND R.C'D 50 CAL. FIRE FROM XD879669. HELO WAS SHOT DOWN. EXTRACTION FORCE FIRED ON 50 CAL. POSITION AND R.C'D 50 CAL. FIRE IN RETURN.
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071754H FIVE PEOPLE PICK EXTRACATION FORCE DOWN
UNOBSERVED POSITION AT XDG74661 TO RETRIEVING CREW. EXTRACATION FORCE
CONTINUED TO RECEIVE FIRE, CREW AND EXTRACATION FORCE RETREATED UP AND
MOVED TO XDG74662. 071845H EXTRACATION FORCE AT XDG73664 HAD

MOVED IN A 360° DIRECTION AT A DISTANCE OF 50 METERS. AC
WAS CALLED AND MAN OV-10 ORDNANCE. HAD CONT'D AND A F/H (5 RDS)
WAS CALLED. TH CALLED F/H AND SPOOKY CALLED FROM THE STATION AT
071950H AND STAYED ON STATION THROUGHOUT THE NIGHT. THROUGHOUT
THE NIGHT EXTRACATION FORCE HEARD SCREECHING AND THAT SOUNDED
LIKE PEOPLE BEING DRAGGED OR CRAWLING OUT OF THE AREA. THROUGHOUT
THE NIGHT AT VARIOUS TIMES SEVERAL CH WERE OBS AND GRENADES
LAUNCHED AT THE 14-16 OBS RESULTS. 080400H LEATHER BECAME

DECLASSIFIED AND EXTRACATION FORCE CALLED A F/H (75 RDS) AND HAD
GAS AT XDG6000H AT XDG735664 OBS TWO VC/NVA MOVING UP A TRAIL
FROM NORTH TOWARD EXTRACATION FORCE POS. ON WORE BUSH COVERS,
GREEN CAMOUFLAGED UTL/UTL/ULC5, CARRIED AK-47'S AT SITTING ARMS AND
APPEARED TO BE LOOKING FOR FOOTPRINTS. ONE MAN (THE POINT MAN)
HAD BURNT BUSH GEAR WHILE THE OTHERS GEAR WAS WELL USED. EN
APPEARED WELL GROOMED AND SHOED TALLER IN SIZE THAN AVERAGE NV/VC.
EXTRACATION FORCE INITIATED CONTACT WITH OBS RESULTS, HOWEVER, BLOOD

TRAITS ENR OBS MOVING SOUTHEAST. 081500H EXTRACATION FORCE XDG69661
OBS TWO BURLER COMPLEXES 5/HOOCHES AND BUNKERS. HOOCHES APPEARED

OBS EN RV CONSTRUCTION W/AA/A/BAMBOO GRAVITY FLOW PIPE USED AS A
WATER SYSTEM. EXTRACATION FORCE AT THIS POS FOUND GREEN CAMOUFLAGED

CON TINGUE WERE WASHED SILVER OR STEEL COATED AND CONSISTED OF TWO
SMALLER CONES. EXTRACATION FORCE VISUALLY OBS WIRE FOR 150
METERS GOING SOUTHEAST TO NORTHEAST UP THE STREAM, ALSO OBS
WAS HARDI SHIFT BAMBOO POLES W/H/SAME WIRE W/APPED ABOUT. POLES
STOOD THREE FT. OFF THE DECK. 081600H EXTRACATION FORCE AT
XDG69661 OBS TWO VC/NVA AT XDG70662. WARS AND EQUIPMENT OBS.

AC OV-10 ORDNANCE ON ARENA W/UEI RESULTS. 090430H EXTRACATION
FORCE RETRIEVING W/SPARROWHAWK. 091400H EXTRACATION FORCE OBS A
50 CAL. POSITION FLYING AT A G/S FROM XDG52667. 092400H EXTRACATION
FORCE AND SPARROWHAWK ATTEMPTING TO HARRY W/INFANTRY CO. SENT

TWO PERSONNEL TO MAKE LINK UP. THESE PEOPLE YELLED AND HEARD
TWO VOICES, ONE TO THE NORTHWEST AT 100 METERS AND ONE TO THE
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NEW BAST AT 190 MTR'S, HEARD THEIR CALL IN AN ATTEMPT TO CONVOY. 1000CH EXTRATION FORCE AT SPARRING AXI AT XD662648 IDENTIFIED /INJURY. 101800H EXTRATION REACHED CAPTAIN (XD662648). 102000H EXTRATION FORCED FOUR KIA'S.

ALONG WITH TWO KIA WERE EXTRACTED FROM XD662648, 110900H 110900H ATTEMPTED EXTRATION FROM XD662648 BUT REC'D SAF FROM XD662648 AND 50 CAL. FIRE FROM XD662663 FORCING THE HELICOPTER TO LIFT OFF. 121400H EXTRATION FORCE ASCENDED TO CAPTAIN AT XD826616 WHERE THEY WERE EXTRACTED ON 121700H.

GP-4

SECRET

RELEASER BY: [Signature]

JUN 69
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THREE INCHES FROM TOP OF PAGE (DO NOT WRITE)

TO: CUS COVR, Corp. Gen.

CC: CUS 540 CEG

RE: G-4

SUB: G-4: OPR ROOM G-4

CAPT D BY: MSGCN

SG 3-1 1/2 ING COC

CONFIDENTIAL

FIRE MANAGEMENT REPORT (1)

1. PROPERTY CLASS: LOC LAB (232) (6 MEN) OPC 479-D-69

2. OPR INSTRUCTED/EXTRACTED: 0900/00 CST 131500 CENS (100 IRS)

3. WATER: YD1244394 TO YD134794 TO YD134724 TO YD123634

TO YD145694

4. TRENCH: G-4 P KILLS ONE FINGER, 30 FT. GARAPY W/UNDER- GROWN, 6 FT. ISLAND GRASS, RATE OF MOVT 100-200 METERS PER HOUR. GOOD COVER AND CONCEALMENT. STREAMS AS SHOWN ON MAP W/FINGERS INCLINE COMING OFF THE HIGH GROUND TO THE HARP RIVER.

CHASE ALONG FINGER...

5. HOSES: SITE AT YD144394 WILL ACCOMMODATE TWO G-46'S...

SITE IS A FINGER, ISLAND GRASS 6 FT. HIGH, BEST APPROACH IS 360°, NO APPROACH OBSTACLES. SITE AT YD137393 WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE G-46, SITE IS A FINGER, ISLAND GRASS TO 15 FT., BEST APPROACH IS 360°, NO APPROACH OBSTACLES.

6. FINGER NAGATIVE

7. ORDER INFOR NEGATIVE

OP-4

OP 479-D-69

CONFIDENTIAL

DRAFT D BY: MSGCN

SG 3-1 1/2 ING COC

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

DECEMBER/ROUTINE 16-5298 JUN69

FROM: CG THIRD MAR DIV (RTRN) DOH
TO: CG XXIV CORPS PIB
CG III MAR DIV

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV OBE
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL VCB
FIRST EDB FIFTH INF DIV (MCHT) QTR
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
FIFTH MARINES
SIXTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
HAG THREE NINE
SR. ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN.

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: DOCK LEAF (123) (6 MEN) OCP 467-D-69
2. DG DISBENT/EXTRACTED: 12103CM/15103CM JUN69 (72 HRS)

3. ROUTE: EM XD840377 TO XD840330 TO XD833329
4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILLS, 6-12 FT. GRASS, SCATTERED TREELINES,

GOOD COVER AND CONCEALMENT. OP. SITE AT XD840331 OBSERVE 360, AT
XD843333 OBSERVE 360.

5. HEL'S: AT XD840337 SITE WILL ACCOMODATE TWO CH-46, SITE IS A
MINDER, WITH EIGHT FT. ELEPHANT GRASS, BEST APPROACH IS 360° WITH

NO APPROACH OBSTACLES. AT XD841328 SITE WILL ACCOMODATE THREE CH-
46'S, SITE IS A HILLTOP, WITH TEN FT. ELEPHANT GRASS, BEST APPROACH
IS 360° WITH NO APPROACH OBSTACLES.

6. ENEMY: 122100 H TEAM AT XD843335 HAD MOVEMENT 75m. TO THEIR NORTH
WEST, OF APPROXIMATELY FOUR TO FIVE ENEMY, TEAM CALLED FIRE MISSION,
MOVEMENT STOPPED. 122130 H, TEAM AT XD843335 OBSERVED FIFTEEN TO

7. OTHER INFO: 131900 H TEAM AT XD842331 OBSERVED NINE BUNKERS, THAT
APPEARED TO BE ABOUT ONE YEAR OLD. BUNKERS ARE UNSERVICEABLE, AND

SHOwed NO SIGNS OF RECENT USE.
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1200 AM LT ON 20 JUNE 1969 OBSERVED FOUR BUNKERS, FOUR FT. WIDE AND EIGHT FT. LONG AND FIVE FT. DEEP. BUNKERS WERE WELL CONSTRUCTED AND REINFORCED WITH LOGS. ONE BUNKER HAD A TRENCH LEADING FROM IT TO A COVER BUNKER 30 FT. NORTH OF THE COMPLEX.
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TRANSLATOR/ROUTINE 128213 JUN 69

EN: CC THIRD DIV (HELIC) DIV
RC: GG XXIV CORPS FWD
RC JXIII MAF DIV

HRC: CC ONE NEG ONE AMD-47'S DIV GEE
CC G2/3 FORCE MULTIPLE GUE
FIRST BSY DEC 47'S DIV (HELIC) QTR
TOOK BARRELS
NORTH MAF BARRIES
SOUTH MAF BARRIES
EAST MAF BARRIES
LEG TROOPS<br>
MR. ADVISOR DURING THE PROVINCE
THIRD REGIM EN.

CONFIDENTIAL

LOCAL REPORT (U)

1. MJK: 4 TRAIL: SHOW CASE (1D5) (6 HELI) GPO 478-D-69
2. ORE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 100500H/131000H JUN 69 (82 CNS)

3. ROUTE: EN YD109422 TO YD1299441
4. HIGHLAND: STEEP HILLS, EXTREMELY THICK VEGETATION, RATTLES OF
HILLY 75 METERS PER HOUR, GOOD COVER & CONCEALMENT. NAG WATER
SOURCES IN NW. YD114420 THIS IS AN OLD FRENCH HIGHWAY LONG BEING
USED AND WELL TRAVELLED.
5. HILL: YD109422 SINE WILL ACCOMODATE ONE CH-46, SITE IS A
PLAIN WITH ELEPHANT GRASS, BEST APPROACH IS 360°, NAG APPROACH
OBSTACLES.

6. HAB: YD11120H AT YD114420 TH OBS FOUR VC/HVA MOVING ON A
MAIL FROM THE EAST WEARING LIGHT COLOR CLOTHING, TH COULD

HOT GUN GEAR OR 7 PHS, NAG ACTION TAKEN. 131100H AT YD132438 TH SEP
IN SECURITY STOP OBS 20-30 VC/HVA WEARING LIGHT COLORED CLOTHES,
YOUR HOT PISTOLS THE REST HAD AMD-47'S, EN 15 METERS FROM TH.
EN SAFETY AND INITIATED CONTACT, TH RETURN FIRE RESULTING IN TWO
VC/HVA KIA(C) WHILE TH SUPPORTED ONE USMC XIA AND TWO USMC VIA.
TH CALLED AN AO WHO WORKED OUT N/F/VC. 131430H EXTRATION FORCE

FOUND TH. 131435H EXTRATION FORCE & TH FOUND TWO VC/HVA BODIES
AND CAPTURED ONE KIA AT YD132438. BODIES OF DEAD EN WERE

STRIPPED AND EXTRACTION FORCE LED TH FOUND THE FOLLOWING GEAR:
IVCS GEAR, SIX PACKS, CLOTHING, LETTERS, NOT-S, AND TWO PITCH HELMETS.
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BEFORE REACHING CT EXTRACFE, FORCE FOUND 12/13-79 RB5 SPREAD ALONG A TRAIL AT 10 FT. INTERVALS FROM YD120437 TO YD130433.

131650H EXTRACFE FORCE AND TEAM WERE EXTRACTED FROM YD129441.

7. OTHER INFO: NEGATIVE

CP-4
ET

CON2F AH RELEASED BY: 

CPO 476-D-69
CONFIDENTIAL

06/15/72 JUNE 69
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DATE: 16S3A5 JUN69

FROM: G-1 WORLD HOLM DIV (REICH) DHII
TO: G-1 III DIV CORPS MOV
G-1 III INF DNE

INFO:

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRICKING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TRAIL: SAND BOX (342) (7 RN) OPO 482-D-69
2. OPO EXTRACTED/EXTRACTED: 110915H/151100H JUN69 (98 HRS)
3. ROUTE: PH XD90580 TO XD90387 TO XD902387
4. TERRAIN: MODERATE TO STEEP HILLS, 10-15 FT. GRASS, GOOD

COVER AND CONCEALMENT, WATER SOURCES AS ON MAP. TRAILS LISTED ON MAP ARE NO LONGER THERE.

5. HILLS: XD90380 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-45, SITE IS A HILL W/HIGH GRASS, BEST APPROACH IS NORTH TO SOUTH, NO OBSTACLES.

XD902387 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-45, SITE IS THE BASE OF A HILL W/ HIGH GRASS, BEST APPROACH IS NORTH EAST TO SOUTHWEST.

SML TRAILS SURROUNDING LZ MAY IMPED LANDING.
6. NIGHT: NEGATIVE

7. OTHER INFO: NEGATIVE

OPO 482-D-69

CONFIDENTIAL

DATE: 16S3A5 JUN69
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CONFIDENTIAL

RECON REPORT (V)

1. Recon sought: Coming event (2A3) (7 men) 0200 2466-69
2. DFC inserted/extracted: 090330H/134700H JUN 69 (101 hrs)

3. Route: EN YD186466 TO YD189457
4. Terrain: Low rolling hills, 2-5 ft. grass, thick brush around
   streams. Rate of flow unlimited. Good cover & concealment. OP
   site at YD192464 offers 360° view. Water sources as on HAF.

   Trail at YD198455 runs northeast to southeast, 3 ft. wide,
   cannot be seen from air; moderate use.

5. Hit list: YD186466 site will accommodate one CH-46; site is a
   slope w/low grass, best approach is east to west, treeline to
   west; northeast may impede landing. Site at YD194458 will accommodate
   two CH-46s; site is a hilltop w/low grass, best approach is
   360°, no approach obstacles.

6. Enemy: 110930 TH at YD188455 OBS one set of footprints (tennis
   shoe type), prints were appro approx one day old. Footprint headed in a
   northeast to southeast direction. At same grid square TH also
   found scraps of paper w/vietnamese writing on them.

7. Other info: Negative

GP-4
BT

OCP 2466-69
CONFIDENTIAL

COP 290 released by J. W. Biggs

CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: HARRIS, RAND, (1B2) (6 HR) 0600-0900
2. DUKE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: YD3900H/YD3900H JUN 69 (52 HRS)

3. ROUTE: PH YD38566 TO YD38565 TO YD38565
4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILLS, 4-5 FT. GRASS, UNLIMITED RANGE
   OPV H/PO, POOR COVERAGE & CONCEALMENT, ANY HIGH GROUND IS SUITABLE
   FOR OP SITE. WATER SOURCES ARE: DWARF PINE TRUNK. NUMEROUS TRAILS
   IN W2 (PARK TRAILS) 1-3 FT. WIDE.
5. BLIZZARD: SITE AT YD38557 WILL ACCOMMODATE THREE CH-46'S, SITE
   IS A HILLTOP W/LOW GRASS, BEST APPROACH IS 360°, NO APPROACH
   OBSTACLES. SITE AT YD38546 WILL ACCOMMODATE THREE CH-46'S,
   SITE IS A HILLTOP W/LOW GRASS, BEST APPROACH 360°, NO OBSTACLES.
6. ENEMY: 140930H TH AT YD38552 OBS INITIAL TH AT YD38556 S/N 10-10
   BLACK PHS. TI COULD NOT DISTINGUISH MPS OR GEAR, TH MOVED
   NORTHWEST TO SOUTHEAST, NO ACTION TAKEN. 140935H TH AT SAME POS
   OBS TWO VC/WIA APPROX 30 METERS TO TH'S WEST, TI MORE CIVILIAN
   CLOTHING, TH APPREHENDED EN W/NO RESISTANCE. TI SEARCHED THE
   AND FOUND THE FOLLOWING: TWO KNIVES, 10,000 PAPERS, ONE CIGARETTE
   LIGHTER W/THE INSRIPTION "504TH" ON IT, A CAUTION W/VIETNAMESE

G-2 G-3 (CIV) COC
FROM: CG THIRD MAR DIV (REIN)
TO: CG MCDA PHILA FRES
INFO: THIRD RECON EN

UNCLASSIFIED

SUBJECT: FOLLOWUP

1. AF1/APE/W/5820-857-0759/NE/00003/13700/9085/2139/R/
   BLNK/R/SQ/BLNK/892/02/BLNK/40/9D02Y21IN1000/
   RADIO SET AN/PRC-25
2. AF1/APE/W/5820-837-0759/NE/00001/13700/9065/2190/R/
   BLNK/R/SQ/BLNK/892/02/BLNK/40/9D02Y21IN1000/
   RADIO SET AN/PRC-25
3. AF1/APE/W/7690-912-3506/NE/00200/13700/9089/1659/R/
   BLNK/C/SQ/BLNK/832/12/BLNK/BLNK/9D02Y21O1000/
   ODBCAT

RESEIVED BY

RELEASED BY

DATE: 26 JUNE 1969

RELEASED BY

DATE: 16 AUG 1969
PRIORITY  \[\text{TOP SECRET}\] 2 JUNE 69

TO:  THIRD RECON BN

CC:  CG THIRD MARDIV (REIN) DGH

DECLAS E F T O

ATTN SC-10

1. CG THIRD MARDIV (REIN) 14052DZ JUN 69

DISTRIBUTION OF RADIO SET AN/PRC-93

1. THIS COMMAND FEELS CURRENT NUMBER ON HAND AND PROPOSED
   ALLLOTMENT ARE INSUFFICIENT.

2. DESIRE TO HAVE THREE HUNDRED SIXTY UHF HAND HELD RADIOS
   ON HAND TO ISSUE ONE TO EACH MARINE IN THE FIELD AS A
   SURVIVAL RADIO.

CCN 2467, RELEASED BY  \[\text{Signature}\]  TIME 16/18/69

CEO  
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SECRET

IMMEDIATE ROUTING 74881 Z JUNE 69

TO: CC THIRD MDL DIV (REIN) DGH
    CC XXIV CORPS PHB
    CC III BAP ENG

FROM: CC ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV CEE
      CG BASE FORCE HOTEL VCB
      FIRST BDE FIFTH INF DIV (HECH) QTR
      THIRD MARINES
      FOURTH MARINES
      HUERT MARINES
      TWELFTH MARINES
      12G TENSES F川
      SR ADVISOR GUANG TRI PROVINCE
      THIRD RECON BN

SECRET

RECON REPORT IN LIEU OF PATROL REPORT

RECON TEAM: DUNBAR COUNTY 1D2 (11 MEN)
151330H 26 AT YD053673 OBSERVED TRACKS MADE BY APPROX FOUR ENEMY

HEADING NORTH WEST ON A TRAIL WHICH IS TWO FEET WIDE AND HEAVILY USED. THE TRACKS WERE TENNIS SHOE TYPE AND APPEARED TO HAVE BEEN

MADE APPROX SIX HOURS PRIOR TO DISCOVERY. 160430H 26 AT YD053673
OBSERVED THREE VC/IVA MOVING ON SAME TRAIL AT YD051675, ENEMY WERE

NORTH WEST. TH TENDENT TAKE ACTION. 160610H 26 AT YD053673 BEGAN
RECEIVING SAF FROM SOUTH EAST OF THS POSITION RESULTING IN ONE

VC/IVA (E). TH RETURNED FIRE AND OBSERVED THREE VC/IVA APPROX
THEN HEADED TO THS SOUTHEAST. 160645H ENEMY BROKE CONTACT AND AQ

AND GUNSHIPS CAME ON STATION AND MADE ROCKET AND STRAFING RUNS ON
SUBJECTED ENEMY POSITIONS. TH THEN CHECKED THE AREA OF CONTACT FOR

SIGNS OF THE ENEMY AND OBSERVED A BLOOD TRAIL LEADING NORTH WEST,
160800H TRANSPORT HELOS CAME ON STATION AND TH WAS EXTRACTED WITH

NEGATIVE FIRE INCIDENTS. ALL ENEMY WORE GRAY UTILITIES, TENNIS SHOES,
AND WERE ARMED WITH AK-47'S.

CP-4

SECRET

By

CGH 2696

RELEASED BY

DECLASSIFIED
RECON DAILY BRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: CHURCHVIEW (321) (7 MEK) OPO-2631-69
2. DATE INSPECTED: 120855 H/160915 (96 HRS)

3. ROUTE: FM YD207505 TO YD20501 TO YD209508 TO YD201514
   TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILLS, WITH TWO FT. ELEPHANT GRASS, POOR

COVER AND CONCEALMENT. OP. SITES AT YD209508 OBSERVE 36O. AT
YD202515 OBSERVE 360. STREAM AT YD209508 IS SHOWN ON THE MAP, HOWEVER

IS DRY AT THE PRESENT TIME. THERE ARE TANK TRAILS, 1-8 FT. WIDE
THROUGHOUT THE ROUTE.

5. NAVAIR AT YD209508 SITE WILL ACCOMODATE TWO CH-46'S, SITE IS
   A FLAT HILL TOP WITH ONE FOOT ELEPHANT GRASS, BEST APPROACH IS

360. NO Approach Obstacles.

6. ENEMY: 1300000 H TEAM AT YD204501 WHEN TEAMS SCOUT DOG ALERTED

TEAM TO ACTIVITY, 500M TO THE TEAMS NORTH/NORTHWEST, AT THE TIME
TEAM OBSERVED SMOKE FROM A POSSIBLE CAMP FIRE, TEAM CALLED FIRE

(12 Rnds) ON YD195496. 131615 H TEAM AT YD207505 HEARD MOVEMENT
200M TO THEIR SOUTHEAST/EAST, OF AN ESTIMATED 15 ENEMY, TEAM CALLED

FIRE (20 Rnds) AND AFTER THE FIRST RND IMPACTED THE TEAM OBSERVED
EIGHT FLASHPARTS IN THE AREA, AFTER THE FIRE FOR EFFECT, THE LIGHTS

AND MOVEMENT CEASED.

Confidential

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON SPOT REPORT (U)

RECON TEAM: ADVISOR IA1 (7 MEN)  OPO-502-D-69
151200 H, TEAM WAS INSERTED AT YD091298, THEN DISCOVERED A WELL

USED TRAIL, AND FOLLOWED IT IN A NORTHEASTERLY DIRECTION. TEAM
OBSERVED THREE RECENTLY USED HARBORSITES ALONG TRAIL. TEAM MOVED
APPROXIMATELY 200m AND AT 151235 H MADE POINT TO POINT CONTACT
WITH SIX VC/NVA, RESULTING IN ONE KIA. THE ENEMY WORE BUSH
COVERS, PAINTED GREEN OR GRAY UTILITIES, CARTRIDGE BELTS, AND AK-47S.
TEAM BROKE CONTACT AND MOVED BACK TO THE VICINITY OF YD091298, AND
SET-UP A 360 DEGREE DEFENSE. TEAM HAD MOVEMENT 35 TO 40m TO THEIR NORTHEAST, IN AN ESTIMATED 3-5 VC/NVA. TEAM THEN RECEIVED SMALL ARMS
FIRE AND CHI-COMS FROM THEIR NORTHEAST. AO ON STATION DIRECTED
FIXED GUN, GUNS, AND ROCKETS, ON THIS POSITION. TEAM THEN HAD
MOVEMENT TO THEIR NORTHWEST, AND WHILE THE AO DIRECTED FIRE TO THIS
POSITION, TEAM AGAIN RECEIVED SMALL ARMS FIRE AND CHI-COMS FROM THE
NORTHEAST. THE AO DIRECTED TWO AIR STRIKES, AROUND THE TEAMS
POSITION, WHILE GUNSHIPS SUPPRESSED GROUND FIRE. 151530 H TEAM WAS
EXTRACTED WITH NEGATIVE INCIDENTS.

OPO-502-D-69

BY
CC: 26/14  RELEASED BY  OC: Brown  TIME 1650  H  JUN 69
G-2  G-3  21:65V!COG  P8C

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

DEPART/DROP:: YDF 80 JUN 69

FROM: CG VIETNAMAR DIV (REIN) DCN
TO: CG XXIV CORPS PHB
CG III MAF DMC

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV CBS
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL VCB
FIRST DEE EIGHTH INF DIV (REIN) QTR
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
TENTH MARINES
HAG THIEV RIVE
SR. ADVISOR 'UANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN.

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DESCRIBING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: SKY HER.HAHT (3C2) (6 HEN) OPO 2632-69
2. DEG INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 120630H/160940H JUN 69 (97 HRS)
3. ROUTE: FM YD300490 TO YD252383 TO YD300490
4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILLS, THICK BRUSH, RATE OF HOV'T 50-75

HINTS PER HOUR, GOOD COVER & CONCEALMENT, ANY HILL IN REZ SUITABLE
FOR CP SITE. WATER SOURCES AS ON MAP. OLD TANK TRAILS 1-5 FT.

WIDE THROUGHOUT REZ.
5. INZ'S: YD2404474 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE FIVE CH-46'S, SITE IS
A VALLEY W/3-6 FT. GRASS, BEST APPROACH IS EAST TO WEST, NO
APPROACH OBSTACLES. YD254473 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE FIVE CH-46'S.

SITE IS A VALLEY W/3-6 FT. GRASS, BEST APPROACH IS EAST TO WEST,
NO APPROACH OBSTACLES.

6. ENEMY: NEGATIVE
7. OTHER INFO: NEGATIVE

CP-4

BY: OPO 2632-69
CONFIDENTIAL

TIME 1616 11 JUN 69

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

B-BN 4 203000 TH AT BAIL POS OBS FOUR FLASH LIGHTS 50 METERS 
T TO NORTHEAST AND SOUTHEAST, TH FIRED CS FROM 11-79 AND 
171600H TRANSPORT

B-NOS CS AT STATION AND TH WAS EXTRACTED.

7. OTHER INFO: 151000H SE AT XD887312 REC'D 25 RDS OF 02H41

BOMBS FIRED WHICH IMPACTED FROM 75-300 METERS TO THE TH'S 
NORTHWEST AND SOUTHEAST. RDS CAME FROM 5000 METERS TO

NORTHWEST AND IMPACTED SPORADICALLY FOR EIGHT HOURS.

1/1400H TH AT XD885314 OBS ONE BUNKER 6X8 FT. AND 6 FT. DEEP,

BUNKER WAS WELL CAMOUFLAGED AND REINFORCED W/LOGS. WAS WELL 
CONSTRUCTED AND APPEARED TO BE 3-4 MONTHS OLD. BUNKER MAY STILL 

BE USED.

OPD 5000-D

CONFIDENTIAL

OOR 4151 RELEASED BY D.C. BIVER 11 JUN 69
PRIORITY 1991412 2 June 1969

FM: THIRD RECON BN
TO: CG THIRD MARDIV (REIN)

BY
UNCLAS EFFECT (ATTN SC-10)

A. CG THIRD MARDIV (REIN) 140520Z JUN 69
B. THIRD RECON BN 170301Z JUN 69

1. THIS COMMAND CONCURS WITH DISTRIBUTION OF AN/PRC-93 AS OUTLINED IN REF. A.

BY

CCN 2916 RELEASED BY D. Biemer TIME 190928

DECLASSIFIED
ZREC

FM: THIRD RECON BN
TO: CG THIRD MARDIV (REIN)

BT
UNCLASS/FOR

ATTN SC-10

A. THIRD RECON BN 170301Z JUNE 1969
B. CANCEL THIRD RECON BN 170301Z JUNE 1969

CCN 2969

RELEASED BY

TIME 190921

CEO

PSC

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

PRIORITY 744831 2 JUNE 1969

TO: THIRD FORECON CO
CC: CG THIRD MARDIV (REIN)

ATTN SC-10

1. THIRD FORECON CO 180131Z JUNE 1969
2. CG THIRD MARDIV (REIN) 140520Z JUNE 1969

1. CANCEL REF. A.
2. THIS COMMAND CONCURS WITH DISTRIBUTION OF AN/PRC-93
AS OUTLINED IN REF. B.

RECEIVED

COM 3810
RELEASED BY
C.E.O

DEclassIffED
THIRD FORECON CO
TO: CG THIRD MARDIV (REIN)

UNCLASSIFIED

ATTN: SC-10

1. THIRD FORECON CO 180131Z JUNE 1969
2. CG THIRD MARDIV (REIN) 140520Z JUNE 1969
3. CANCEL REF. A.

THIS COMMAND CONCURS WITH DISTRIBUTION OF AN/PRC-93 AS OUTLINED IN REF. B.

CFO

RELEASED BY

PSC
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

INMEDIATE/ROUTING 1748322 JUN 69

FR: CG THIRD MAR DIV (REIN) DGH
TO: CG XXIV CORPS PHB
CG III MAF DGH

INFO: CG ONE zero one AIRBORNE DIV CEB
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL VCB
FIRST BDE FIFTH INF DIV (MECH) QTR
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
TENTH MARINES
MAG THREE NINE
SR. ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN.

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON SPOT REPORT (V)

1. RECON TEAM: CHEST RR-BROOK (263) (7 MEN) OPO 2647-69
190945H TM WAS INSERTED AT YD165470. AT THIS TIME TM OBS MOV'T

OF AN ESTIMATED 4 VC/DIVA 150 METERS TO TM'S NORTH. TM THEN
RECAL'D A SHORT BURST OF SAF, TM RET'D FIRE AND THEN MOVED TO

YD163470. 191020H TRANSPORT HELOS CAME ON STATION AND TM
WAS EXTRACTED. TM WAS UNABLE TO OBS EN UNIFORMS OR GEAR.

OPO 2647-69
CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
ROUTINE 20553 2 JUNE 69

FR:  CG THIRD MAR DIV (REIN)
TO:  CG THIRD FORVOREST
INFO: THIRD RECON EN
HT
UNCLASS 
MILSTRIP FOLLOWUPS

CON ----------------------------- RELEASED BY 1630 16 JUN 69

CON 3299 RELEASED BY 2009 43 16 JUN 69

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

ROUTINE 22lXG39 2 JUN 69

RG: THIRD RECON BN
TG: CG THIRD MARDIV (REIN)

BT

CONFIDENTIAL

LOSS OF RADIO AN/PRC-93

A. D3VO P2000.4D

AT ON SC-10

1. IN ACCORDANCE WITH REFERENCE (A) THE FOLLOWING
   REPORT IS SUBMITTED.

   A. AN/PRC-93 SER. NO. 172
   B. LOST
   C. 191100H
   D. 968694
   E. OPERATIVE
   F. ONE
   G. 249.9
   H. NO
   I. DROPPED FROM HELICOPTER
   J. SEARCH WAS CONDUCTED WITH NEGATIVE RESULTS

GP-4

BT

CONF.3220K RELEASED BY HCBega TIME 20 0930

CEO PAC

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED

DATE/RUNING GRP 26/6-69 2 JUN 69

TO: 3RD TASK FORCE RECON

CC: 3RD TASK FORCE HQ

SUBJECT: AIRBORNE DIV 6TH INF MEC COMING AWAY FROM THEIR LZ IN NORTHEAST DIRECTION TEAM OBSERVED VOICES OF FOUR ENEMY 300M AWAY IN THE SAME DIRECTION.

TEAM OPENED FIRE IN SIGHT (6 RND) ENEMY THEN MOVED TO THE TEAM FOR SUPPORT AND BEGAN MOVING TOWARD THE TEAM. TEAM CALLED F/M (2 RND).

NO CASUALTIES OCCURRED AND DIRECTED TWO FLIGHTS OF FIXED WING TEAM CANCLED LINE TO YODAM PI AND WAS EXTRACTED WITH NEGATIVE INCIDENTS.

THE TEAM OBSERVED THE TEAM WEARING GRAY UTILITIES, NO PROGRESS DESCRIPTION.

OPD-1

CONFIDENTIAL

RELASED BY BC 32/6-69
CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED

DIRECT/ROUTINE_24643_________2 JUN69

TO: CG XXIV CORPS PNB
CG III MAF DCG

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV CEB
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL VCB
FIRST DBH FIFTH INF DIV (MECH) QTR
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
NAG TIME, NINE
SR. ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN.

CONFIDENTIAL

REPORT (U)

24643

1. ROAD TRAIL: FAIRLANE (2A) (7 MEN) OP 2636-69
2. D.C: INSERTED/E XTRACTED: 151230H/191030 JUN69 (94 HRS)

3. ROUTE: FM YD207447 TO YD212445 TO YD213457
4. TERRAIN: STEEP HILLS, 2-5 FT. GRASS, RATE OF MOV'T UNLIMITED,
   COLLAPSED TREES, GOOD COVER & CONCEALMENT. CP SITES AT
   YD213447 & YD206448 OBS 360°. YD214450 STREAM RUNS WEST TO EAST,
   TWO MIRS WIDE, ONE FT. DEEP, DIRT BOTTOM, CLEAR WATER. NO TRAILS
   MIRS OB. BY TI.

5. LZ'S: YD207447 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46'S. SITE IS A
   HILLTOP W/LOW GRASS, BEST APPROACH IS WEST TO EAST, TREES TO THE
   NORTH MAY INHIBIT LANDING. SITE AT YD213457 WILL ACCOMMODATE TWELVE
   CH-46'S, SITE IS A HILLSIDE W/LOW GRASS, BEST APPROACH IS 360°.
   NO APPROACH OBSTACLES.

6. ENEMY: 151215H TM AT YD207447 HEARD MOV'T OP AN ESTIMATED
   100-150 METERS TO THE TM'S SOUTH. EN WERE MOVING NORTH TOWARDS
   THIS POS. TM CALLED A F/M AND MOV'T CEASED.

7. OTHER INFO: NEGATIVE

CP-4

BY

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

DEPARTMENT: ROYUN

Date: 2 Jun 69

TO: CG THIRD MAR DIV (REIN) DOH

FROM: CG XXV CORPS PHB

SUBJECT: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV OSE

CG TASK FORCE HOTEL VCB

FIRST BDE Fifth INF DIV (MECH) QTR

THIRD MAJORS

FOURTH MAJORS

EIGHTH MAJORS

THIRD RECON

SR, PROVINCIAL ADVISOR QUANG TRI

THIRD TASK FORCE RECON CO

THIRD RECON BN

CONFIDENTIAL

CIRCUIT DISCERNED REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: DETACHMENT ZBI (10 MEN) 0100 H.

2. DATE, INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 141400 H/191500 H (14 HRS)

3. ROUTE: FT YDO05620 TO YDO0629 TO YDO20623 TO YDOO649 TO YDO92640

4. TERRAIN: STEEP HILLS WITH 30° CANOPY AND 5 TO 22 FT. ELEPHANT GRASS, GOOD COVER AND CONCEALMENT, OP. SITES AT YDO03644 OBS. NORTH, EAST AND SOUTH, AT YDO05640 OBS. SOUTH AND EAST.

5. 141400 H: AT YDO05647, SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE GRI-46, SITE IS A five, with two ft. ELEPHANT GRASS. BEST APPROACH IS FROM EAST TO WEST.

6. 141400 H, TEAM AT YDO06642 HEARD WOOD CHOPPING IN THE AREA OF YDO06468, TEAM THEN OBSERVED TWO VC/NVA, AT YDO01652 CALLED FIRE

MISSION OF THE ROUNDs, UNKNOWN RESULTS, WHEN TEAM F/N CHASED, THE TEAM HEARD A NUMERICAL FIRE FROM THE AREA OF YDO20564 NEGATIVE ACTION BY TEAM, HOWEVER ELEMENTS OF G 2/3 CALLED F/N ON THE AREA.

7. OTHER INFO: AT YDO0651 TEAM FOUND A TRAIL, THREE FT. WIDE, HEADING IN A NORTH, NORTHEAST DIRECTION, AND SHOWED SIGNS OF RECENT

U.S.

GP 4

CONFIDENTIAL

RELEASED BY CBIEJER TIME 2000 H JUN 69

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

[Redacted]

DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

[Redacted]

DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

[Redacted]

DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

[Redacted]

DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

[Redacted]

DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

[Redacted]

DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

[Redacted]

DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

[Redacted]

DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

[Redacted]
CONFIDENTIAL

SECRETARY/ROUTINE 2696472 JUN69

TO: CG 1/92 HAPDIV (REMN) DGH
FROM: CG 1/92 HAPDIV DGH

1. CG ONE M900 CH4 AIRBORNE DIV Cube.
   CG TASK FORCE HOTEL VCB
   HOST DIV FRESH AIR DIV (REMN) CQB
   THIRD MARINES
   FOURTH MARINES
   FIFTH MARINES
   SIXTH MARINES
   THIRD M151
   82 MM ADVISOR QM XAVI PROVINCE \NAMED RECON DR.

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DESCRIBING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: BLUE PLAINS (1A1) (4 HCN) OPO 503-6-69
2. LOC INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 140900H/191230H JUN69 (129 HRS)

3. HOURS: PR YD081021 TO YD083015 TO YD085313
4. TERRAIN: STEEP HILLS, CANOPY TO 20 FT. HIGH, THICK UNDERGROWTH,
   3-15 FT. GRASS, GOOD COVER & CONCEALMENT. OP SITE AT YD082321
   OB: NO THE SOUTHEAST AND SOUTHWEST. SITE AT YD083176 OBS TO THE
   NORTHEAST AND SOUTHEAST. WATER SOURCES PLENTIFUL THROUGHOUT RZ.
   TRAIL AT YD08318 RUNS NORTHEAST TO SOUTHWEST; 2-3 FT. WIDE,

   TRAIL IS HEAVILY USED AND TH FOUND CORN KERNELS SCATTERED ALONG IT.
5. HUZ'S: SITE AT YD081321 WILL ACCOMMODATE TWO CH-46'S. SITE IS
   A NARROW BEST APPROACH IS SOUTHEAST TO NORTHWEST W/NO OBSTACLES.
   SITE AT YD085313 WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46. SITE IS A FINGER
   W/HIGH GRASS, BEST APPROACH IS SOUTHEAST TO NORTHWEST, NO OBSTACLES.
6. ENEMY: NEGATIVE

7. OTHER INFO: 161630H TM AT YD081315 FOUND ONE HOOCH 12 FT.
   LONG & 5 FT. WIDE MADE OF GRASS & VINES AND ELEVATED BY BAMBOO

HOUSES, HOOCH WAS APPROX ONE MONTH OLD. TM SEARCHED HOOCH AND
FOUND 5/MAKERS OF CORN, 6/SANDBAGS FILLED W/CORN, AND 2/"C" RATION
HOCKS CONTAINING ASSORTED JUNGLE CLOTHING, FIELD JACETS AND WOOLEN
SHIRTS. TM SCATTERED THE CORN THROUGHOUT THE AREA AND DESTROYED
THE BASKETS, SANDBAGS, AND CLOTHING.

G-2 | GSV | COC
G-3 | OPO 503-D-69
CONFIDENTIAL

RSC

CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED

RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. ROCK SHARK: FLIGHT TIME (3-1) (8 IEN) CPC 1-7-69
2. DEG REPORTED/EXHAUSTED: 151045H/190045H (120 IEN)
3. ROCKS: XD037323 TO XD031321 TO XD031323 TO XD034325
4. WINDING LOW ROUGH HILLS WITH FIVE FOOT ELEMENT
5. PATH COVER AND CONCERNENT.
6. HILLS: XD027321 SIN WILL ACCOMMODATE TWO CH-46'S
7. SITE: XD027325 OBSERVED FIVE BUNKERS (A FRAME

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. ROCK SHARK: FLIGHT TIME (3-1) (8 IEN) CPC 1-7-69
2. DEG REPORTED/EXHAUSTED: 151045H/190045H (120 IEN)
3. ROCKS: XD037323 TO XD031321 TO XD031323 TO XD034325
4. WINDING LOW ROUGH HILLS WITH FIVE FOOT ELEMENT
5. PATH COVER AND CONCERNENT.
6. HILLS: XD027321 SIN WILL ACCOMMODATE TWO CH-46'S
7. SITE: XD027325 OBSERVED FIVE BUNKERS (A FRAME

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. ROCK SHARK: FLIGHT TIME (3-1) (8 IEN) CPC 1-7-69
2. DEG REPORTED/EXHAUSTED: 151045H/190045H (120 IEN)
3. ROCKS: XD037323 TO XD031321 TO XD031323 TO XD034325
4. WINDING LOW ROUGH HILLS WITH FIVE FOOT ELEMENT
5. PATH COVER AND CONCERNENT.
6. HILLS: XD027321 SIN WILL ACCOMMODATE TWO CH-46'S
7. SITE: XD027325 OBSERVED FIVE BUNKERS (A FRAME

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. ROCK SHARK: FLIGHT TIME (3-1) (8 IEN) CPC 1-7-69
2. DEG REPORTED/EXHAUSTED: 151045H/190045H (120 IEN)
3. ROCKS: XD037323 TO XD031321 TO XD031323 TO XD034325
4. WINDING LOW ROUGH HILLS WITH FIVE FOOT ELEMENT
5. PATH COVER AND CONCERNENT.
6. HILLS: XD027321 SIN WILL ACCOMMODATE TWO CH-46'S
7. SITE: XD027325 OBSERVED FIVE BUNKERS (A FRAME

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. ROCK SHARK: FLIGHT TIME (3-1) (8 IEN) CPC 1-7-69
2. DEG REPORTED/EXHAUSTED: 151045H/190045H (120 IEN)
3. ROCKS: XD037323 TO XD031321 TO XD031323 TO XD034325
4. WINDING LOW ROUGH HILLS WITH FIVE FOOT ELEMENT
5. PATH COVER AND CONCERNENT.
6. HILLS: XD027321 SIN WILL ACCOMMODATE TWO CH-46'S
7. SITE: XD027325 OBSERVED FIVE BUNKERS (A FRAME

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. ROCK SHARK: FLIGHT TIME (3-1) (8 IEN) CPC 1-7-69
2. DEG REPORTED/EXHAUSTED: 151045H/190045H (120 IEN)
3. ROCKS: XD037323 TO XD031321 TO XD031323 TO XD034325
4. WINDING LOW ROUGH HILLS WITH FIVE FOOT ELEMENT
5. PATH COVER AND CONCERNENT.
6. HILLS: XD027321 SIN WILL ACCOMMODATE TWO CH-46'S
7. SITE: XD027325 OBSERVED FIVE BUNKERS (A FRAME

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. ROCK SHARK: FLIGHT TIME (3-1) (8 IEN) CPC 1-7-69
2. DEG REPORTED/EXHAUSTED: 151045H/190045H (120 IEN)
3. ROCKS: XD037323 TO XD031321 TO XD031323 TO XD034325
4. WINDING LOW ROUGH HILLS WITH FIVE FOOT ELEMENT
5. PATH COVER AND CONCERNENT.
6. HILLS: XD027321 SIN WILL ACCOMMODATE TWO CH-46'S
7. SITE: XD027325 OBSERVED FIVE BUNKERS (A FRAME

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

RECEIVED/ROUTINE: Rick L. Zil 2 Jun 69

FROM: CG THIRD MAR DIV (REIN) DGH
TO: CG XXIV CORPS PHB

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE: AIRBORNE DIV CEE
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL VCB:
FIRST DIV FIFTH INF DIV (MECH) QTR
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
TENTH MARINES
HAG BRING NINE
SR. ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN.

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DRABRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: BUSTRIGHT (2B1) (6 MEN) OPO 2643-69
2. UTC INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 160930H/202830 JUN 69 (95 HRS)

3. SOUTH: YD 183376 TO YD 170384
4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILLS, DOUBLE CANOPY TO 30 FT., VERY
THICK UNDERGROWTH, RATE OF MOV'T 100-200 METERS PER HOUR, GOOD
COVER & CONCEALMENT, NO OP SITES. WATER SOURCES AS ON MAP.

ARMAT AT YD 172375 HEADS NORTH TO SOUTH, 2 FT., WIDE, 4-5 MONTHS
OLD, NO SIGNS OF RECENT USE.

5. HEATS: SITE AT YD 183376 WILL ACCOMMODATE TWO CH-46'S, SITE
IS A HILLTOP W/LOW GRASS, BEST APPROACH IS EAST TO WEST, NO
OBSTACLES. YD 170384 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE UH-1B, SITE IS
A VALLEY W/HIGH GRASS, BEST APPROACH IS NORTH TO SOUTH, SMALL
TREES MAY IMPede LANDING.
6. ENEMY: NEGATIVE
7. OTHER INFO: NEGATIVE

OPO 2643-69

BT
CONFIDENTIAL

CGR 5349 RELEASED BY NCBAR JUNE 6 13 69

DECLASSIFIED
SECRET

FOCUS: CURRENT RECON DEPOSITS FOR 23 JUNE TO 28 JUNE 1969

1. PAY SPECIAL ATTENTION TO CONFIRM RECONNAISSANCE AND SURVEILLANCE OF AREAS TO ESTABLISH ENEMY CONCENTRATION AND/OR POSSIBLE

2. BRING BACK PLANS OR STAGING ARENAS, PLOT WATER SOURCES, AND AREAS AND TEXTS SUPPORTING

3. BRING BACK INFORMATION, BE ESPECIALLY WATCHFUL FOR THINGS THAT MAY CONTAIN REPORTS THAT ENEMY MAY USE THIS

A) FOR HOBBY/NEARING POSITIONS.

B. HOBBY

A. 3D MUNITION

1. UL XD 0042 LRKD 0042 (SENSOR EMPLACEMENT)
2. UL XD 0047 LR XD 1043 (SENSOR EMPLACEMENT)

B. TASK FORCE HOBBS

1. UL XD 7860 LRKD 7756
2. UL XD 1053 LRKD 7851
3. UL XD 7842 LRXD 8030
4. UL XD 7841 LRKD 8030
5. UL XD 8038 LRKD 8553
6. UL XD 8050 LRKD 8829
7. UL XD 8026 LRKD 8024
8. UL XD 9024 LRKD 8222
9. UL XD 9026 LRKD 9222
10. UL XD 0084 LRKD 0084

DATE

RECON

PAGE 1 OF 2 PAGES

SECRET

DECLASSIFIED
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (UTC)</th>
<th>TD, JD</th>
<th>TD, ED</th>
<th>TD, DD</th>
<th>TD, FD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22:27</td>
<td>2039</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>6827</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27:02</td>
<td>2232</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>8350</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23:28</td>
<td>9735</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>9736</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29:04</td>
<td>0621</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0623</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24:28</td>
<td>0623</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0625</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23:27</td>
<td>1958</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>2050</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24:28</td>
<td>1746</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>2144</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24:29</td>
<td>1839</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>2047</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23:25</td>
<td>7234</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>7762</td>
<td>PERCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27:30</td>
<td>7235</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>7651</td>
<td>PERCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23:29</td>
<td>7236</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>7641</td>
<td>PERCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25:28</td>
<td>7813</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>6627</td>
<td>PERCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24:27</td>
<td>8232</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>6439</td>
<td>PERCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23:26</td>
<td>8727</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>9025</td>
<td>PERCH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. UTILIZATION FROM ALL THREE RELAYS FOR INDIA RELAY AND TVG.

OCD

CONGRATULATIONS FROM ALL THREE RELAYS FOR INDIA RELAY AND TVG.

OCD

RELEASED BY OSSBRULL TIME 2 JUNE 69

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED

DATE: 21 JUNE 69

TO: CG THIRD MAR DIV (123d) DEU

FROM: CG XXI CORPS CMB

CG XVI RAF DUG

CC:

CG XII TASK FORCE III (123d) MC
CG III INF DIV
CG XXI CORPS CMB
CG XVI RAF DUG

CONFIDENTIAL

RESCUE DEFINITION REPORT (V)

1. RESCUE AREA: MAKER DIAP (2-2) (G/EN) 2-F-69
   XD: 71953 to 7450

2. DTO DIST/EXPLANTED: 150900/191600 JUNE 69 (120 WRS)

3. ROUTE: XD 719513 TO XD 724512 TO XD 731513 TO XD 727508

4. TERAIN: STEP HILLS, TIGHT TO FOUR FOOT ELEVATION

5. CRASH, TREES ALONG STREAM BEDS, RATE OF KNYT UNLIMITED,
   FOOT COVER ON CONDUCTORS. OP SITES AT XD 729510, 360

RESCUE OBSERVATION. STREAMS AS SHOWN ON MAP. TRAILS
AS SHOWN ON MAP.

6. SITES: SITE AT XD 715513 WILL ACCOMMODATE TWO CH-46'S,
   SITE IS A YARD TIP. BEST APPROACH NORTH EAST TO SOUTHEAST.

7. APPROACH OBSTACLES. SITE AT XD 731500 WILL ACCOMMODATE
   TWO CH-46'S, SITE IS A YARD TIP. BEST APPROACH EAST TO WEST.

8. APPROACH OBSTACLES.

COPY TO:

G-2

G-3 CSM CEC

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

6. We kill 16104517 TUH in CP 67496 SAW
   SICKS AT CP 714912 COUNTRY FORCE SHIPS.

7. OTHER INFO:
   NON
   OP-4
   CP-4

   CON 33,4,827, FEATHERSTED BY
   JUN
   THE 24/20, JUN 69

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
6. 160200: TEAM BLACK IN HUT 375463 SAW VC/IVA WEARING A BLACK JACKETS. TEAM HEADED OUT OF AREA.

160200: TEAM BLACK IN HUT 375463 SAW LIGHTS HYPER FROM XD734457 TO XD7545, APPEARED TO BE BLINKING FLASHERS.

161200: TEAM FOUND A FRESH TUNNEL AT XD754460. IT HAD BEEN CIVILIAN AT A SLIGHT ANGLE FOR SIX FEET THEN

LEVEL FOR THE FOOT AND STOPPED. THERE WERE WADER BROWN TRACKS AROUND THE TUNNEL. THE TRACKS WERE ABOUT TEN DAYS

OLD. 171200: TEAM WORE IN (P SSN) SAW VC/IVA AT XD757467. THEY WERE WEARING BLACK JACKETS AND BLACK

BUCKLE COVERS. TEAM SAW RED PATCHES ON THE LEFT SHOULDER OF THE JACKETS. TEAM HEADED BACK TO XD754461. GUIDING

CAME ON STATION AND WALKED OVER AERA.

7. OVER INFO: TEAM OBSERVED A TRAIN AT XD734457. THE

TRAIN WAS HEADING UP TO SOUTH. IT WAS ABOUT THREE FEET WIDE

AND COULD BE SEEN FROM THE AIR.

GP-4

CONFIDENTIAL

C03 3F 69

CONFIDENTIAL

C03 3F 69

PAGE 2 OF 2 PAGES

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

INITIAT/ROUTE 220511 2 JUN69

PH: CG THIRD MAR DIV (UMIN) DG
TO: CG XXIV CORPS HUB
CG XXIV MAC DIV

INFO:
CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRCRAFT DIV ORD
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL VCB
FIRST TWO FIFTH DEP DIV (UMIN) QTR
THIRD HARDCORE
FOURTH HARDCORE
NORTH HARDCORE
TENTH HARDCORE
HAG THREEaro
SR, ADVISOR QUADRILL IN VOUCHER
THIRD HAG RECON
THIRD FORC HRECON CO.

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON SPOT REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: EARLY PLAYER (2-3) (3 HBN) UPC 7-F-69
21120H TEAM VISITED IN SECURITY TENT AT XD 062301 HEARD VOICES
TO THEIR SOUTHWEST ABOUT 500 METERS AT XD 057302.
21161H TEAM USED IN A CP AT XD 053065 SAW 10 VC/IVA MOVING BY
A CRAD CRATER AT XD 05306 THEY WERE HIDDEN IN A NORTHEAST
DIRECTION AT A FAST PAC. FROM 1615H TO 1720H THE TEAM SAW
A TOTAL OF 110 VC/IVA IN GROUPS OF 2 TO 10 AT A TIME. THEY
WERE WEARING KHAKI, KHAKI BUSH GROBGK AND A FEW WERE WEARING
HELMENTS. THEY WERE CARRYING A LARGE AMOUNT OF EQUIMENT, THEY
WERE(3) TOTED BACK 5 FEET LONG AND 6 INCHES IN DIAM AND LIGHT
BROWN. (2) 50 CAL BAGS, ALSO SOME BAGS THAT LOOKED LIKE 100LB
RUCK BAGS. ALL OF THE VC/IVA WERE WEARING LARGE BAGS.
GUARDS WORE ALL OVER AREA AND THE TEAM MOVED TO AN ILLS
AND WAS EXTRACTED UH 1904.

OP-4
CP 3528 RELEASED BY
CONFIDENTIAL
OPD 7-F-69
CONFIDENTIAL
G-2 G-3 GSV COC

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
SECRET

220513
2 JUNE 1969

FILE: SG XDE D:R DIV (HMH) DCH

MG: CO XXVII CORP FOR

MG: CO MIL ZERO QM AND CORPS DIV GOM

MG: CO TASK FORC HR HT S

FIRST DIV 11TH INF DIV (Mech) GVR

SECOND INF REG

FOURTH INF REG

HISON HOPSEQ

MG: THER HOPSEQ

SR. ADVISOR QMIRQ THIR ORGN

THIRD RECON DIV

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON SPOT REPORT (U)

1. RECON FLYING FROM DURING (3-2) (O HVR) GPO 6-F-69 21005MI

THEM WHILE BEING INSPECTED AT XD:94602 RECEIVED SAF FROM FLYI

THOM WHEN ABOUT 50 FEET OFF THE GROUND. HELV CRUZ AND THEN

RECEIVED MTS. THE HELV IMDD IN PROCESS OF LEAVING SITE

RECEIVED 50 CAL FIRE FROM XQ:954304. THE HELV USE ABOUT 150

FEET FROM THE TOPS UNTAKING 50 CAL FIRE. INSCRIPTION WAS ADDED.

GPM: 4

DT

3529

RECEIVED BY

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

23 JUN 69

IMMEDIATE/ROUTINE 220801

TO: CG THIRD MAR DIV (REIN) DOH
FROM: CG XXIV CORPS PHQ
CG III MAF DOG

SUBJ: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV, CES

1. FROM: TSAM: CHESTERBROOK (263) (7 MEN) OPO 513-66
   052500 CHARLIE WAS BEING INSERTED AT YDO50379 WHEN HELO QUANTERS
   0630 04/14 30 METERS TO THE EAST. QUANTERS INITIATED FIRE AND
   0630 04/14 30 METERS TO THE EAST AND WEST, MISSION ABORTED. T/E ENEMY
   0630 04/14 30 METERS AND CARRIED AK-47'S.

3530 RELEASED A/C "Broja" OPO 513-66

CONFIDENTIAL

3300601

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

IMMEDIATE/ROUTINE 230541 2 JUN69

FI: CG THIRD MAR DIV (RECN) DCH
TO: CG XXIV CORPS PHB

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV CBE
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL VCB
FIRST BDE FIFTH INF DIV (Mecha) QTR
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINETH MARINES
TENTH MARINES
HAG THREE NINE
SR. ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN.

CONFIDENTIAL
REPORT FROM REPORT IN LIEU OF PATROL DEBRIEF (U)

1. RECON ZONE: SAND BOY (3A2) (6 MGR) OPO 529-D-69
221000H TH PRIOR TO REACHING INSERTION LZ OBS FOUR VC/HVA

G1 1930-1412. EN MOVING NORTHEAST. EN WORE GREEN SHIRTS & SHORTS,
DUGH COVERS, AND CARRIED SKS'S. HELO GUNNERS INITIATED CONTACT.

TH TABLE OBS: NUMEROUS MUZZLE FLASHES APPROX 30 METERS TO TM'S &
HELOS NORTH. TM AND CREW RET'D FIRE U/JUNK RESULTS. MISSION

ATTACHED
CG-4

OPO 529-D-69

CONFIDENTIAL
OPO 529-D-69

TIME 1530 H JUN69

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

SECRET DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. MISSION: DELIVER 221 (201) (6 MEN) OPD 515-2 JUN 69

2. MISSION: INSERTED/EXTRACTED 21123OH/2215OH JUN 69 (27 HRS)

3. ROUTE: FM XD964536 TO XDA90536 TO XD944536

4. TERRAIN: BOOMER OUT RIDGELINE; DOUBLE TO TRIPLE CANOPY ON

5. SOURCES W/THICK UNDERBRUSH. OP SITE AT XD944536 OBS 360° WATER SOURCES AS SHOWN ON MAP. TRAIL FROM XD944536 HEADS WEST DOWN

6. RIDGELINE AND CUTS NORTH ALONG RIDGELINE. TRAIL IS TWO PT. WIDE

7. SIGNS OF RECENT ACTIVITY.

8. SITE: SIDE AT XD944536 WILL ACCOMODATE ONE OH-1H. SITE IS

9. A SLOPE ON A RIDGELINE W/STUMPS, UNDERBRUSH AND LOW TREES. BEST

10. APPROACH IS NORTH TO SOUTH, HIGH TREES MAY IMPede LANDING.

11. SITE AT XD865656 WILL ACCOMODATE ONE OH-46. SITE IS A HILLTOP

12. (BLOW AWAY AREA), BEST APPROACH IS NORTH TO SOUTH, TREES MAY

13. IMPede LANDING.

14. REMARKS: NEGATIVE

15. OTHER INFO: 21123OH TH AT XD944536 OBS BUNKERS ALL AROUND

16. ABOVE JAXD. BUNKERS APPEARED EXTREMELY OLD AND WERE ALREADY BLOWN,

17. OPD 515-2 JUN 69

BY

GCM 270, RELEASED BY J. C. Beeu

CONFIDENTIAL

TIME MEL 1430H JUN 69

DECLASSIFIED
**REQUISITION 240121**

**JUNE**

**S: 3D RECON BN**

**T: CG 3D MARINE V (REIN) ATTN: G-3 TRAINING**

---

**SUIT: SCHOOL QUOTAS REQUEST CANCELLATION OF**

---

**REF:**

- **(A)** LDUO 1510.5
- **(B)** LDUO 1510.6B
- **(C)** F1500.2
- **(D)** CG III MAF MSG 291102Z MAY 69
- **(E)** CG RECMAC (FWD) MSG 210752Z MAY 69
- **(F)** CG 3D MARINE V (REIN) MSG 211131Z MAY 69

---

1. **URING THE MONT. OF AUGUST 1969, THE 3D RECONNAISSANCE BATTALION WILL BE**
   **DETACHING ONE COMPANY (REIN) TO THE NINTH MARINES REGIMENTAL LANDING TEAM,**
   **THUS REDUCING THE BATTALION STRENGTH BY ONE THIRD.**

2. **IT IS REQUESTED THAT THIS UNITS SCHOOL QUOTAS AS SET FORTH IN REFERENCE**
   **(A), (B), (C), (D), (E), AND (F) BE REDUCED AS INDICATED BELOW:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCHOOLS</th>
<th>NUMBER OF QUOTAS ASSTN</th>
<th>NEW QUOTAS REQUEST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAND MINE WARFARE</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCO LEADERSHIP (OKINAWA)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMBARKATION (ENLISTED)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMBARKATION (OFFICER)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCO SCHOOL</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIETNAMESE LANGUAGE</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF 3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASIC AND TECH</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCOUT SNIPPER SCHOOL</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCO SCHOOL (CHIANG THIL)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**CGN 37831**

**RELEASED BY**

**2-3 1835**

**SGRR**

---

**Copy 2 of 2**

---

**DECLASSIFIED**
ROUTE 24213 2 JUNE 69

FROM:  CG, THIRD ARMY DIV (REIN)
TO:  CG, 101st AIRBORNE DIV
INFO:  3 RRD RECON Bn

UNCLASSIFIED

COLDSTRIPE FOLLOW-UP

1. AFL/MPB/5820-629-8264/KA/0001/1/3700/9073/1856/R/BLNK/B/SQ/
   BLNK/392/02/BLNK/AR/9/DODY21W1000/RADIO SET AN/ARC-83
   LAST STATUS:  D3 MPB
2. AFL/MPB/7/310-064-6005/EA/0001/1/3700/901/1/1784/R/BLNK/B/SQ/
   BLNK/392/02/BLNK/AR/9/DODY21N2000/COMPRESSOR
   LAST STATUS:  E4 MPB
3. AFL/MPB/7/1005-605-7720/EA/0001/1/3700/8338/2235/R/BLNK/B/SQ/
   BLNK/892/02/BLNK/BLNK/9/DODY21H4000/MACHINE GUN M-60 W/E
   LAST STATUS:  BA MPB
4. AFL/MPB/7/350-762-9383/EA/0002/1/3700/8328/2037/R/BLNK/C/SQ/
   BLNK/392/02/BLNK/BLNK/9/DODY21BB2000/RECORDER/REPRODUCER SOUND
   LAST STATUS:  DD MPB
5. AFL/MPB/7/6650-530-0974/EA/0002/1/3700/3317/1907/R/BLNK/C/SQ/
   BLNK/892/02/BLNK/BLNK/9/DODY21BB2000/BINOCULARS 7X50 M17A
   LAST STATUS:  BM MPB
6. AFL/MPB/7/2530-737-1100/EA/0002/1/3700/8293/1168/R/BLNK/C/SQ/
   BLNK/892/02/BLNK/BLNK/9/DODY21F1000/GLIMP
   LAST STATUS:  BM MPB

RECEIVED BY  22-1301

REL BY  232045 4 JUNE 69

SUPO
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FSN</th>
<th>Declas Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>241-927</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2 JUNE 69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DECISION: CG, THIRD MAR DIV (RECON) TO: CG, MAR DIV (RECON) IBC: THIRD RECON BN

FOURTH FOLLOW-UP

1. APF/MPB/1/5210-629-924/EA/00004/MJ13700/9073/1877/R/BLIK/4/91/892/02/BLNK/41/51/D0DY21F1000/RADIO SET LRC-63
   LAST STATUS: EM MPB

   LAST STATUS: EM MPB

   LAST STATUS: EM MPB

   LAST STATUS: EM MPB

5. APF/MPB/1/5310-953-763/EA/00004/MJ13700/9073/902/R/BLNK/4/91/892/02/999/BLNK/9D0DY21F1000/INL
   LAST STATUS: EM MPB

RELEASED BY: [Signature] DATE: 4-3-1969

TIME: 241-927 REPLY: [Signature] TIME: 241-927 JUNE 69

SUPER
DECLASSIFIED

DRAPTFER 21/DHM/SMH
SEC SUPPLY PHONE RECON 21
CWO P U

ROUTINE 240925 2 JUNE 69

RECORD

REC

TO: CG MOSA PHILA
INFO: THIRD RECON BN

UNCLASS E F T O

MILITARY FOLLOWUP
NLNN/C/6C/CMNN/6925/82/CMNN/6A/9D072152000/PROJECTOR SET
LAST STATUS: EM MPB

RECEIVED BY 231423

RELEASED BY 24/5/69

SUPO
CONFIDENTIAL

KNOWLEDGE/OUTLINE 23 MAY 1969

TO: CC THIRD MAR DIV (REIN) DGH
CC: CC XXIV CORPS PEB

GR: CC ONE NAG ONE AIRLORNE DIV CEB
CC TASK FORCE HOTEL VCB
FIRST BATT INP INF DIV (MECH) QTR
MID MARINES
THIRD MARINES
MID MARINES
THIRD MARINES
MRG THREE KING
SR. ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN.

CONFIDENTIAL
ROUGH SPOT REPORT IN LINE OF PATROL DEBRIEF

1. RECON TEAM: OAK TREE (3A1) (6 MEN) OPO 509-D-69
   230930H TM INSERTED AT XD758345, TM WAS UNABLE TO ESTABLISH

   OBJ.: 230942H AT XD758545 TM OBS A FRESH TUNNEL OPENING 5-7 FT.
   OUNCE THE CASING WENT DOWN 6 FT. AND STRAIGHTENED OUT INTO THE
   HILLSIDE, NEG ACTION TAKEN. 230945H TM OBS TWO VC/HVA 75 METERS
   TO NORTHEAST AT XD758545, EK WORE GREEN CAMOUFLAGED UTILITIES,
   KH KILLED AND CARRIED AK-47'S, NEG ACTION TAKEN. 230955H
   KH AT XD758545 OBS NOV'T IN A TREESLINE AT XD754456. 231000H TM AT
   XD758545 HAD NOV'T 50 METERS TO THE EAST AT XD758546, NEG ACTION
   SSURED AND NOV'T CRASHED. 231055H TM W/AD'S CONCURRENCE DECIDED THAT
   THEIR POS HAS COMPROMISED AND REQUESTED AN EXTRACTION, WHILE
   MOVING TO LZ FOR EXTRACTION TM OBS AN UNK SIZE BUNKER COMPLEX AND
   TWO TUNNEL ENTRANCES AT XD762545. 231045H TRANSPORT HELOS CAM
   TO STATION AND TM WAS EXTRACTED FROM XD762545, DURING EXTRACTION
   TM HEARD SAF COMING FROM XD773535 WHICH WAS APPARENTLY INTENDED
   FOR THE HELOS.

   PERSONAL
   OPO 509-D-69
   CONFIDENTIAL

   CON 2935A RELEASED BY
   TIME H JUNE 1969
CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED

DIRECTOR/ROUTING

CC THIRD AIR DIV (REIN) DCH
CC XXV CORPS PHB
CC IYI MAP DCH

RECEIVED: CC ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV CC
CC TASK FORCE HOTEL VC
THIRD MARINES
FIFTH MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
TEN TH MARINES
WAC THREE NINE
SR ADVISOR UAIN TRI PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN.

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TRAM: BAGIL (ZB2) (6 MEN) UPO 2560-69
2. DOG INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 200800H/240730H JUN69 (96 HRS)

3. ROUTE: YD 106565 TO YD 227550 TO YD 228583
4. REMAIN: LOW ROLLING HILLS, LOW ELEPHANT GRASS, UNLIMITED

RIVER OF NOVT. POOR COVER & CONCEALMENT. NO OP SITES. WATER SOURCES AS INDICATED ON MAP. SCATTERED TANK TRAILS THROUGHOUT RZ.

5. NICE'S: SITE AT YD 255533 WILL ACCOMMODATE FIVE CH-46'S, SITE IS A HILLTOP W/BURNED OUT FEATURES, BEST APPROACH IS 360°, NO
OBSATACLES. SITE AT YD 224535 WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46, SITE IS A HILLTOP W/BURNED OUT FEATURES, BEST APPROACH IS 360°, NO OBSTACLES.

6. DAMAGE: 23215H TN AT YD 227550 HEARD ROCKETS BEING FIRED IN TOW DIRECTION OF DONG HA. TN COULD NOT OBS WHERE ROCKETS WERE
BEING FIRED FROM.

7. OTHER INFO: NEGATIVE

GP-4
CT

CC 3932_RELEASED BY JUN69

G-2
G-3 UCV COC

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED

[Handwritten text]

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

BEGINATURE/OUTLINE Z64569

FROM: CG THIRD MAR DIV (REIN) DGH

TO: CG XXIV CORPS PHB

CC III HAF DGH

SUB: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV CEB

CC TASK FORCE HOTEL VCB

FIRST BDE FIFTH INF DIV (MECH) QTR

THIRD MARINES

FOURTH MARINES

NINTH MARINES

TENTH MARINES

HAG THREE NINE

SR. ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE

THIRD RECON BN.

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TRAIL: VENEER (3A3) (8 MEN) OPO 2645-69

2. DGG INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 221130H/231200H JUN69 (24 HRS)

3. ROUTE: FROM YDO14455 TO YDO14455 (EMPLACED CIDS AT YDO57433)

4. TERRAIN: VERY FLAT & OPEN AREA, ELEPHANT GRASS 10-15 FT. HIGH.

UNOBSTRUCTED RATE OF MOV'T, POOR COVER & CONCEALMENT. RIVER SHOWN
ON MAP WAS 15-25 METERS WIDE AND 10-12 FT. DEEP AT PLACES.

5. HAZ'S: YDO54545 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE 6-10 CH-46'S, SITE IN

FLAT OPEN AREA W/SURROUNDING RICE PADDIES & CORN FIELDS, BEST APPROACH
IS 360°, NEG APPROACH OBSTACLES. SITE AT YDO54454 WILL ACCOMMODATE

6-10 CH-46'S, SITE IS FLAT OPEN AREA W/SURROUNDING ELEPHANT GRASS
AND RICE PADDIES, BEST APPROACH IS 360°, NO APPROACH OBSTACLES.

6. ENEMY: NEGATIVE

7. OTHER INFO: YDO145 GRID IS BELIEVED TO BE A MINE FIELD AND BOOBY

MAP AREA

OPO 2645-69

ERT

CONFIDENTIAL

OPO 2645-69

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

RECON ENGINEEING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: GARDEN VALLEY (263) (6 HRS) OPO 514-D-69
2. DTG Inserted/Extracted: 210900H/240900H JUN 69 (72 HRS)

3. ROUTE: H TO YD02354 TO YD03574
4. TERRAIN: MODERATELY STEEP HILLS, TRIPLE CANOPY TO 60 FT.
   THICK UNDERGROWTH, RATE OF MOV'T 75-100 METERS PER HOUR, GOOD
   COVER & CONCEALMENT, STREAM AS SHOWN ON MAP IS TWO FT. WIDE,
   @ DEEP, SLOW FLOWING W/FISH PLentiful IN STREAM.
   VEGETATION AT YD02354 RUNS EAST TO WEST, IS HARD PACKED AND 4 FT. WIDE

5. SECRET USE.
6. OBSERVATIONS: SITE AT YD02354 WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE OH-46, SITE IS A
   CLEARING, BEST APPROACH IS SOUTH TO NORTH, NO OBSTACLES (BURNED
   OUT AREA), SITE AT YD03574 WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE OH-46, SITE IS
   A CLEARING AREA W/TREES, GRASS AND TEN FT. TREES SURROUNDING IT,
   BEST APPROACH IS EAST TO NORTHEAST, STUMPS ONE FT. HIGH MAY IMPED

7. OTHER INFO: NEGATIVE

CP-4

JTAC

OPO 514-D-69

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED

DRAFTED BY: INFAML
SEC S-2 PH FORCE REG 2
CGO 2-5

CONFIDENTIAL
MISSION OPERATING REPORT (V)

1. MISSION: FLIGHT TIME (3-1) (8 MIN) CP 507-D-69

3. RCPTS: FM XD90603 TO XD90608 TO XD90628 TO XD90628
   TO XD90624 TO XD906299 UL929 IN 972.

4. TERRAIN: STEEP HILLS, FIVE FOOT HIGH ELEPHANT GRASS, RATE
   OF 500 METERS PER HR. POOR COVER AND CONCEALMENT.

SITE AT XD90628 OBSERVATION TO THE SOUTH AND EAST. STREAMS
AS ON THE MAP. TRAILS AS ON THE MAP WITH NO RECENT USE.

5. HZS: SITE AT XD90625 WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46,
   SITE IS A HILL TOP, BEST APPROACH SOUTHEAST TO NORTHWEST.

NO APPROACH OBSTACLES.

6. ENEMY: NONE

7. OTHER INFO: NONE
   CP 507-D-69

CONFIDENTIAL

RELEASED BY: INFAML
DATE 25 JUL 69

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
SECRET

SECRET

RECON DEVELOPMENT REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: SALINAS (301) (11 KEN) OPO 444-D-69
2. OPO DESERTED/EXTRACTED: 22175OH/24130OH JUN69 (45 HRS)
3. ROUTE: YD0117703 TO YD098728 TO YD094735 TO YD090718
4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILLS, EXTREMELY THICK BRUSH, SCATTERED

DEAD OUT AREAS, RATE OF MOVT 25 METERS PER HOUR, GOOD COVER & COVERAGE. NO CP SITES, NEGATIVE WATER SOURCES OR TRAILS.

5. HAZARDS: YD090718 SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE TWO GR-46'S, SITE IS A HILLTOP W/6 FT. BLEMISH GLASS, BEST APPROACH IS NORTH TO EAST,

SMALL ISSUES MAY IMPede LANDING
6. ENEMY: 221900OH TH AT YD038728 HEARD MOVT 75 METERS TO THE

NORTH (SCOUT DOG ALERTED). AG CAME ON STATION. 231750OH TH AT

YD094725 ALERTED BY SCOUT DOG TO MOVT 50 METERS TO THE SOUTH

AND ORIENTED. NO ACTION TAKEN AND TH MOVED. THROUGHOUT PATROL
TH W/S CONTINUALLY ALERTED TO MOVT BY SCOUT DOGS. 241300OH TH

EXTRACTED AT YD090718.

7. OTHER INFO: NEGATIVE

GR-4

BT

G-55, RELEASED BY

COM 344, RELEASED BY

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED

DRAFTED BY: PHIL
SEC 8-2 MI 3D FORCE REG 2
GWO P 9 69

CONFIDENTIAL

LOCATION REPORT (10)

1. LOCAL TEAM: BADABON (1-2) (9 MAN) COP 5-6-69
2. BASE DESIGNATED/EXTRACTED: 221530/240545 JUN 69 (4 MM)
3. NAMING: FM X074940 TO X075245 TO X075240 TO X075430
   (7459C 7645)
4. DESCRIPTION: SHEEP HILLS, HEAVY VEGETATION WITH DOUBLE
   CANYON, 6-10 FOOT HIGH ELEPHANT GRASS ON THE HILL TOPS AND
   AT THE BASE OF THE HILLS. RATE OF MOVE IS 200 METERS PER
   HR. GOOD COVER AND CONCEALMENT.
5. BUNKER: SITE AT X075405 WILL ACCOMMODATE 3 CH-46'S
   SITE IS A HILL TOP WITH 10' ELEPHANT GRASS, WEST APPROACH
   EAST TO WEST, NO APPROACH OBSTACLES. SITE AT X075445
   WILL ACCOMMODATE 1 CH-46 SITE IS A HILL TOP WITH 6 FOOT
   HIGH ELEPHANT GRASS, WEST APPROACH NORTH TO SOUTH, APPROACH
   OBSTACLES ARE A few BUSHES AROUND HILL.
6. WEAPONS NONE
7. OTHER INFO: NONE

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON

CHAPTER 24, 241/77
SUPPLY PHONE RECON 24
CWO

MISSION 25 JUNE 69

REQUEST
CG COMM MAR DIV (0000)
TO: CG USA UC
FROM: TCD MAR DIV

WAR ROOM FOLLOW UP
   LAST STATUS: IN LP
   LAST STATUS: IN LP
   LAST STATUS: IN LP
   LAST STATUS: IN LP
   LAST STATUS: IN LP

REASIGNED BY ODC 8/1/30

TIME 25/30 JUN 69

SUB

DECLASSIFIED
PRIORITY 2456
Z JUNE 1969

FROM: THIRD RECON BN
TO: CG THIRD MARDIV (REIN)

BY
UNCLASSIFIED

TACTICAL GENERATORS, 20 THRU 60 kw, 60Hz
INVENTORY OF
A. DIVO 10260.1
B. CG THIRD MARDIV (REIN) 251100Z JUNE 1969

IN ACCORDANCE WITH REF. S A AND B, NEGATIVE REPORT SUBMITTED.

BY

CON 4200 RELEASED BY
DIV ENG-RS
DECLASSIFIED

FROM: CG, THIRD MAR DIV (REIH)
TO: CG, MCSA HILL
INFO: THIRD RECON BN

UNCLASSIFIED

MILSTRIP FOLLOW-UP

1. AT1/MPB/4/4110-8/08-5492/EA/00001/H13790/8279/1243/R
   BLNK/3/30/BLNK/892/02/BLNK/40/9DODY21N1000/REFER 8
   CU. FT.
   LAST STATUS: BA MPB

CON       RELEASED BY       TIME

CC# 4221 REL BY T. Predoitchy  26/5/69 4 JUNE 69

S. P. O.
FROM: CG O, THIRD MAR DIV (REIN)
TO: CG O, MCSA PHILDA
INFO: THIRD RECON BN

UNCLASSIFIED

EQUIPMENT CANCELLATION

1. AC1/RBP/4465-782-3133/EA/00027/K13700/8327/2084/R
   HL/NK/G/8Q/HLNK/892/02/HLNK/474/9DODY21150000/RUCKSACK
   ARM
   LAST STATUS: EV MPB

2. AC1/RBP/45820-712-8590/EA/00001/K13700/8318/1911/R
   HL/NK/G/8Q/HLNK/892/02/HLNK/474/9DODY211000/RADIO SET
   AN/RRC-87
   LAST STATUS: IN MPB

3. AC1/MPB/1005-403-9125/EA/00002/K13700/8799/1550/R
   HL/NK/G/8Q/HLNK/892/02/HLNK/474/9DODY211500/RIPE
   MPB
   LAST STATUS: IN MPB

4. AC1/MPB/45515-011-2820/EA/00112/K13700/8293/1406/R
   HL/NK/G/8Q/HLNK/892/02/HLNK/9DODY211000/NAIL 16D
   MPB
   LAST STATUS: BA MPB

CON

RELEASED BY: GS
DATE: 25/1307

CCN

4220 REL BY: Dohack
TIME: 26/1500
H: JUN69

SPO

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

SECURITY NOTICE: RECON 21

S Func. 92 07 3 1969

Designated by: [Signature]

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

3 RECON

DRAFTED 21/11/66
SEC SUPPLY PHONE RECON 21
OWO 222222

ROUTING Z 2 69 282

F/F: CG, THIRD MAR DIV (RELA)
TO: CG, HQUA PHILA
INFO: THIRD RECON BN

UNCLASSIFIED

FILLS TRP FOLLOW-UP

A/213700/8330/21337/8
BLANK/BLANK/BLANK/BLANK/BLANK/BLANK/BLANK
SET AN/RC-109
LAST STATUS: HA NPR

CC: RELEASED BY

cc: 4227 RELAY TO DESK
TIME 26/500 11 JUN 69
SUPPO
SUBJECT: CG, THIRD MAR DIV (REIN)
TO: THIRD FOR SER AGENT
INFO: THIRD RECON BN

UND: LAS E F T O

HELSFYP CANCELLATION

1. ACL/HRL/W/1005-726-5655/SA/00001/A13700/9003/0000/R/BLNK/C/SA/BLNK/822/BLNK/32/9000/21110000/PISTOL CAL .45
LAST STATUS: OK

2. ACL/HRL/W/6500-5123/TU/0200/A13700/0305/1593/R/BLNK/C/BLNK/BLNK/BLNK/9000/21110000/PROTECTIVE OINTMENT SILICON
LAST STATUS: OK

FOR: RELEASED BY

CCP

CCP 4219 RELAY TO [Redacted]

SPO

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

IMMEDIATE ROUTINE 28JUL69

FM: CG TIRD MAR DIV (REIN) GCH
TO: CG XXIV CORPS PHB
CG XVI MAP DIV

INFO: CG ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV GCE
COPY TO:
CG TASK FORCE HOTEL VCB
FIRST DEP FIFTH INF DIV (MECH) QTR
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
FIFTH MARINES
SIXTH MARINES
THIRD MARINE ARTILLERY

CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DESIGNATING REPORT (U)

1. ROUTE: HASTY FOOT (2A3) (6 MILES) OPO 496-D-69
2. MSQ INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 221500H/260030H JUN69 (86 HRS)

3. ROUTE: XD826511 TO XD835521 INSERT - XD824514 EXTRACT - XD836507
4. TERRAIN: STEEP HILLS, TRIPLE CANOPY, HEAVY UNDERGROWTH, RATE OF MOV'T 75 METERS PER HOUR, EXCELLENT COVER & CONCEALMENT. OP SITE AT XD836521 OBS 360°. WATER SOURCES AS SHOWN ON MAP. TRAIL AT XD824514 RUNS NORTH TO SOUTH, 20 FT. WIDE, NO SIGNS OF RECENT USE (OLD INFANTRY TRAIL).

5. HULZ'S: SITE AT XD824514 WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE UH-1E, SITE IS FORMER INFANTRY POS ON A COMPLETELY DARREN HILLTOP, BEST APPROACH IS EAST WEST, SURROUNDING TREES MAY IMPED LANDING. SITE AT XD836507 WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46, SITE IS A SLOPE W/ELYMILL GRASS SEVEN FT. HIGH, BEST APPROACH IS SOUTH TO NORTH, SURROUNDING TREES MAY IMPED LANDING.

6. ENEMY: NEGATIVE

7. OTHER: NEGATIVE

0:0 496-D-69

RECON DESIGNATING REPORT (U) DATED 27JUL69

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

DATE/ROUTING: 2X42631 2 JUN 69

AD: CG THIRD BN DIV (RESIN) WGN
TD: CG XXIV CORPS RHQ
CC III NAF DIQG

L/R:
CC ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV GSE
CC TASK FORCE HOTEL VCB
FIRST BN FIFTH INF DIV (MECH) QTR
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
TENTH MARINES
HAG THANG NINE
SR ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN.

CONFIDENTIAL

RENAE FROM REPORT (U)

1. RECON TIME: PEACH STATE (203) (6 MEN) OPO 531-D-69
251130H TH AT XD794236 OBS SIX VC/NVA MOVING SOUTHEAST TO NORTHWEST

AT 251300H TH COULD NOT DETERMINE UNIFORMS OR GEAR DUE TO DUST. NO ACTION TAKEN. 251330H TH AT SAME POS HEARD VOICES

APPROX 25 METERS TO TH'S SOUTH. TH THEN HEARD MOV'T APPROX 25 METERS TO THE EAST & WEST. 251400H MOV'T CONT'D AND AO CAINE ON

ACTION. MOV'T TO TH'S EAST & WEST CEASED BUT CONT'D TO TH'S SOUTH. AO RAN ROCKET & GUN RUNS TO TH'S SOUTH AND REC'D MODERATE

SAP PT. BUT FROM TH'S SOUTH & WEST. 251430H F/V CAME ON STATION

AND MADE BOMB RUNS ON SUSPECTED POSITIONS. F/V REC'D 50 CAL.

AND SAP NOIL 700 METERS TO TH'S SOUTH. 251545H TRANSPORT HELOS CAME ON STATION AND TH WAS EXTRACTED FROM XD791239. TH ON PATROL

N OBS A TRAIL AT XD794236 WHICH RUNS NORTH TO SOUTH AND IS HEAVILY

USED.

CC1-4
3T

OPO 531-D-69
CONFIDENTIAL

CC1 4483 RELEASED BY N. BURK

TIME 2670H JUN 69

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

IMMEDIATE/ROUTINE 284533 2 JUN69

FROM: CC THIRD MAR DIV (REIN) GSH
TO: CC XXIV CORPS PEB
CC III MAF DKG

INFO: CC ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV GEB
CC TASK FORCE HOTEL VGB
FIRST BDE FIFTH INF DIV (REIN) QEN
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
TwELVEH MARINES
MAG THREE HMR
SR. ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN.

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: ANDREWS (31) (7 NTH) OPO 518-2-69
2. DTC INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 251100H/271030H JUN69 (45 IHS)

3. ROUTE: FM XD892262 TO XD890265 TO XD882265 TO XD895253
4. TERRAIN: STEEP HILLS, THICK UNDERGROWTH, HIGH CANOPY (DOUGS),

RANGE OF MOV'T 100 METERS PER HOUR, EXCELLENT COVER & CONCEALMENT.
OR SITE AT XD892262 OBS 360°. WATER SOURCES AS SHOWN ON MAP.

TRAIL SHOWN ON MAP AT XD894260 HEADS NORTH TO SOUTH IS WELL USED
RECENT ACTIVITY. TRAIL AT XD890266 HEADS EAST TO WEST IS WELL...

USED W/RECENT ACTIVITY. TWO TRAILS RUN SIDE BY SIDE AT THIS GRID.
TRAIL AT XD882269 RUNS EAST TO WEST IS WELL USED W/RECENT ACTIVITY.

ALL TRAILS 3-4 FT. SIDE AND HARD PACKED.
5. HLAGS: XD892262 WILL ACCOMMODATE THREE CH-46'S, SITE IS A

RIDGELINE W/LOW ELEPHANT GRASS, BEST APPROACH IS 360°, NO OBSTACLES.
SITE AT XD895253 WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46, SITE IS A HILLTOP 1/4 MI.

ELEPHANT GRASS, BEST APPROACH IS NORTH TO SOUTH, NO OBSTACLES.

6. ENEMY: 251100H TH AT XD892262 FOUNDED NUMEROUS OLD P/H'S, 252

SIGNS OF RECENT ACTIVITY. 251730H TH AT XD890265 FOUND TWO TRAILS
SIDE BY SIDE W/FRESH FOOTPRINTS TWO TO THREE HOURS OLD. 251630H

TH AT XD882269 FOUND 6/BUNKERS (NEW) 6X5' W/FRESH SIGNS OF RECENT
ACTIVITY. TH SEARCHED AREA AND AT 251615H HEARD CHOPPING OF TREES.

AND VOICES 50 METERS TO THE WEST. TH ALSO HEARD DIGGING. 251820H
TH HEARD A MOTOR START AT XD87267. 251820H TH HEARD NUMEROUS VOICE

CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL

OF AN ESTIMATED 15-20 PEOPLE 30 METERS TO THE WEST. Z51850H
TH MOVING FROM XD833263 HEARD EN FOLLOWING THEM AT A DISTANCE OF
30 METERS. EN FOLLOWED TH FOR 600 METERS TO XD92262. TH STOPPED
AT AN LX (XD92262) AND EN STOPPED IN THICK BRUSH AT XD91263.

Z51915H TH AT XD92262 CALLED A F/H (72 HDS). 40 CM STATION
ALSO DEPLOYED F/H (30 HDS) AND RAN OV-10 ORDINANCE ON XD97267.

Z51955H EN HEARD MOV'T 100 METERS TO THE WEST AT XD91262 OF
AN ESTIMATED 15-20 EN. TH CALLED F/H (30 HDS).

7. OTHER INFO: NEGATIVE
6P-4
UZ

CONFIDENTIAL

CON... RELEAS... BY... TIME... JUNE 9

PAGE 2 OF 2 PAGES
SOURCE/LOCATION JNB 26/69 2 JUN 69

SUBJ: 3D ADVANCING DIV (REACH) DGH
TO: 3D ADVANCED CORPS MCB
DCA MCB

I. REPO: ON ONE ZERO ONS AIRBORNE DIV ONS
ON TASK FORCE HOTEL VCB
FIRST BDR X975350 X956350 MCB (REACH) QTR
TETR MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINETH MARINES
TENET MARINES
NINTH NINE
SR: PROVINCE ADVISOR QUANG TRI
TASK FORCE RECON 60
TASK FORCE RECON 61

CONFIDENTIAL
SCORP DESCRIBING REPORT (H)

1. RECON TRAIL: CARPET 173 (6 HRS) OPO=530-D-69
2. DATE InsPECTED/EXTRACTION: 225100 H/271100 H (120 HRS)

3. ROUTE: FROM X975350 TO X955350 TO X956350 TO X966346
4. TERRAIN: STEEP HILLS, WITH ELEPHANT GRASS 8 TO 12 FT. HIGH.
5. SHIELD CARPET: EXCELLENT COVER AND CONCEALMENT. OP. SITE AT
X972303 OBSERVE 360. AO-X956348 OBSERVE 360.
6. HILLS AT X975350 SITE WELL ACCOMMODATE ONE GUN, SITE IS A
FLAT, WITH 200 FT. ELEPHANT GRASS. BEST APPROACH IS FROM EAST
TO WEST, WITH TREES TO THE NORTH.
7. WORK: NONE.

OPO=530-D-69

CONSIDERATIONS

BP
6-2

RELEASED BY: D. S. BIGIN
TIME 27/06/69 1630

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

IMMEDIATE ROUTING: 28D537 2 JUN 69

FROM: CO 3RD MAR DIV (REIN) DOH
TO: CO XXIV CORPS PHB
CO III MAF DNQ

INFO: CO ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV GEE
CO TASK FORCE HOTEL VCB
FIRST BATTALION INF DIV (MECH) QTR
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
FIFTH MARINES
SIXTH MARINES
SEVENTH MARINES
EIGHTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
OCT T-RES 1 COR
II. PROVINCE ADVISOR QUANG TRI
THIRD FORCE RECON CO
THIRD RECON BN

CONFIDENTIAL
RECON DECLASSIFIED REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: 1ST Brigade 203 (9 MEN) COPY TO:

2. DATE INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 250940 H/271130 H (50 HRS)

3. ROUTE: I MH XD846221, TO XD847223, TO XD841221
4. TERRAIN: LOW ROLLING HILLS, WITH LOW GRASS, FAIR COVER AND

CONCEALMENT. OP. SITE AT XD841221; OBSERVE 360.
5. HLZ: AT XD846221. SITE WILL ACCOMMODATE TWO CH-46'S, SITE TO

A FURROW, WITH LOW GRASS, BEST APPROACH IS FROM EAST TO WEST, WITH
NO APPROACH OBSTACLES.

6. SUMMARY: 251500 H TEAM AT XD847223 OBSERVED FIVE VC/NVA AT XD84-
222, BERRY WERE MOVING EAST TO WEST, AND WEARING DARK UTILITIES.

TEAM COULD NOT OBSERVE WEAPONS OR GEAR, NEGATIVE ACTION. 271115 H
TEAM AT XD841221 OBSERVED MOVEMENT 700M TO THEIR SOUTHEAST, AD

OBSERVING STATION, AND RAN FIXED-JUNGLE CONTROL AREA. 271130 H TEAM
HAS IN EXTRACT HELICOPTERS, WHEN THEY OBSERVED TWO VC/NVA IN A STRUM-

LED AT XD844221, ENEMY INITIATED CONTACT AND TEAM RETURNED FIRE,
RESULTING IN ONE ENEMY KIA. ENEMY WERE WEARING GREEN UTILITIES,

AND ARMED WITH AK-47's.

CONFIDENTIAL

CON 4480 RELEASED BY PP.1755 27/1955 II JUN 69

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DEBRUITING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TRAIN: TENDER RANCHO (7 MILES) OPO 2662-69
2. DIG UNSEARCHED/EXTRACTED: 251330H/271250H JUNE 69 (40 URG)

3. ROUTE: TM YD242495 TO YD239503 TO YD230513
4. TERRAIN: GENERAL ROLLING HILLS, SPARSE VEGETATION, UNLIMITED

RATE OF MOV'T, POOR COVER & CONCEALMENT, NO OP SITES. STREAM LISTED ON MAP ARE DRYING UP. TRAILS AS SHOWN ON MAP SHOW NO RECENT USE.

5. HELPS: SITE AT YD242495 WILL ACCOMMODATE THREE CH-46'S, SITE IS A HILLTOP W/SCATTERED BRUSH AND LOW ELEPHANT GRASS, BEST APPROACH IS 360°, REG APPROACH OBSTACLES. SITE AT YD239573 WILL ACCOMMODATE THREE CH-46'S, SITE IS A FLAT HILLTOP W/TWO FT. HIGH SCRUB GRASS.

6. ENEMY: NEGATIVE

7. OTHER INFO: 261130H MT AT YD239503 SHEDD A STRONG ODOR OF FISH COMING FROM OUT OF THE SOUTHWEST.

OPO 2662-69
CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
SECRET

PRIORITY 28O618  2 JUN 69

FM: CO THIRD MAR DIV (REIN) DH
TO: CO XXIV CORPS PHB
CG III MAF DNO

INFO: CO ONE ZERO ONE AIRBORNE DIV EEC
CO TASK FORCE HOTEL VCB
FIRST BDE FIFTH INF DIV (MECH) QT
THIRD MARINES
FOURTH MARINES
NINTH MARINES
TWELFTH MARINES
MAG THREE NINE
SOS ADVISOR QUANG TRI PROVINCE
THIRD RECON BN

SECRET
RECONNAISSANCE PATROLS FOR 29 JUNE TO 5 JULY 1969.

1. MISSION: TO CONDUCT RECONNAISSANCE AND SURVEILLANCE OF AS-
IGNED AREA TO DETERMINE ENEMY INFILTRATION AND/OR POSSIBLE
ENEMY BASE CAMPS OR STAGING AREAS. PLOT WATER SOURCES, TRAILS, AND
ALL AREAS SUITABLE FOR HLZ'S. EMPLOY SUPPORTING ARMS ON APPROPRIATE
TARGETS. BE ESPECIALLY WATCHFUL FOR SIGNS THAT MIGHT CONFIRM REPORTS
THAT ENEMY MAY USE THIS AREA FOR ROCKET/MORTAR POSITIONS.

2. PATROL

A. FOURTH MARINES
ULXD 9746 LRXD 9944
ULXD 0546 LRXD 0546
ULXD 0152 LRXD 0251

B. NINTH MARINES
ULXD 9741 LRXD 0038

C. THIRD MARINES
ULXD 0772 LRXD 0971

D. THIRD RECON BN
ULXD 8758 LRXD 8956
ULXD 9056 LRXD 9256
ULXD 8756 LRXD 8954
ULXD 8955 LRXD 9155
ULXD 9542 LRXD 9759
ULXD 9537 LRXD 9855

DATE
29-05
29-05
28-05

28-05
01-06
03-06
28-05
03-06
05-06
05-06
28-04

DECLASSIFIED
3. IN ADDITION THERE ARE THREE TEAMS AT INDIA RELAY AND TWO
TEAMS AT SIERRA RELAY.

CP-4

[Signature]

RELEASED BY [Handwritten Signature]

TIME [Handwritten Signature] H JUNE 69

PAGE 2 OF 2 PAGES
CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED

DRAFTED BY: McNAM
SEC 9-2 NF 3D FORCE REC 2
COPY

CONFIDENTIAL

DESCRIPTION/REASON: 29/04/72 JUN 69

1. ORIG: CG XXIV COR'S PUB
2. CG 22ND MAR DIV (REIN) NCH
3. CG III MEF DIV

MEMO:
1. CG ONE ZERO ONE AIR FORCE DIV (REIN) VCB
2. CG TASK FORCE VCB
3. XXIV COR'S PUB
4. III MEF DIV (REIN) QTR
5. 22ND MAR DIV
6. REIN 22ND MAR DIV
7. REIN WWII MAR DIV
8. CG III MEF DIV
9. CG III MEF DIV
10. PROVIDE ADVISOR QUANG TRI
11. RECON DIV
12. TENT FORCE RECON COMPANY

CONFIDENTIAL

LOGREC REPORT (U)

1. HROCN NAME: FRONT WING 3-2 (NTH) GPO 2661-69
2. HROCN DESTINATION/EXTRACTED: 251230H/281100H (65 HRS)

3. ROUTE: VN YD206504 TO YD205504 TO YD207517 TO YD214511 TO YD217455

4. COMMENTS: LOW ROLLING HILLS, ELEPHANT GRASS 2 TO 4 FEET HIGH, IXN INSPECT UNLESS NECESSARY, FOR COVER & CONCEALMENT, CP SITE AT YD214511 CGO 360.

5. VING: AT YD206504 WILL ACCOMMODATE 2 CH-46'S, SITE IS A HILL TOP APPROACH EAST TO WEST, APPROACH OBSTACLES NONE.

6. CHRONIC: 251530H TEAM WILL BE AT CP AT YD204506 SAW

7. NP/NAV WALKING NORTHEAST AT YD184556, HE WAS WOUNDED AND APPEARS INJURED.

8. OTHER INFO: NONE

CONFIDENTIAL

GPO 2661-69

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL

RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: SANDBOY (3A2) (6 MEN) OPO 2657-69

2. DTG INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 240830H/281100H JUN69 (99 HRS)

3. ROUTE: FM YD184510 TO YD181522 TO YD170523 TO YD165720

4. TERRAIN: GENTLE ROLLING HILLS, SPARSE VEGETATION, UNLIMITED

5. HLZ'S: SITE AT YD184510 WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46, SITE IS A HILLTOP 1/2 FT. ELEPHANT GRASS, BEST APPROACH IS 360, NO OBSTACLES

   SITE AT YD165720 WILL ACCOMMODATE ONE CH-46, SITE IS A HILLTOP 1/2 FT. ELEPHANT GRASS, BEST APPROACH IS 360, NO OBSTACLES.

6. ENEMY: 250730H TM AT YD175520 OBS SHOOK 500 METERS TO THIS EAST (POSSIBLE CAMP FIRE). TM CALLED A F/H (4 RDS). 262000H TM AT YD168521 OBS TWO MOVING LIGHTS MOVING IN A NORTHERLY DIRECTION APPROX 1000 METERS TO THIS EAST. TM CALLED A F/H (8 RDS).

7. OTHER INFO: NEGATIVE

OPO 2657-69

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

DIRECT RECON DEBRIEFING REPORT (U)

1. RECON TEAM: INTRIGUE (2D1) (6 MEC) OPO 2659-69
2. PNC INSERTED/EXTRACTED: 240600H/250600H JUN69 (96 HRS)

3. ROUTE: FM YD178547 TO YD184557
4. TERAIN: OPEN AREA, SPARSE VEGETATION, UNLIMITED RATE OF MOV'T.

5. Intelli'S: SITE AT YD178547 WILL ACCOMMODATE FIVE CH-46'S. SITE IS A HILLTOP W/SCRUB BRUSH SURROUNDING, BEST APPROACH IS 360°, NO OBSTACLES. SITE AT YD184557 WILL ACCOMMODATE EIGHT CH-46'S, SITE IS AN OPEN FLAT AREA, BEST APPROACH IS 360°, NO OBSTACLES.

6. EMERGENCY: NEGATIVE
7. OTHER INFOR: NEGATIVE

RECON REMARKS

CONFIDENTIAL

OPO 2659-69

CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED
ROUTINE: 3RD RECON

FROM: CG, THIRD MAR DIV (REIN)
TO: THIRD FORSERGET
FROM: THIRD RECON BN

UNCLASSIFIED

FOLLOWS-UP

1. AF/NI/3/1940-2300/EA/0002/N13700/835L/2455/N/ELMK/B/ELMK/ELMK/892/12/ELMK/4A/9DODY21B3000/LANDING
   BOAT CO2
   LAST STATUS: IM MR1

CON: 4742.2

RELEASED BY: [Signature]

TIME: 21550

SUPERVISORY

DECLASSIFIED
3 RECON

ROUTINE: 30Q119  Z JUNE 69

FROM: CG THIRD MAR DIV (REIN)
TO: CG MOSA PHILA
INFO: THIRD RECON BN

UNCLASSIFIED

MILSTRIP FOLLOW-UP
1. A21/HFB/17/6130/042-1163/EA/0001/E13700/9101/2662/EA/
   HMK/1/69/E136/992/94A/9DODY318/8000/BATTERY CHARGER
   LAST STATUS: EX MPB

CON. RELEASED BY 27/5/69  TIME

CON. U 3/62 RELAY 7/4 MARKED  29/2050 H[JUNE 69

SUPP
DECLASSIFIED

FROM: CG THIRD MAR DIV(REIM)
TO: 3 RECON PER SUB REGT
INFO: THIRD RECON IN

GROUPS KEPT

MoJo SHOP FOLLOW-UP
1. AT1/HR1/4/3840-38110/EA/O0001/M13700/9102/2661/N/
   BLK/R/BLK/BLK/892/12/BLK/1A/9100/21/1000/
   RADAR SET AN/PS-6
   LAST STATUS: IN MR1
2. AT1/HR1/4/2920-2999-2043/EA/O0001/M13700/9112/3001/V/
   BLK/1/BLK/BLK/892/12/BLK/1A/9100/21/1000/
   GD ALT ALTERNATIVE
   LAST STATUS: IN MR1
3. AT1/HR1/4/3820-3999/EA/O0005/M13700/9117/3244/N/
   BLK/1/BLK/BLK/892/02/1A/9100/21/1000/
   RADIO GQ CONTROL AN/GRB-39

CON

RELEASED BY: 2/15/66

CON 4-741

RECEIVED: 2/20/50

supply